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Chap. 47.

~lINI~G.

Sec. 1.

CHAPTER 47.
The Mining Act.
INTERPRETATION.
Illterpre·

lation.

"Agent."

1. In this Act:
(a) "Agent" where it occurs in Parts VIII and IX shall

mean any person having, on behalf of the owner, the
care or direction of a mine or of any part thereof;
··Court.'·

(b) "Court" shall mean l\'lining Court;

"Crown

(c) "Crown lands" shall not include land in the actual
use or occupation of the Crown, or of any Public

land$:'

Department of the Government of Canada, or of
Ontario. or of any officer or servant thereof, or under

lease or license of occupation from the Crown or the
Minister of Lands and Forests or the Minister of
Mine~, or set apart or appropriated by lawful
authority for any public purpose or vested in the
Temi~kaming and Northern Ontario Railway Commission;
"Depart·
ment"

"Deputy
Minister."

(d) "Department" shall mean Department of Mines;

(e) "Deputy Minister" shall mean Deputy Minister of
j\:lines;

"In place."

(f) " In place" when used in reference to mineral shall
mean in the place or position where originally
formed in the solid rock, as distinguished from being
in loose, fragmentary or broken rock, boulders,
Roat, beds or deposits of gold or platinum-bearing
s..'lnd, earth, clay, or gravel, or placer; R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. I, cis. (a-f).

"Jndge."

(g) "Judge" shall mean Judge of the Mining Court;

"L1cellllee,"

(h) "Licensee" shall mean a person, mining partnership

or company holding a miner's license issued under
this Act or any renewal thereof;
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(t) "Machinery" shall include steam and other engines. "M,pblll_

boilers, furnaces, stamps and other crushing ..~y.
apparatus, winding and pumping gear, chains.
trucks, tramways, tackle. blocks, ropes and tools.
and all appliances used in or about or in connection
with a mine:

(;1 The noun "mine" shall include any opening or "Mine,"
excavation in, or working of, the ground for the meaning of
purpose of winning, opening up or proving any
mineral or mineral·bearing substance, and any ore
body, mineral deposit, stratum, soil, rock, bed of
earth, clay, sand. gravel or cement, or place where
mining is or may be carried on, and all ways,
,works, machinery, plant, buildings and premises
below or above ground belonging to or used in
connection with the mine, and also for the
purposes of Parts VIII and IX, any quarry,
excavation or opening in the ground made for the
purpose of searching for or removal of mineral, soil,
rock, quartz, limestone, earth, clay, sand, gravel
or cement and any roast-yard, smelting furnace,
mill, work or place used for or in connection with
crushing, reducing, smelting, refining, or treating any
of said substances;
(k) The verb "mine" and the word "mining" shall ::~tj:l~~·."

include any mode or method of working whereby
the soil or earth or any rock, stone or quartz
may be disturbed·, removed, washed, sifted, roasted,
smelted, refined, crushed or dealt with for the
purpose of obtaining any mineral therefrom, whether
the same may have been previously disturbed or
not, and also for the purposes of Parts VIII and IX
of this Act all operations and workings mentioned
in clause .(j);
(I) "Minerals" shall include gold and silver, all rare and ··Mlnerlll....

precious metals and coal, natural gas, oil and
salt;
(m) "Mining lands" shall include lands and mining eights '·Mlntn&"
\

patented or leased under or by authonty of any
statute, regulation, or Order-in-Council. respecting
mines, minerals or mining, and also lands or mining
rights located, staked out, used or intended to be
used for mining purposes;
( n)

land. "

.

"Mining

"Mining rights" shall mean the ores, mines and rt &"bt8:·
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minerals on or under any land where the same are

or have been "dealt with separately from the surface;
··~llnlBter."

(0) "Minister" shall mean Minister of Mines, except

where a contrary intention appears;
'·Owner."

(p) "Owner" when used in Parts VIII and IX of this

Act shall include every person, mining partnership,
and company being the immediate proprietor or
lessee or occupier of a mine. or of any part thereof,
or of any land located, patented or leased as mining
lands but shall not include a person, or a mining
partnership or company receiving merely a royalty,
rent or fine {rom a mine or mining lands, or being
merely the proprietor of a mine or mining lands
subject to a lease, grant or other authority for the
working thereof, or the owner of the surface rights
and not of the ore or minerals;
"Patent,"

(q) "Patent" shall mean a grant from the Crown in fee
simple or for any less estate made under the Great
Seali

"Pre.cribed. "

(r) "Prescribed" shall mean prescribed by this Act or
by Order-in-Council or by rule or regulation made
under the authority of this Act;

·'Recorder.'·

(s) "Recorder" shall mean the mining recorder of the

mining division in which the land in respect of
which an act, matter or' thing is to be dOne are
situate;
"Reau-

latlon,"

(t) "Regulation" shall mean a regulation made by the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council under the authority
of this Act:

"Shaft."

(u) "Shaft" shall include a pit;

"Surface

(v) "Surface rights" shall mean land granted, leased
or located for agricultural or other purposes, the
ores, minerals and mines whereof or under the
surface whereof are reserved to the Crowni

"Valunble
minera!.'·

(w) "Valuable mineral in place" shall mean a vein,

rlll:ht.ll."

lode or deposit of mincral in place appearing at
the time of discovery to be of such a nature and
containing in the part thereof then exposed such
kind and quantity of mineral or minerals in place.
othcr than limestone, marble, clay, marl, peat or
building stone, as to make it probable that the

Sec. 5 (I).

~lISI:s"G.
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\'ein, lode or deposit is capable of being developed
into a producing mine likely to be workable at a

profit. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 1, cls. (h-x).
APPLICATION OF ACT.

2.-(1) Not~ing herein .contained shall affect the sale. ~~e:ib~t;..
lease or locatIOn, for agncultural or other purposes, of PUfpa8e. not
any land opened for sale or free grant under The Public ~~~c.t:~at
.Lands Acl or any Act, Order-in-Council or regulation respect- o. 33.
iog the sale and disposal of such land. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 2.
(2? Notwithst~n~ing anything conta,ined in this Act, ~;:~t~n;O
apphcants for rrllnLng lands who had pnor to the 14th day for mlnln~
of May, 1906, complied with the provisions of chapter 36 :rigN;;a 11
of the Revised Statutes, 1897, or regulations thereunder :~t~.MaY,
respecting applications for such lands, and whose applications were pending before the Department on such date,
may be granted title to the same under this Act without
staking them out as a mining claim or mining claims, and
subject to such conditions as regards the quantity of land
or performance of work as the Minister may deem proper.
1928, c. 16, s. 4.
FO'R:\IS.

3. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may by regu- Forms
lation prescribe the forms to be used under this Act and
until further provision is made the forms prescribed by
The .Mining
of Ontario, being Revised Statutes of Ontario,
1914, chapter 32, may be continued in use. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 3.

A,'

PART 1.
DEPARnJEN"T OF :\IINES.

4. The Department of Mines heretofore established is De~artment
continued and shall be administered by the Minister of or. Inell.
Mines. R.S,O. 1927, c. 45, s. 4.
5.-(1) A Deputy Minister of j\[ines shall be appointed

Oaput}'

· and shall per f orm Mlnlltar
of
. C
b y t he L ·leu tenant- Governor 10
ouncil
Mine•.
such duties in connection with mines, mining lands, and
the mining industry and other matters as may be assigned
to him by the Lieutenant-Governor in Councilor by the
Minister, and in the absence of the Minister, or in the case
of a vacancy in the office of the i\'linister, he shall discharge
the duties of the Minister with respect to mines, minerals,
mining lands and the mining industry and such other matters
as may be so assigned to him.
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(2) The Deputy l\lillistcr shall ha\"c all the powers, rights
and authority of an inspector, and such other powers, rights
and authority for carrying into effect the provisions of this
Act as may be assigned to him by regulation. R.S.O, 1927,
c. 45, s. 5.

Admlnllltrlltion by
l\linhlter "r

6.-(1) 1\11 puhlic lands for IllIllJllg purposes and for
the purposes of the mineral industry and all regulations
made with respect to mines or minerals or mining or mining
lands or mjnin~ rights, or the mineral industry, shall be
administered by the l\linister of i\Iines.

Execution of

(2) All patents, leases, licenses or other instruments of
title, and all ag~ccmCllts, contracts or other writings relating
to mines or mincrals or mining lands or mining rights or
the mineral industry shall be signed and executed by the
l\linister of l\lines. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 6.

~lin03.

inHtl'urnenh.

rRQVIKCI,\L GEOLOGIST, ASSAYER, AND lXSPECTORS.
Appointment and
duties or
&eolOI':;~t.

a88a>'OI'. ,wd
Inspectora.

Depart.
mental
otfleers.
0"0101l:18t to
be u: olido

In8pector.

7.-(1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may appoint
a Provincial Geologist, a Provincial Assayer and an inspector
or inspectors, and such other officers and agents as he may
deem necessary, who shall be officers of the Department,
and shall perform such duties as may be assigned to them by
this Act or by regulation.
(2) The Provincial Geologist shall be ex officio an inspector.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 7.

tr~~~~~l~'r

8. This Act and The Jlillillg Tax Act, The Natural Gas
COl/sumtion Aet, The Um''rought jl/etal Sides Act, The 1ro1l
of Mines.
Ore Bounty Act, The Well Drillers Act, and The Fuel Sllppl}'
He". Stat .. Act except so far as the last-named Act relates to wood. and
~~'. ~~o.4~3~:!· any regulations made under any of the 5.'lid Acts shall be
administered by the ::>-linjsterof ::>-Ijnes. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 8.
b~~itn~tCet~

:"llnlnll:

9.-(1) The Lieutenant-Governor may appoint for each
mining division a mining recorder, who shall be an officer of
the Department.

Where

(2) Where a mining rccorder is absent, because of illness
or for any other reason, the l\tinister may appoint a competent
person to act as recorder pro lempore, and such person shall
during such time, have all powers and perform all the duties
of a mining recorder in the mining di\'ision to which he is
appointed. R.S.O. 1927. c. 45. s. 9.

recorder.

mlninll"

recorder

ab~8nt.

Chap. -ii.
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10. Every recorder shall keep such books for the recording Books and
of mining claims, applications and other entries therein as g':~:iiby
may be directed by the Minister, and such books shall be recor er.
open to inspection by any person on payment of a fee of
ten cents for each claim or application examined, and e\'ery
recorder shall alsO" keep displayed in his office a map or
maps showing the territory included in his mining division
and shall mark thereon all claims as they are recorded, and
there shall be no charge for examining such map or maps.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 10.

11.
. Every document filed in the recorder's office shall, R1Jbt
to Inspect
dunng office hours, be open to inspectIOn by anyone on documents
payment of the prescribed fee. R.S.9. 1927. c. 45, s. 11.
12. Every copy of or extract from an entry in any of Evidence or
such books, and of any document filed in the recorder's records.
office, certified to be a true copy or extract by the recorder,
shall be received in any court as pr£mafacie e\·idence of the
matter certified by him without proof of his appointment,
authority or signature. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 12.
E~IPLOY~IEN"T

OF EXPERTS, ETC.

13. Notwithstanding anything in The Public Service Act ;'~ttl~~.
the Minister may employ any professor, instructor, or othen:rofessoTll,
.
.
I resources 0 f 0 ntano,
. or investi!".
etc., to
person to .IOvestigate
t h e mmera
.
.
.
h
h'
A
d
h·
mlnera
f or any work- 10 connection Wit t IS ct, an may pay 1m resources.
for such services at such rate as may be agreed upon, out Rev.Stat..
of any money appropriated by the Legislature for that e. 15.
purpose. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 13.
GENERAL PROVISIOXS AS TO OFFICERS

or
or
or
be

14.-(1) No officer appointed under this Act shall directly Omce~
.In d'Irect I Y. b y h'Imse If or by any ot her person, purc Ilase interested
not to be
become interested in any Crown lands, mining rightsl~n~~o;;:n
mining claims, and any such purchase or interest shall ~~!~a~
void.

(2) Any officer offending against the prOVISIons of sub- f'enaltl·.
section 1 shall forfeit his office and shall, in addition thereto,
incur a penalty of $500 for every such offence, to be recovered
in any court of competent jurisdiction by any person who
sues for the same. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 14.

15. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make regu- Re~ula~ion8
h fli ces to b
reapectln;use
.
.
I atlOns
respectlOg
teo
ee
us d 'In common b etween common
the Department of Lands and Forests and the Departmentgfnc.:e::.a1n
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of Mines, and the services to be rendered to either of the
said Departments by the other of them, and the officers,
clerks. and servants of the Department of Lands and Forests
shall render such services to the Department of Mines as
may be required of them from time to time. and all maps,
books, papers, correspondence, records Or other matters or
things in the Department of Lands and Forests shall be open
to and may be examined by the i\'linister of Mines or the
officers and clerks of the Department of l~.1ines in the discharge of their departmental duties. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. IS.
Certain

omeaT6 not

to be Rubpoe need

without

order of

Judll:e.

Pr!vtJel(e

fie to omcllll

information.

£~'Qffi,io

jU811cet or

the peace.

10.-(1) A subpoena shall not issue out of any court,
requiring the attendance of the Deputy i\;Iinister, the Judge,
the Provincial Geologist, the Provincial Assayer, or any
inspector, recorder, or· other officer, or the production of
any document in the official custody or possession of any
of them without an order of the court or a judge thereof,
or in matters before the i\lining Court without a direction
of the Judge.

(2) The Deputy i\'Iinister, the Judge, the Provincial
Geologist, the Provincial Asr;;a.yer, a.nd ;lny inspeetor, recorder,
or other officer, shall not be bound to disclose any information
obtained by llim in his official capacity which a member
of the Executive Council certifies ought not in the public
interest to be divulged or cannot without prejudice to the
interests of persons not concerned in the litigation be divulged,
and all such information shall be privileged. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 16.

17. The Judge and every inspector shall be ex officio
a justice of tlJ(~ peace for every county and district in Ontario
and a recorder in his division shall be ex officio a justice of
the peace for the county or district in which any part of
his division lies, and it shall not be necessary that they shall
possess any residential or property qualification. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. 17.

Appoint.
mallt ot
constable.
by nlcQrder.

18.-(1) A recorder may appoint any number of cQnstables
not exceeding four, who shall be constables and peace officers
for the purposes of this Act, during the terms and within
the. mining division for which they are appointed.

Feee of

(2) A constable so appointed shall be paid such fees and
expenses as may be allowed by the recorder, but such fees
shall not exceed $4 per day for the time certified by the
recorder. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 18.

cOlleteblee.

5«. 23 (2).

~I:-;IXG.
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19.-(1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may divide l'Illnlne.. d···
d
I
h
• b dl\'\slons.
.
Into
mmmg
1\'151005 an maya ler t e nurn cr, Provlnce'to
P rovlnce

t he

limits and extent thereof.

~net~~"lded

(2) Every Order-in-Council made under this section shall
be published in the Ontario Gazette and shall take effect from
the date of the first publication thereof.
R.S.O. 1927,
c.45, s. 19.
20. Except as in this Act otherwise specially provided Claims and
.
doell-menta
the recorder's office shall be the proper office for fi hng and to be nled
recording all applications, documents and other instru- ~nmr~:,.order·.
ments required or permitted to be filed or recorded under
the provisions of this Act. affecting any unpatented mining
claim or quarry claim or any right, privilege or interest
which may be acquired under the pro\'isions of this Act
to or in respect of Crown lands or unpatented mining rights,
and all such applications, documents and instruments may,
before patent, be filed or recorded in the said office, but after
patent, the provisions of Tht Registry Act and of The Land :;'~~·7~~a:74.
Titles Act shall respectively apply. R.S.O. 192;, c. 45, s. 20.
21. Where any part of the Province is not included in Vacancy
a mining division, or if there is no recorder for a mining~~c~~dc:r~r
division, all applications shall be made to the Department,
and all duties and powers of the recorder shall be performed
and exercised by the Deputy Minister, and all acts, matters
and things which in a mining division are to be done by
or before a recorder shall be done by or before the Deputy
l\'!inister. and all such acts, matters and things which are
to be done in the office of the recorder shall be done at the
Department. R.S.O. 192;, c. 45, s. 21.
22. Upon the issue of a patent bv the Crown of any Mlnl$hr
..
I an d s or mmmg
...
I I Igl\"e
'
. to
rurnl$h
mmmg
fig h ts, t he 'I···
h Imster s 1a
notice
recorder
thereof to the recorder of the mining division in which the ;-:;l~~allst or
lands included in the patent are situate. and the recorder patented.
shall keep in his office a list of all such lands. R.S.O. 192;.
c. 45, s. 22.
SPECIAL MINING DIVISIONS.

23.-(1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may declare Spet:lal
. I mmmg
.. d""
mlnlnlr
any I oca I·Ity to b e a spe<:la
IVISlon.
dlvlslona.

(2) Every Order-in-Council made under this section shall Order-Inbe published in the Ontario Gautte and shall take effect Council.
from the date of the first publication thereoi. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45. s. 23.

Chnp.47.
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LICEl'SES TO MI:--E AND LICENSE IJOLIJERS.

LIt:ense
requIred.

2 •.-(1) No persoll, mining partnership or company not
the holder of a miner's license shall prospcct for minerals
upon Crown lands or land of which mining rights arc in the
Crown, or stake out, record or ::lcquire any unpatented
mining claim, or area of land for boring permit, or acquire
any right or interest thcrein.

Clerks er
employees
not te
requIre
license.

(2) A clerk or employce of ::l licensee performing clerical,
manual or other services of likc nature shall not be required
to be the holder of a miner's license. RS.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 24.

\Vho may
receIve
Ilcene".

25.-(1) Any person over eighteen ycars of agc and, subject
to the provisions of subsection 6, any company incorpornted
or licensed under the laws of Ontario to transact business or
hold lands in Ontario, shall be cntitled on payment of the
prescrihed fee to obtain a miner's license in the prescribed
form. RS.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 25 (1); 1933, c. 33, s. 2 (1).

Date
and term of
license.

(2) The license shall be dated on the day oC the issue
thcreof and shall expirc at midnight on the 31st day of March
then next ensuing.
.

Effeet or
Ilc"nse.
non-transrerable.

(3) The license shall be effectual throughout Ontario but
shall not be transferable.

L1cen6es to
com panics.

(4) Licenses to companies shalI be issued only by the
Ministcr or by the Deputy I\'1inister. RS.O. 1927, c. 45,
,. 25 (2-4).

Who

(5) Licenses to individuals may be issued by the Minister
or the Deputy 1\linister or by any recorder. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 25 (5); 1933, c. 33, s. 2 (2).

Proor
requirod
berore
license to
company.

(6) A license shall not be issued to a company if it is
incorpor<ited under the laws of Ontario unless or until it
has satisfied the l\linister or the Deputy Minister that it
is so incorporated, and if it is not SO incorporated, unless
or until it has filed with the Department a copy of the license
authorizing the company to transact business or hold land
in Ontario \'erified by the prescribed affidavit of an officer
of thc company.

Llcene"e

(7) Notwithstanding anything in this section contained the
mincr's license of the holder of an intcrest in an unpatented
mining claim who has enlislcd or enrolled for activc scrvice
at hOllle or abroad against the King's cnemies shall be decmed
lO bc subsisting" and in force for thc space of six months

may i8llue
license.

"en-lng~in

war.

Sec, 30 (I),
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after the date of 'his discharge from military service, or up
to and including the 31st day of 1I1arch following the said
date whichever period may be the longer, and forfeiture or
loss of rights arising under clause a of subsection 1 of section
85 shall be avoided upon the ho!der renewing the said miner's
license as in section 29 provided. R.S.O. 1927. c. 45, s. 25
(6, 7),
26. Every miner's license shall be numbered, a~d shall.i'n~"l~t[~~i~'l:
also be lettered with a letter of the alphabet prescnbed by or licenses.
the l\'Iinister to indicate the office from which it was issued.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 26.

27. A miner's license held by a mining partnership or Effect of
a company shall not entitle any partner, shareholder, officer~;~r~:~~IP
or employee thereof to the rights or privileges of a licensee. or company.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 27.
28. A person who is not a licensee shall not prospect Unllcensed
"I
'
[s or sta k e out a mlIung
ror mmera
c'
aim, or area 0 r··personnot
mmmg to act ror
land for the purpose of obtaining a boring permit on behalf g~~~nr:;~~~~.
of a mining partnership or a company. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 28.
29.-(1) A licensee shall be entitled to a renewal of his Renewal or
'h
'
['lcense, In
t e prescn'bed r
arm,o
on d
pr uct,on
0r h'IS IIcen..,.
license before the expiration thereof and on payment of
the prescribed fee.

(2) Licenses to companies may be renewed by the l\'linister Who
or the Deputy Minister, and licenses to individuals and to~~~";'S:I~~
mining partnerships may be renewed by the Minister or
the Deputy Minister or by any recorder.
(3) The renewal shall bear date on the 1st day of April i'riJ~lfeccor
and shall be deemed to have been issued and shall take rene....al.
effect immediately upon the expiration of the license of
which it is a renewal, or of the last preceding renewal as
the case may be.
(4) The renewal shall bear the same number and letter F'orm.
as the original license and after it comes into effect it shall
be deemed to be the license of the licensee. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 29.

30.-(1) If a miner's license is accidentlv destroyed or Accidental
[ost, the o
h Ider may, on payment 0 r the ' prescn'bed ree, destruction
or lou or
obtain a duplicate thereof from the office of the :\Linister,llcenee.
Deputy l\Iinister or any recorder.

Sec. 30 (2).
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Substituted
IIcen"e.

(2) Every such duplicate shall be marked "substituted
license" and shaH bear the same date and number as the
original license. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 30; 1937, c. 44, s. 2.

","at morl!

31.-(1) ·No persoll or company shall apply for or hold
more than onc miner's license. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 31 (1);
1933, c. 33. s. 3.

Refund
where more
than one
ll('onse

(2) A contravention of this section shall be an offense
against this Act, but where the Minister is satisfied that
there was no improper intent, and upon surrender of the
unnecessary license or licenses. the Minister may relieve
from the penalty and may direct a refund of the fee or fees
paid. H..S.O. 1927. c. 45. s. 31 (2).

Produ<:tlon

32. Every licensee shall upon demand produce and exhibit
his license to an inspector or a recorder. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 32.

1,lcenRII to
date from
application

33. Where application for a license or a renewal of a
license is made during the absence of a recorder from his
office. the applicant may leave with the person in charge
of the office his application and such documents as he is
required to produce in order to obtain the license or renewal
and the prescribed fee, and in every such case the license
or renewal wl1en issued shall be as effective as if obtained
at the time of the application, and the license shall bear
that date. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 33.

Licensee

34. A licensee under the age of twenty-one years shall.
in respect of mining claims, mining lands and mining rights
and all matters and transactions relating thereto, have the
same rights and be subject to the same obligations and
linbilities;:ls if he were of full age. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, 5.34.

than one
ll<'onell to be
luulld.

Issued.

of lieen so.

thelllfor.

under
twonty-olle
yellrs of IIll0.

Revocation
~foll~~I~~" ror
or Act.

35. The ;\Jinister, on the recommendation of the Judge,
may revoke tne license of any licensee who is guilty of a
wilful contravention of any of the provisions of this Act, and
a license shall not thereafter be issued to such licensee without
the authority of the l\ljnister. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, 5.35.

PART II.-i\IINING CLAIMS.
WIIAT LANDS OPEN.
Where
llcenllee may
proRpect ror

,nlner..l...

36. Subject to tl1e provisions herein contained. the holder
of a miner's license may prospect for minerals and stake out
a mining claim on any,-

Sec. 38 (c).
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(a) Crown lands surveyed or unsurveyed;

(b) lands, the mines, minerals or mining rights whereof
have been reserved by the Crown in the location,
sale, patent or lease of such lands where the same
have been located, sold, patented or leased after
the 6th day of May, 1913;
not at the time,(i) undec "aking

DC ,.co,d ., a mining claim which has
not lapsed or been abandoned, cancelled or forfeited;

0'

(ii) withdrawn by any Act, Order-in-Council, or other
competent authority from prospecting, location or
sale, or declared by any such authority to be not
open to prospecting, staking out or sale as mining
claims. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 36; 1930, c. 8, s. 3;
1931, c. 10, s. 3.
LICE~SEE

)1.0\ Y STAKE OUT A CLAn!.

37. A licensee, for himself Dr on behalf of any other licensee, Wben
.. c I·
' claim
mal'
may stak e out a milling
aIm on any 1and
open or r
prospectIng
b~ aU.k~d.
and, subject to the other provisions of this Act, may work
such claim and transfer his interest therein to another licensee;
but where the surface rights in the land have been granted,
sold, leased or located by the Crown, a mining claim may be
staked out only upon discovery by the licensee of valuable
mineral in place, and compensation must be made as provided
by section 93. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 37.
LA:..-ns ::-OOT

OPE~.

38. No mining claim shall be staked out or recorded upon Landa or
any land transferred to or vested in The Temiskaming and ~/c'~g~
Northern Ontario Railway Commission, without the consent m'SlIlofl. ~tc.
of the CommissiQn, nor except with the consent of the
Minister upon any land,(a) reserved or set apart as a town site by the Crown;
(b) laid out into town or village lots on a registered plan

by the owner thereof;

(c) forming the station grounds, switching grounds, yard
or right of way of any railway, electric railway or
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street railway, or upon any colonization or other
road or road allowance. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 38.
Landa
upon whIch
mlnin/l

claim may

not be

8tllklld

out.

Hev. Stat.,

0, 33.

30. No mining claim shall be staked out or recorded on
any land,(a) which, without reservation of the minera1s, has been
sold, located, leased or included in a license of
occupation; or

(b) for which a bo,ta fide application is pending in the

Department of Lands and Forests under The Public
Lauds Act or under any regulation made under that
Act or under any other Act or regulation; or
(c) which has been reserved or set apart by the Depart-

ment of Lands and Forests for summer resort purposes, except where the l\Enister of Mines certifies
in writing that in his opinion discovery of valuable
mineral in place has been made; or
(d) where the Minister of Lands and For~sts certifies
that land is required for the development of water
power or for some other purpose in the public interest
and the Minister of Mines is satisfied thata discovery
of mineral in place has not been made thereon;
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 39;
J9.::!4. C.

u.,

(e) in an Indian Reserve, except as provided by The
India'i Latlds Act, 1924; 1924, c. 15; 1930, c. 8, s. 4.

(f) Where land is hereafter staked out and applied for
as a mining claim but for use other than as mining
land or the purposes of the mineral industry within
the me:ming of section 6, the Lieutenant-Governor
in Council may direct that the claim be cancelled,
and on the filing of a copy of an Order-in-Council
in that behalf with the recorder (or the mining
division in which the land is situ<;1te, the claim shall
be cancelled and annulled. 1931, c. 10, s. 4.
Landa u.sed
or occupIed
116 garden"•

."

40.-(1) Notwithstanding that the mines or minerals
therein have been reserved to the Crown, no person, mining
partnership or company shall prospect for minerals or stake
out a mining claim upon that part of any lot used as a garden,
orchard, vineyard, nursery. plantation or pleasure ground. or
upon which crops which may be damaged by such prospecting
arc growing, or 011 that pMt of any lot upon which is situated

Sec. 45 (1).
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any spring, artificial reservoir, dam or waterworks, or any
dwelling house, outhouse, manufactory, public building,
church or cemetery, except with the consent of the owner,
lessee or locatec of the surface rights, or by order of the
recorder or the judge, and upon such terms as to him may
seem just. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 40 (1); 1930, c. 8, s. 5 (1).
(2) If any dispute arises between the intending
prospector a8
DIspute"
••
10 lands
and the owner, lessee or locatee as to land willch IS exempt e:rempt.
from prospecting or staking out under subsection 1, the
recorder or the judge shall determine the extent of the land
which is so exempt. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 40 (2); 1930,
c. 8, s. 5 (2).
41. A water power lying ,...ithin the limits of a mining water
ValuD!.>le
powers
claim, which at low water mark, in its natural condition, is notllll{IUded
capable of producing one hundred and fifty horsepower or In cam.
upwards, shall not be deemed to be part of the claim for the
use of the licensee, and a road allowance of one chain in width
shall be reserved on both sides of the water together with such
additional area of land as in the opinion of the recorder or the
judge may be necessar}' for the development and utilization
of such water power. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 41.
42.-(1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may with- ~~t:;1 from
draw any lands or mining rights the property of the Crown pro8pe,cUne
. an d sta k·'lng out and rrom sa Ie or Iease.
and aa e.
rrom prospecting
(2) The Lieutenant-Governor
prospecting and staking out and
mining rights so withdrawn, or
withdrawn. R.S.O. 1927, c. 4$,

in Council may reopen for ir~~~w~~~~
for sale or lease any lands or dra ...·aL
which havc becn heretofore
s. 42.

43. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may direct that Working
·
·
Is·In I an d or mining
..
. IltS so WIt
. hd rawn on
bahalr or
th e mllles
andmlnera
fig
Crown.
or in any part thereof may be worked by or on behalf of the
Crown under and pursuant to regulations to be made by the
Minister. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 43.
44. Land or mining rights so withdraWTI, until reopened ~it'tI~8ravo"ll
by Order-in-Council, shall remain withdrawn, and shall not ~~;~~~c~:d
be prospected, staked out, occupied or worked except by or or worked.
on behalf of the Crown. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 44.
45.-(1) Every officer appointed or acting under the pro\"i- D~tY or r
sions of this Act, and every assistant of such officer who makes ~becCr:oo,.,,"
·
.
I upon any r
a d Iscovery
0 r \"a I ua bl e mmera
an d
s or "
mlllmg dillco\"erlnil
mlnernl.
rights, open to prospecting and staking out as a mining claim,
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shall stake out and record <l parcel thereof of the size and
form of a mining claim on behalf of the Crown, ;}nd no license
shall he required for that purpose.
Method.

(2) No proccedill~ shall he necessary for such staking out
except to plant posts and blaze lines as provided in respect
to a mining claim, but the officer or assistant shall mark upon
No. I post the words "staked out for the Crown," and within
the time limited b}' this Act for recording" the claim shall
notify the recorder of the slaking out, givinl{ the date of
staking alit and Ihe description of the property_

Recording.

(3) Thc rccorder upon receiving such notice shall enter the
parccl of land upon his record book as staked out on behalf
of the Crowll, and shall mark it upon his map with the letter
"C," and after such staking out the parcel shall not be open
to staking out or recording. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 45.

Crown may

4-0. Land or mining rights staked out on behalf of the
Crown, and land or mining rights reservcd or withdrawn from
pr05pecling, stakinj.{ out, or sale as mining- claims, may be
worked, sold, leased or granted by the Crown or worked under
an agreemcnt or arrangcment with the Crown in such manner
and upon such terms and conditions and for such price as
may bc provided by Order-ill-Council; and all sales, leases,
grantsor working agreemcnts heretofore made in respect of any
such land or mining rights are hereby ratified and confirmed.
R.S.o. 1927, c. 45, s_ 46_

contmct ror
"'orkln!:
mininll

Tlichtll under
lllfreement.

I'ROVt:-:CIAL
G',~~~nfn

l'rovinelo.l

Forest not

t<,> loe lIold.

FORESTS.

.J7.-(1) "lining" lands in a Provincial Forest shall not be
sold or granted but a lease of the same may be made for a
pcriod not cxceeding- tCll ycars at a rcntal parable in advance
of 81 pcr acre for the first year and twcnty-five cents pcr
acre for ('ach and e,-err f;uhsequelll year, hut thc minimum
fI:nlal shall be $lO for Ihe first year and 84 for each subsequent
yenr.

J.Cl\8e h, be
r ..newahle.

(2) E,-cry such leasC shall be rcncwable in perpetuity for
periods of not more than tell rears at such rentals as may be
provided am] shall be subject to reg-ulations made by the
Lieutenant-Go\"ernor in Council. 1931, c. 10, s. 5.

Permit to

4-8.-(1) Before beginning or carrying on any work prescribed by this Act on any mining claim, thc holder thereof
in addition to any olher requircment shall obtain from the
Provincial Forester or other authori7.ed officer a written
pcrmit entitling him so to do;).s prO\-ided in The Forest Fires
Pret'fmlioll Ad.

Provlnel,,1
~·O""lIt..

r

He,". Stat.
c.

;1~rL

Sec. 5 (d).
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(2) If a mining claim is included in lands under timber Timber
rorwh'Ie h apermlt. has been grant ed tocuttlm
. be r,tQl.>eCQm_
lIcensee
·
IIcenseor
the holder of the claim shall compensate the timber licensee penllated.
or person holding such permit for his interest in any timber
cut or damaged thereon and any dispute between the holder
of the mining claim and the timber licensee or person holding
such permit in respect of the quantity or value of the timber
so cut or damaged shall be disposed of by the i'.Iinister of
Lands and Forests whose dffision shall be final.
1931,
c. 10, s. 6.
SIZE ,.\1\"0 FOR),l OF lU!'\I:\G CL\I:\IS.

49. A mining claim in unsurveyed territory shall be laid Lln~$.-how
out with boundary lines running north and south and east to e run.
and west astronomically and the measurements thereof shall
be horizontal, and in a township surveyed into lots or quarter
sections or subdivisions of a section, a mining claim shall be
such part of a lot or quarter section or subdivision of a section
as is hereinafter defined, and the boundaries of all mining
claims shall extend downwards vertically on all sides. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. 52.

j\[inillg Claims not ill

G

Spuial .MinillR Djpisioll.

50. Except in a special mining division,-

(a) A mining claim in unsurveyed territory shall be a Size and
square of 40 acres, being 20 chains (1,320 ft,) on ~y:~~f
each side. R.S.O. 192i, c. 45, s. 53, c1. (a).
(b) In a township surnyed into sections of 640 acres In townships

subdivided into quarter sections, or subdi\"isionst~~~~irodn~n;r
containing 160 acres or thereabouts, a mining claim 640 n"reS.
shall consist of the northeast quarter, the northwest
quarter, the southeast quarter or the southwest
quarter or a quarter section or subdivision, and shall
contain 40 acres or thereabouts.
(c) In a township surveyed into lots of 320 acres, a Township"

.. calm
I' s ha II conSist
. 0 r the nort h west quarter sun'eyed
into lot~ or
mining
of the north half, the northeast quarter of the 3:.'0 lICre3.
north half, the southwest quarter of the north half,
the southeast quarter of the north half, or any like
subdivision of the south half, and shall contain
40 acres or thereabouts.

· surveyed'Into Iots
(d) [ n a towns hIp

0

r

200 acres a surve}'ed
To",·nsblps

mining claim shall consist of the northeast quarter. ~o~oa~or~s.or
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the .<;outhwe.<;t quarter, the northwest quarter or the

southeast quarter of the lot, and shall contain 50
acres or thereabouts.
Townahlps
surveyed
Into lou of
150 RCTe3.

Townships
surveyed

Into lots or
100 neTeII.

(1:) In a township surveyed into lots of 150 acres, a
mining claim shall consist of the northeast quarter,
the southeast quarter, the northwest quarter, or the
southwest quarter of the lot. and shall contain
37yz :leres or thereabouts.

(j) In a township surveyed into lots of 100 aCres, a
mining claim shall consist of the north hall, the south
half, the east half, or the west half of the lot, and
shall contain 50 acres, or thereabouts. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 53, cis. (c-g).

Claims in a Special i\fi1ling Division.
51. In a special mining division,I II un-

lIurveyed
torrltor)' •

(a) A mining claim in unsurveyed territory shall be a

rectangle of 20 acres, having a length from north
to south of 20 chains (1,320 ft.) and a width from
east to west of 10 chains (660 ft.). R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 54, cI. (a).

In townshlpe

(b) In a township surveyed into sections of 640 acres,

Into sectlons

where the sections have been subdivided into quarter
sectiom or subdivisions, a mining claim shall consist
of either the west half or the east half of the northeast
quarter, the southeast quarter, the northwest quarter
or the southwest quarter of a quarter section or
subdivision, and shall contain 20 acres or thereabouts.

In townships

(c) In a township surveyed into lots of 320 acres, a

surveyod

of 640 RereB.

surveyed

Into lots or
320 acres.

In townships
Burve)"Qd

Into lo~ or
200 RerM.

mining claim shall consist of the northeast quarter
of the northeast quarter, the northwest quarter of
the northeast quarter, the southeast quarter of the
northeast quarter, or the southwest quarter of the
northeast quarter, or any like subdivision of the
southeast quarler, the southwest quarter of the
northwest quarter of the lot, and shall contain 20
acres or thereabouts.
(d) In a township surveyed into lots of 200 acres, a

mining claim where lhe side lines of the lots run
northerly and southerly shall consist of the northeast
quarter of the north half lhe southeast quarter of
the north half, the northwest quarler of the north
I
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half, the southwest quarter of the north half, or any
like subdivision of the south half, and where the side
lines of the lots run easterly and westerly, the mining
claim shall consist of the northeast quarter of the
east half, the northwest quarter of the east half,
the southeast quarter of the east half, the southwest
quarter of the cast half, or any like subdivision of
the west half, and e\'ery such mining claim shall
contain 25 acres or tl1ereabouts.
(,) In a township surveyed into lots of 150 acres a In to"'n>;hlpa
..
I· s h a II conSist
. 0 f t he nort h h a If or t h e aurve)'ed
mmmg
calm
Into Iota or
south half of the northeast quarter, the northwest 150 acree.
quarter, the southeast quarter or the southwest
quarter of the lot, and shall contain 18% acres or
thereabouts.

(f) In a township surveyed into lots of 100 acrcs, a

In town8hLps
mining claim shall consist of the northeast quarter, ~~[;~~~8dor
the southeast quarter, the northwest quarter, or the 100 acres.
southwest quarter of a lot, and shall contain 25
acres or thereabouts. R.S.O. 192i, c. 45, s. 54, cis.

e·g.
Irregular Areas, ele.
52.-(1) In u~surYeyed territory an irregular portion of~~~~kJ~ea
land lying between land not open to be staked out, or bordering or trruular
' coterminOUSUn8urvend
.
areas In
. h b ound
on water, may be sta k ed out Wit
anes
thereto, but the 'claim shall be made to conform as nearly as terrltor~·.
practicable to the prescribed form and area and shall not
exceed the prescribed area.

(2) In a surveyed township where, by reason of land covered ~g":~~hig~~d
with water being excluded from the area of a lot, quartersection or subdivision of a section, or by reason of the lot,
quarter·section or subdivision being irregular in form, or
from any other cause, it is impossible to stake out a mining
claim of the prescribed area in accordance with the foregoing
provisions of this Act, the mining claim shan as nearly as is
practicable be of the prescribed form and area, and shall have
such, if any, of its boundaries as can be so made coincident
with boundary lines of the lot, Quarter-section or subdivision of a section, and shall have as many as possible of its
boundaries which are not so coincident parallcl to boundaries
of the lot, quarter-section or subdivision which are straight
lines, and where necessary to procure the prescribed area
the mining claim may extend into any part of the lot or
quarter section or subdivision of a section, but not into any
other lot or quarter-section or subdivision of a section, and
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land lying bet....een parcels of land not open to be staked out
or bel ween such land and a boundary or bOUlLdaries of the

lot, quarter-section or subdivision of a section, may be staked
out with boundaries coterminous thereto, but the claim shall
be made to conform as nearly as practicable to the prescribed
form and area and shall not exceed the prescribed area.
Clalme.

Including
lands

covered

with water.

Number

or llconscs
which may
heD\>plled
ror In on"

year.

(3) In unsurveyed territory land covered with water may
be included in a claim in the same way as land not covered
with water; and in a surveyed township, land covered with
water which would, if not covered with water, have been
comprised in the area of the lot, quarter-section or subdivision
of a section, or have constituted a lot, quarter-section, or
subdivision of a section, may be included in a claim as if it
were in fact part of such lot, quarter-section, or subdivision
of a section; but wherever a claim includes land covered with
or bordering on watcr therc may be reserved to the Crown,
the surface rights in a strip of land along the shore 66 feet in
perpendicular width from the water's edge and such other
rights of access and passage to, from and over the watcr as
to the Minister may seem desirable, and in the case of navigable water a lease or license only to extract the ore or mineral,
and not a patent, shall be granted. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 55.
53. A licensee shall not in anyone license year in any
one mining division or in territory not included in a mining
division, stake out or apply for:
(a) more than three mining claims on, his own l~cense;

no,
(b) more than six claims for other licensees, being a
maximum of nine claims in all, provided that not
more than three claims shall be staked out or
applied for on behalf of any such other licensee.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 56; 1931, c: 10, s. 8.
STAKING OUT CLAIMS.
Slllklnl:
out find

54.-(1) A mining claim shall be staked out by,-

1l1nntlnR.

(a) planting or erccting a post at each of the four
corners of the claim, beginning with and marking
that at the northeast corner "No. I," that at the
southeast corner "No.2," that at the southwest
corner "No.3," and that at the northwest comer
"No.4," so that the number shall be on the side
of the post toward the post next following it in
the order named:

Sec. 54 (4).
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(b) writing or placing on No. 1 post the name of the

licensee staking out the claim, the letter and flum·
be. of his license. the date and hour of staking
out, and. if the claim is staked out on behalf of
another licensee, also the name of such other licensee
and the letter and number of his license, and. if the
claim is situated in a township surveyed into lots,
quarter-sections or subdivisions of a section, the
part thereof comprised in the claim, mentioning the
Jot and concession or the section by number;

(c) writing or placing on No.2, No.3 and No.4 posts
the name of the licensee staking out the daim,
and, if the claim is staked out on behalf of another
licensee. also the name of such other licensee; and
(d) plainly blazing the trees on two sides only where

there are standing trees, and cutting the underbrush along the boundary lines of the claim, or
where there are not standing trees, clearly indicating the outlines of the claim, by planting thereon
durable pickets not less than five feet in height,
at intervals of not more than hvO chains (132 feet)
or by erecting at such intervals monuments of
earth or rock not less than two feet in diameter at
the base, and at least two feet high so that the
lines may be distinctly seen.
(2) Where at a corner of the claim the nature or con- Wltne6ll
formation of the ground renders the planting or erecting post.
of a post impracticable, such corner may be indicated by
planting or erection at the nearest practicable point a witness
post which shall bear the same marking as that prescribed
for the comer post at that corner together with the letters
"W.P." and an indication of the direction and distance of the
site of the true comer from the witness post.
Mode .
(3) Every post shall stand not less than four feet. above ofp]antIDg.
t he ground, and shall be squared or faced on four Sides forslluarlne.
at least one foot from the top, and each side shall measure etc.. of pOliS.
at least four inches across where squared or faced, but a
standing stump or tree may be used as a post if cut off and
squared and faced to such height and size, a.nd when the
survey is made the centre of the tree or stump where it
enters the ground shall be taken as the point to or from
which the measurement shall be made.
(4) The following diagrams are intended to illustrate Form of
the method of staking out a claim as mentioned in sub_claim.
sections 1 and 2.
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54 (1).

z
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Diagram j]]ustrating

9.

54 (2)

R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 57.
Forr"lture
of right to
further
staklnQ;.

55.-( 1) A licensee or other person who for any purpose
docs any staking out or plants, erects or places any stake,
post, or marking upon any land open to prospecting except
as authorized by this Act, or causes or procures the same
to be done, or who stakes out or partially stakes out any
such lands, or causes or procures the same to be done, and
fails to record the staking out with the recorder within
the prescribed time, shall not thereafter be entitled to
again stake out such lands or any part thereof, or to record
a mining claim thereon, unless he notifies the recorder. in
writing or such staking out, partial staking out, or planting,
placing or marking and or his abandonment thereor and
S<"ltisfies the recorder by affidavit that he acted in good
faith and for no improper purpose and pays to the recorder

Chap. 47.
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a fee of $20 and procures from him a certificate stating that
the recorder is satisfieci that he so acted.

(2) The recorder shall enter every such certificate in his Entry o!
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 58. forfeiture.

books with the date of its issue.

36. Substantial compliance as nearly as circumstances Sub~~antlal
""
"
reasona bl y permit
Wit h t he reqUirements
0 f t h"IS A ct campHane"
with Act
as to the staking out of mining claims shall be sufficient. eumetenl.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 59.
WI"II

APPLICATIOXS TO RECORD.

37.-(1) A licensee who has staked out a mmmg claim. ~J~ilcaa1~n
or upon whose behalf a mining claim has been staked out, to be
"h"In fif teen d ays t herea f ter or Wit
"h"In th e f urther recorder.
furnlshE-<) to
5 h a II Wit
time allowed by subsection 5, furnish the recorder with an
outline, sketch or plan of the mining claim showing the
corner posts and the witness posts, if any, and their distance
from each other in feet, together with an application in the
prescribed form, setting forth the name of the licensee by
whom the claim was staked out, and of the licensee on whose
behalf the application is made, and the letters and number
of their licenses, the name, if any, of the claim, and in the
case of unsurveyed territory, its locality indicated by some
general description and such other infonnation as will enable
the recorder to indicate the claim on his office map, or in
the case of a surveyed township, designating the lot, quarter~
section, or subdivision of a section, and the portion thereof
comprised in the claim, the length of the outlines, and if
for any reason they are not regular, the nature of such reason,
the day and hour when the claim was staked out and the
date of the application, and with the application shall be
paid the prescribed fee.
(2) If a licensee claims to be entitled to a free grant of Appllcatlon
for free
a mining claim under section 97, he shall, in addition t 0 crant.
the application to record the claim, make application in
the form prescribed for the free grant. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45,
." 60 (1, 2).
(3) The application and sketch or plan shaH be accom- AMda"lt to
pamoed b y an a tlid""
aVlt, IR t h e prescn"bed form, rna d e b y ac<:ompany
map.
the licensee who staked out the claim, showing the date
of the staking out and stating that the distances given in
the application and sketch or plan are as accurate as they
could reasonably be ascertained and that all the other
statements· and particulars set forth and shown in the
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application and sketch or plan are true and correct, that
at the time of staking out there was nothing upon the lands

to indicate that they were not open to be staked out as
a mining claim, that the deponent verily believes they were
so open and that the staking out is valid and should be
recorded. and that there are upon the lands or the lot or
part lot or section of which they form a part, no buildings,
dearing or improvements for farming or other purposes
except as set forth in the affidavit, and an applicant for a
free grant shall also file an affidavit in the prescribed form
showing his right thereto.
(4) Any affidavit required to be made under subsection 3
or section 18 may be taken before an Ontario land surveyor.
H.,S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 60 (3); 1928, c. 16, s. 1.
Addltlonal
(5) Where the claim is situate more than ten miles in
time
allowed a stralg
. h t I"me rom teo
h ffi ce 0 f t he reoord er f or each a dd"IIn
can_
elderatlonor.
"
distance.
tIOna I ten ml"' es or f
ractlOn
t hereo f an a dd""
\hona I d ay s ha II

r

be allowed for recording but in no case shall the time for
recording exceed sixty days from the date of staking. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. 60 (4); 1937, c. 44, s. 4.
MIs-

de.. ulptlon.

when not to
Invalidate
claim.

(6) Where it appears that there has been an attempt
made in good faith to comply with the provisions of this
Act, the inclusion of more or less than the prescribed area
in a mining claim, or the failure of the licensee to describe
or set out in the application, sketch or plan furnished to
the recorder the actual area or parcel of land staked out shall
not invalidate the claim. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 60 (5)_

Endorse_
ment of
cllllme
recordod
on llC(!M(!.

58. A licensee by or on whose behalf an application is
made to record a mining claim shall at the time of the
application produce the license of the licensee by whom
the staking out was done and of the licensee by or on whose
behalf the application is made to the recorder, and the
recorder shall endorse and sign upon the back of the lastmentioned liccnse a note in writing of the record of the
claim, and no such record shaH be complete or effective
until such endorsement is made unless upon application to
or in any case coming before the Judge he deems it just thal
compliance with the requirements of this section should be
excused. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 61.

J.!coneee
r".;:ordlnK
In another
diviSIon
b~' error.

50. If by error a licensee records a milling claim in a
division other than that in which the claim is situate the
error shall not affect his title to the claim, but he shall within
fifleen days from the discovery of the error record the claim
in the division in which it is situate, and the ·new record
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shall bear the date of the former record, and a note shall be
made thereon of the error and of the date of rectification.

R.S.O. 1927. c. 45. s. 62.
60.-(1) The recorder shall forthwith enter in the proper W.Ilat to be
book in his office the particL1lars of every application to fe<lorded.
record a mining claim which he deems to be in accordance
with the provisions of this Act, unless a prior application
is already recorded and subsisting for the same, or for any
substantial portion of the same lands or mining rights, and
he shall file the application, sketch or plan and affidavit
with the records of his office; and every application proper
to be recorded shall be deemed to be recorded when it is
received in the recorder's office, if all requirements for recording have been complied with, notwithstanding that the
application may not have been immediately entered in the
record book.

(2) If an application is presented which the recorder PbDcedure
deems to be not in accordance with this Act, or which is~r~~ed_
for lands or mining rights which or any substantial portion of which are included in a subsisting recorded claim,
he shall not record the application, but shall, if desired
by the applicant, upon receiving the prescribed fee, receive
and file the application, and any question involved may AdJ dl _
be adjudicated as provided in this Act; but such filing shall tlon~ c&
not be deemed a dispute of the recorded claim, nor shall
it be noted or dealt with as such, unless a dispute verified
by affidavit is filed with the recorder by the applicant or by
another licensee on his behalf as in section 61 provided.
(3) As soon as reasonably possible after the recording ;;:f~lnp~8tB
of the mining claim, and not later than the expiration of arter"
.
f
f
ncor nl.
t he time or per arming the first instalment of work, the
holder of the claim shall affix or cause to be affixed securely
to each of the corner posts of the said claim, a metal tag
plainly marked or impressed with the recorded number and
letter or letters, if any, of the claim, and in default the
claim may be cancelled by the recorder or Judge on the
application of anyone misled by the lack of such tags, and the
recorder on application shall supply such numbered tags
free or charge. R.S.O. 192i, c. 45, s. 63.
DISPUTlXG APPLICATIOXS.

61.-(1) A dispute in the prescribed form, ,-erified by ~~~~~~or
affidavit in the prescribed form, may be filed with the claim.
recorder by a licensee alleging that any recorded claim is
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illegal or invalid in whole or in part, and if the disputant
or the licensee in whose behalf he is acting claims to be
entitled to be recorded for or to be entitled to any right
or interest in the lands or mining rights, or in any part
thereof comprised in the disputed claim the dispute shall
so state, giving particulars; and the recorder shall, upon
payment of the prescribed fee, receive and file such dispute,
and shall enter a notc thereof upon the record of the dis-

puted claim.
COpy to be

"ent to

recorded

holder.

(2) A copy of the dispute and affidavit shall be left by
the disputant with the recorder who shall not later than
the next day after the filing of the dispute transmit such
copy by registered post to the recorded holder or holders
of the mining claim affected thereby, and if the copy is not
left, the recorder may refuse to file or note the dispute or
may colle<:t from the disputant ten cents per folio for making
the copy.

AddrllU
(3) A dispute shall not be received unless it contains
for
service of or 1las en dorscd
r
dlsputllnL
thereon an address
or '
service at some
place not more than five miles distant from the recorder's
office, and the provisions of subsections 4 and 5 of section
127 shall apply in respect to service upon the disputant.
R.S.O. 1927, e. 45, s. 64 (1-3).
Nottobe
received
lifter
certincllte
IS8ued.

(4) A dispute shall not be received or entered against
any claim after a certificate of record thereof has been
granted, nor except by leave of the judge after the validity
of the claim has been adjudicated upon by the recorder Or
by the Judge, or after it has been on record for si:,<:ty days
and has already had a dispute entered against it. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. 64 (4); 1931, c. 10, s. 9.
CERTIFICATE OF RECORD.

~:r~,tt~~feor

record.

62.-(1) When a mining claim not in a special mmlllg
division has been recorded for sixty days, the recorder shall,
upon application of the holder of the claim, give a certi·
fieate of record in the prescribed form, provided that there
is no dispute standing against the claim, and the surface
rights compensation, if any, has been paid or secured, and
unless by reason of an order, pending proceeding or other
special matter or thing, it would be improper to give such
certificate.

Certlncate,
(2) If a portion of the claim is unaffected by any matter
III to port 011
•
cd'In su bsectiOn
.
I , t be record er may,
of
cia 1m.
or reason mention
if he deems proper, give a certificate of record as to such
portion. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 65.
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(3) A certificate of record shall not be issued in respect ~~~~~"~~'ed
of a claim ill uu~urveyed territory until the same has
ue sun'eretOd .
. been
. tc~rito~)'
duly surveyed and the plans thereof filed as provided In
section 103. 1931. c. 10. s. 10.

63. The certificate of record, in the absence of mistake Ell"ect Of
or fraud, shall be final and conclusive evidence of the per- ~":~~ea~dor
formance of all the requirements of this Act, except work· ~~~~~';,~~~
ing conditions, in respect to the mining claim up to the
date of the certificate; and thereafter the mining claim
shall not in the absence of mistake or fraud be liable to
impeachment or forfeiture except as expressly provided by
this Act. R.~.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 66.
.
64. Where the certificate of record has been issued in Can,c.ellinlt
.
.
ce~t "cllte Of
mistake or has been obtained by fraud, the Judge shall facord i!l6ued
have power to revoke and cancel it on the application of ~!c.mlstaka.
the Crown or an officer of the Department, or of any person
interested. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 67.
65.-(1) Where a mining claim has been staked out in Staking
the name of the holder of a miner's license without his~nn:a~fd
knowledge and consent, such staking out shall not derogate~rr:~:eor.
frOIll -or iuterfere with the right of such person so as to
prevent the staking out of claims to the extent to which he
is legitimately entitled.

(2) Where a license is issued without the consent of the False

.
k d out IItaklngOf
I"lcensee an d a c I"
aim or c I"
alms h as or h ave kut:en
sta'e
clajm~ In

under such license without the knowledge and consent of the~~c,.:;'i;'e~rnxed
person named therein, the Alinister, upon the application Rrl;;~: Act.
of such person, may cancel arly license so issued and declare
any staking or other work done on the claim or claims null
and void and of no effect. 1932, c. 13, s. 2.

RIGHTS OF L1CE:\'SEE.

66. The staking out or the filing of an application for, or Rla:ht8
the recording of a mining claim, or all or any of such acls, incl11m.
shall not confer upon a licensee any right, title, interest
or claim in or to the mining claim, other than the right to
proceed. as in this Act provided to obtain a certificate of
record and a patent from the Crown, and prior to the issue
of a certificate of record the licensee shall be merely a licensee
of the Crown, and after the issue of the certificate and until
he obtains a patent he shall be a tenant at will of the Crown
in respect of the mining claim. R.S.O. 192;, c. -i5, s. 68.
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07. Every licensee who stakes out and records a mining

claim shall be given by the recorder two free assay coupons
on recording the same and two additional free assay coupons
on recording each forty days' work thereafter, and on forwarding or delivering, charges prepaid. S<'l.mples from the
mining claim to the Provincial Assuyer, Toronto, together
with the required numlJer of coupOns, he shall be entitled
to have the same assayed without charge as follows: for
one coupon, one assay for gold, silver, copper, lead or metallic
iron; for two coupons, one assay for nickel, zinc, tin or
tungsten; and for three coupons, one assay for cobalt.
1931, c. 10, s. 11.

Where delm
abnndoned.
cancelled <'>'

68.-(1) Where the recorded holder of a mining claim
abandons the same, or where the claim is cancelled or forfeited
under this Act, he may take from the same any buildings,
structures, machinery, chattels or personal property, and any
are or mineral he may have extracted therefrom within six
months after such abandonment, cancellation or forfeiture, or
within such further time as may bc fixed by the Judge, and
any such buildings, structures, machinery, property or are
remaining on the claim after the expiry of such time shall
belong- to His 1\lajesty for the use of Ontario. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 70; 1931, c. 10, s. 12; 1937, c. 44, s. 5 (1).

Uuildinll

(2) Whcre nt the time of thc staking of any mining claim
either before or after the coming into force of this subsection,
any building or other structure is located on such claim, such
buildin~ or other structure shall, subject to the provisions
of subsection 1, belong to His l\lajesty in right of the Province
and may be sold or otherwise disposed of by the l'\'linister
upon such terms and conditions as he may deem expedient.
1937, c. 44, s. j (2).

forfeited.

or structure
on mlnlnil

cl"Jm.

ADDRESS FOR SERVICF..
Addre6ll

tor ,",Tvlce
to he on
nppllC'lItlon

for claim.

eto.

Irrell:ulu

dooument_~

not to tie
nled.

69.-(l) Every npplication for a mining claim and every
other application and every transfer or assignment of a
mining claim or of any right or interest acquired under the
provisions of this Act shall contain, or have endorsed thereon,
the place of residence and post office addrcss of the applicant,
trnnsferee or assignee, and also, whcn he is not a resident
in Ontario, the name, residence and post office address of
some person resident in Ontario upon whom service may
be made.
(2) No such application, transfer or assignment shall
be filed or recorded unless it conforms with the provisions
of su bsection 1.

Sec. 11 (I).
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(3) Another person resident in Ontario may be suhstl- Substltutlng

.
newai:ent
tuted as the person upon whom service
may be rna d e by for
u"rv!<>e.

filing in the office in which any such application, transfer
or assignment is filed or recorded, a memorandum setting
forth the name, residence and post office address of such
other person, and such substitution may be made from
time to time as occasion may require.
(4) Service upon the person named as the person upon Servlc" upon
a!rent to be
whom service may be made. unless another person haSeutnclent.
been substituted for him under the provisions of subsection
3, and in case of such substitution upon the person substituted
shall have the same effect as sen"ice upon the person whom
he represents.
.(5) The provisions of subsection 4 shall apply to e\'ery Oen~ral
notice, demand or proceeding in any way relating to a mining ~f~~cii't~/ri~
claim or to mining rights or to any other right or interest
which may be acquired under the pro\'isions of this Act.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. i 1.
TRUSTS,

AGREE~IESTS

Al\'D TRASSFERs.

70.-(1) Notice of a trust, e.xpress, implied or constructive, m.. lm
relating to any unpatented mining claim shall not be entered "in trust."
on the record or be recei\'ed by a recorder.
(2) Describing the holder of the mining claim as a trustee, Describing
·
.
dllcenlleeaS
t he be ne fi clary
or a b'Jeet af t h
e trust .IS mentlone
trustee. etc
or not, shall not impose upon any person dealing with such ell"ect ot.
holder, the duty of making any enquiry as to his power
to deal therewith, but the holder may deal with the claim
as if such description had not been inserted.
Whet her

(3) Nothing in this section shall relieve the holder of the Saving ot
mining claim who is in fact a trustee thereof or of any part ~ilhhet~.Or
or share thereof or interest therein, from liability as between
himself and any person, mining partnership or company
for whom he is a trustee, but such liability shall continue
as if this section had not been enacted, nor shall any provision
in this Act relieve the holder from any personal liability
or obligation. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 72.
71.-(1) No person shall be entitled to enforce any Neceulty
.
. h t or .mterest, contracted for or acqUireu
. -~ be fore signed.
forwrltlng
fig
the staking out, to or in or under any staking out or recording of a mining claim or of any mining lands or mining
rights done in the name of another person unless the fact
that such first-mentioned person is so entitled is made to
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hflfore
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Set,;. 71 (1) .

appear by a writiug signed hy the holdt:r uf the claim or
by the licensee by whom or in whose name the staking out
ur recording was done or the evidence of such first-mentioned
persoll is corrohorated by some other material evidellce,
alld whcre a right or interest is so made to appear the pro·
\·isiolls of the Statute of Frauds shall not apply.

>;" Ie" "r
tran~f\'f"

(2) No person shall be entitled to enforce any COlllract,
made nfter tile staking out, for sale or transfer of a mining
claim or allY mining lands or mining rights, or any interest
in or concerning the same, unless the agreement or some
note or memorandum thereof is in writing signed by the
persOIl against whom it is sought to enforce the contract
or hy his agent thereunto uy him lawfully authorized. R.S.D.
1927, c. 45, s. 73.

Transfer.
form "r.

72. A transfer of an unpatented mln1l1g claim or of any
interest therein may ue in the prescribed form and shall
he signed uy the trnllsferor or by his agent authorized by
instrument in writillg". R.S.a. 1927, c. 45, s. 74.

"nHst"k·
i,": out.

RECOIWI::->G

oocu~m:\'Ts.

Pre- .
73. Execpt as in this Act otherwise expresslv provided,
requISItes f o r .
.
recordlnl:'
no transfer or assIgnment of or agreement or other llistrulnslrllmel\t~.
IT'
..
I
.
I
d
.
melll ;) ectlllg a mtnlllg' C aIm or any recon e fig I It or

interest acquired under the pro\'isiolls of this Act, shall
be entered on the record or recei\'ed by a recorder unless
the same purports to be signed by the recorded holder of
the claim or right or interest nffected or by his ngent
authorized hy recorded instrument in writing, nor shall
:lily SUdl ill5trument be recorded without an affidavit in
the prescribed form. attachcd to or endorsed thcreon, made
by a suhsnibing' witllcss to the instrument. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 75.
PrJorll)' •

7.,1.. After a millIng claim or any other right or interest
acquired undcr the pro\'isiolls of this Act has lJeen recorded
evcry instrullIent other than a will affecting the claim or
allY interest therein shall be \'oid as against a subsequent
purchaser or tran!<fcree for vnluable consideration without
nctllal notice unless such i/lstrument is recorded before the
recording- of the instrumertt under which the subsequent
purchaser or transfefee claims. R.S.a. 1927, c. 45. s. i6.

Recording
~o he IlMlce.

7;'>. The recording of an instrument under this Act shall
cOllstitute notice of the instrument to all persons claiming
allY interest in the claim subsequellt to such recording,
notwithstandiug' any defect in the proof for recording, but

Sec. 77 (6).
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nevertheless it shall be the duty of the recorder not to
record except upon the proof required by this Act. R.S.O.
192.i, c. 45, s. ii.

76. Priority of recording shall prevail unless before the Where
" recor d"109 there has been actuaInotice
"
. actual
notlee
pnor
a r t Ile pnor
to p"'''''ll.
instrument by the party claiming under the prior recording.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 78.
. 77.-(1) The recorder shall enter upon the re<;ord of ~r~"e°~d~~~
any unpatented mining claim or other recorded fight or Judgment•.
interest a note of any order or decision made by him affecting the same, giving its date and effect and the date of
the entry, and he shall upon receiving with the prescribed
fee, an order or decision of the Judge, or an order, judgment
or certificate in an 39peal from him, or a certified or sworn
copy thereof, file the same and enter a note thereof upon the
record of the claim or right or interest affected thereby.
(2) In a proceeding calling in question any interest in ~~~rng~~; or
an unpatented mining claim or other recorded right or/l' p...Ju'.
interest the Judge or recorder may issue a certificate in
the prescribed form, and upon receipt thereof and payment
of the prescribed fee the recorder shall file and note it as
herein above directed.
Filing
(3) The filing of a certificate shall be actual notice to certlflcflte
all persons of the proceeding.
to be noUce.

(4) The certificate, and the filing and noting thereof,R.~[rnt~~~eO:r
shall be of no effect for any purpose whatc\'cr after thel;, , ... J.....
expiration of ten days from the date of filing unless within
that time an order continuing the same is obtained from
the Judge or the recorder, and any person interested may
at any time apply to the Judge for an order \'acating the
certificate.
(5) On receipt by the recorder of such order he shall ;;:c"a~\-on o~
forthwith transmit b," cegistered post a cOPl' of the samecontlnuanc:e
Or "ac:atto every recorded holder of an interest in the mining claim. lng
or II,
p... d .....
(6) A copy of a writ of execution certified by the sheriff ;x:1'it':.t1on
of the county or district, or a bailiff of a di\'ision court cFa'rns. etc.
therein, to be a true copy of a writ in his hands may be
filed with the recorder, and the recorder, upon recei"ing the
prescribed fee and being given the number or description
of the claim, shall enter a note of such execution upon the
record of each claim of which the execution debtor is the
recorded holder or in which he has a recorded interest,
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and from and after, but not IJdare, such cntry, the execution
shall bind all the right or interest of the execution
debtor in the claim, and after such entry the sheriff or
bailiff shall h<lvc power to sell and realize upon such r'ight
or interest in the same way as goods and chattels may be
sold and rcnlizcd upon under execution, and a transfer
frolll the sheriff or bailiff to the purchaser may, upon the
latter becoming, if he is not before, a licensee, be recorded
in like manner and with the same effect as a transfer from
the execution d<,btor.
Certlned
cop~·.

fee

therefor.

~~fl~lr~flOOd
",nndinJl,
aofexcx:ution.
ler en r)'

DI_ch,lrK_O(
eltecutlon.

(7) Such certified copy of the writ of execution may be
obtained from the sheriff or bailiff on payment of a fee of
SI, which fec, together with the fee paid for recof(Jing the
the same, shan be :l.dded to the execution debt
(8) After entr)' of such execution upon the record of the
claim the shf:rilT, bailiff or the execution creditor may
d 0 an)'1 I·
.
d e b tor cou Id d 0 to k eep
Ilng \lI h·IC II the executIOn
the claim or interest in or restore it to good standing, and
shall be entitled to add the necessary expense thereof to
the execution debt.
(9) Such execution m~y be discharged by recording a
certific:l.te from the sheriff or bailiff that it has been satisfied,
or by recording a release from the execution creditor, or by
obtaining and filing an order of Ihe Judge directing its
removal. RS.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 79.
WORKIl\C COl\'DITIONS.

Working

oondi~lon.

on mining
clalmn.

Work

dono within

earlier

porlod p.nd
nllownnco
for oxcOIllI.

78.-(1) The recorded holder of a mining claim heretofore or herf:after recorded shall, wilhin five }'ears imme·
diatcly following the recording thereof, perform or cause
to he perform«l thereon work which shall consist of stripping
or openillg up mines, sinking shafts or other actual mining
operations to the extent of t\\"o hundred days' work of not
less than eig-ht hours per dar. which work shall be performed
as fo]]O\\'s, and at least thirty days' work within three mouths
immediately following- the recording of the claim, and not
less than forty days in C:lciJ of the remaining four years,
provided that ill allY olle of the said five years ten days'
additional work shall be done to make up the total of twO
hundred days.

(2) The work may be completed in a less period of time
thall herein specified, and if more work is performed by or
on hehalf of the recorded holder than is herein required
dllrill~ the first tbree months pr in anr subsequent year,

Sec. 78 (8).
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the e.xcess upon proof of the same having been performed
shall be credited by the recorder upon the work required
to be done during any subsequent year. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45,
s. 80 (1, 2).
(3) Boring by diamond or other core drill shall count as Drilling.
work at the. rate of one day's work for every foot of boring
and work by a machine drill operated by compressed air shall
count as work at the rate of three days' work for each man
necessarily employed upon each drill so operated. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. 80 (3); 1937, c. 44, s. 6 (I).
(4) The recorded holder of a mining claim shall, not Report or
later than ten days after each of the periods specified make ~'::~ke.r upon
a report in the prescribed form as to the work done or caused
to be done, by him during such period, verified by affidavit
in the prescribed form, but a report shall not be required
for any periocl in which in consequence of the work having
been previously done and reported no work has been done,
and the report shall show in detail the names and residences of
the men who performed the work and the dates upon which
each man worked in its performance.
(5) The recorder if satisfied that the prescribed work c,e"t",
ert!- 0 ,
has been duly performed may grant a certificate in the perrormance.
prescribed form, but he may first, if he deems proper, inspect
or order the inspection of the work, or otherwise investigate
the question of its sufficiency and such certificate, in the
absence of fraud or mistake. shall be final and conclusive
evidence of the due performance of the work therein certified,
but where it has been issued in mistake or obtained by
fraud the Judge shall have power to revoke and cancel it
upon the application of the Crown or an officer of the
Department or any person interested,
as to the due performance Judge
Deolilon
or
(6) The decision of the .Tudoe
b
nnal.
of work shall be fina!.
(7) A license holder may perform all the work required Work to ""
l
'SIX on
performed
. respect 0 f
to be perform cd b y h ·lin In
not more
t Ian
c1aimi.
contiguous mining claims held by him on one or more of
such claims and the report and affidavit to be filed by him
in respect of such work shall certify the claim or claims
on which the work was performed and the claims upon
which it is to be applied.
(8) The construction of houses or roads or other like CertaIn
.
. "actuaImmmg
' .
work not
Improvements
s ha II not constitute
opera- regarded.
tions" within the meaning of this section. R.S.O. 192i.
c. 45. s. 80 (4-8).
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(IJ) The surn~y of a lI\il1;n~ claim made ill pursuance of
section 103 or 104, on the plan and field notes thereof I>cing

filed with the ~tinilll{ Recorder within the prescribed time,
shnll CQUIll as forly days' \I"ork on the surn:ycd claim, except
in respect of the \\'ork required hy suhsection 1 to be dOllc
within three Illonths imrncdiillc1y following" the recording- of
the claim. 19Jt, c. 32, s. 2.

Sur\',w mny
"e npplic<l
nij work
beroTe pi"""

(10) On receipt of an affidavit hy an Ontario land surveyor
that he has made a surn:y of a mining" claim within the period
during which any work is required by this Act to be done on
such claim. except in respect of the work required by subsection t to be performed within three months immediately
following the recording" of the claim, and an undertaking of
such surveyor that he \\·ill fOr\\'ard or cause to he forwarded
10 the recorder not later than 1\\'0 months after the dose
of the period for doing the work, plans and field notes of
the survey. the rccordl'r may enter upon the record of the
claim forty days' work and he may cancel the entry in default
of receipt of such plans and field notes within such period
of tll"O months.

OCO_l)ll}·"JclIl

(II) SUr\'ey by a rccognizt·d geo-elcclrical or geo-physical
's
method may bf' C:Olllltf'd as work at the ralc 0 r
one day
work for each man neccss.1.rily employed in such survey.
1937, c. 44, s. 6 (2).

flied.
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~""n' ,,~

work.

Compulaiioll of Time-ExIUlsiolls.
Period ..
excluded In
computing
tIme for
performflnce
of worklnll:
condltlun ...

7H. In computing the tilllc within which work upon a
mining claim is required to be performed. the following
periods of tillle shall he excluded:

(a) all lilllc which hy an Order-ill-Councilor regulation
is excluded;
tlll~ IGtl.
day of Novl'lt1bN and the 1Sth day of April. both
days inclusi\'c, hut this shall not have lhe effcct of
cxtendin5!; the time for tht' perrormancc of any
subse<luent instalment of work;

(b) for the first instalml'ut of \\'ork, betwccn

(r) if the Pro\'incial For{'slN or other authorized ofticer
refuses to issue a permit for the beginning or cnrrying
on of work prescrilx:d hy this Act, or prohibits its
pl.'rfonnancc, the time during which such refus:ll or
prohibition subsistf'.
H..S.O. 192i, c. 45, s. 81;
1931, c. 10. s. 13.

Sec. 83 (2).
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80.-(1) If by reason of pending proceedings or of the .. "tension
h Id er 0 f a mmmg
.. or
tIme for
0 f the o
perform'lnc-e.
claim the work is not performed within the pre.scribed time,
the recorder may from time to time extend the time for
the performance of such work for such period as he may
deem reasonable and he shall forthwith enter a note of e\"er~T
such extension on the record of the claim.
f rom I·11 ness
.
d eath or ·incapacity

shall
Work
.
(2) Work performed within any such extended period
•
~
done dUflnlr
be deemed to have been duly performed under section /8. extension.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 82.

81.-(1) Where two or more persons are the holders Pro_
of an unpatented mining claim, each of them shall con- ~g~~~:,ate
tribut,.e proportionately to his interest, or as they may other- ~~_~~"';.eb~
wise agree between themsel\'es, to the work required to
be done thereon or to a sun"ey, patent or the first year's
rental of a lease, and in case of default by any holder the Judge
upon the application of any other holder and upon notice
to and after hearing all persons interested or such of them
as appear, may make an order \'esting the interest of the
defaulter in the other co-owners or in any of them upon
such terms and conditions and in such proportions as he
may d~m just.
(2) Subsection
1 shall apply to all mining claims staked ofslIus.1.
APplteatlon
•
out or applied for on or after the 14th day of :\la)', 1906,
or before that day under regulations made under the authority
of The Milles Act, being chapter 36 of the Re\-ised Statutes
of Ontario, 1897. R.S.O. 192i, c. 45, s. 83.

82. \\'here the holder of anv interest in a mlOlllg claim CbarlCe
has made default in payment 'for work performed thereon d~r..~rs~~rk
by a person not the holder of an interest in the mining claim, ~l~{~II.nlnll.
the Judge, upon the application of such person and upon
notice to and after hearing all persons interested, or such
of them as appear, may make an order vesting the interest
in the mining claim of the holder in default, or any part of
such interest, in the applicant. R.S.O. 192i, c. 45, s. 84.
A BAl'\DO~~1 E~T.

83.-(1) A licensee may, at any time. abandon a mining Right of
claim by giving notice in \niting in the prescribed form tO~b~~~,jnt"o
the recorder of his intention so to do.
(2) The recorder shall enter a note of such abandon· Entry
of note of
.
.
ment upon t he record of the claun With the date of theabandon.
receipt of the notice and shall forthwith post up in his ment.

6;8
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office a notice of the ahandollllleTlt, marked wilh the date
of the posting up thereof, ,lilt! thereupon nil interest of
the licensee in such claim shall cease and determine, and
the claim shall, on and after, but not before the eleventh
day Olftcr such posting up, inclusive of the day of posting
up, he open for prospecting and staking out. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 85.
Effect
of non_

compliance

with Act or

diroction of
recorder 11$
aoandon-

ment.

84. Non-compliance by the licensee with any requirement of this Act as to the time or manner of the staking
out <lml recording of a mining claim or with a direction
of the recorder in regard thereto, within the time limited
therefor, shall be deemed to be an abandonment, ilnd the
claim shall, without any deciMation, entry or act on the
part of the Crown or by any officer. unless otherwise ordered
by the Judge be forthwith opened to prospecting ami staking
out. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 86.
FORFEITURE.

CRu~<!e

of

forfelturo

or mlninl::
dllim.

85.-(1) E;.;ccpt as provided by section 86, all the interest
of the holder of a mining claim before the patent thereof
has issued shall, without any declaration, entry or act on the
part of the Crown or by any officer, cease and the claim shall
forthwith be open for prospecting and staking out,(a) if the license of the holder has expired, and has not

been renewed:
(b) if, without the consent in writing of the recorder

or Judge, or for any purpose of fraud or deception
or other improper purpose the holder removes or
caus~ or procures to be removed any stake or
post forming part of the stakilJg out of such mining
claim, or for any such purpose changes or effaces
or causes to be changed or effaced any writing or
marking upon any such stake or post j
(c) if the prescribed work is not duly performed;

(d) if any report under subsection 4 of section 78 is

not made and deposited with the recorder as therein
required j
(e) if the applic:ltion and payment for the patent
required by sections 95 and 96 are not made within
the prescribed time.
Proceed.

ln$:R all to
forfeiture.

(2) No person other than the Minister or an officer of
the Department, or a licensee interested in the property
afTected shall be entitled to r<lisc any question of forfeiture

Sec.8i.
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except by leave of the Judge, and proceedings raising questions
of forfeiture shall not be deemed to be or be entered as
disputes under section 61. RS.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 87.
86.-(1) Where forfeiture or loss of rights has occurred Relieft
under section 85, the Judge within six months after default, ~:;}e7~ure.
or the Minister at any time after such six months, on report
of the Judge, may,. upon such terms as he may deem just,
make an order relieving the person in default from such
forfeiture or loss of rights, and upon compliance with the
terms, if any, so imposed the interest or rights forfeited
or lost shall revest in the person so relieved. but as a term
of such order in the case mentioned in clause a of subsection 1 of section 85, the holder of the claim shall obtain
a special renewal license, which shall be so marked and
which shall be issued only on payment of twice the pre·
scribed license fee, and in the case mentioned in clause d of
the said subsection the holder shall file a proper report and
pay therewith a special fee of S3. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 88
(1); 1929, c. 15, s. 3; 1931, c. 10. s. 14 (1).

(2) The recofder, upon any forfeiture or abandonment Record of
·h
..
I·
or or Iass a r fig
ts·10 a mining
calm,
s ha II rart h·
With enter forrelture .
a note thereof, with the date of entry, upon the record of
the claim and mark the record of the claim "Cancelled,"
and shall forthwith post up in his office a notice of cancellation.
RS.O. 1927. c. 45, s. 88 (2).
(3) On application to him by an interested holder not I;i"tersloll of
earlier than thirty days before the date by which any work ~~ror~ance
··1
· prescfl·bdbh·A
.... orkorof
on a mllllng
calm
e y t IS ct s hldb
au
e perrorme dof
,pa}'mlllnt
or the date by which the money required for a patent or lease money.
of the same should be paid, the Judge may extend the time
for perfonning the work or paying the money, as the case
may be. 1931, c. 10, s. 14 (2).

(4) Where forfeiture or loss of rights has occurred under Staklnll
. 8-.) or any ath
· 0 r t h··'
ds, mining
.. artlllr
sectton
er sectIOn
IS .'""I.ct, t h
e ian
reiturlllfor.
or
rights or mining claims 'so forfeited shall not be open for t0S3 or rlgllts.
staking until seven o'clock standard time in the forenoon of
the day immediately following that upon which forfeiture
occurred. 1936, c. 56, s. 9.

81. The Lieutenant·Goyernor in Council, upon the recom· Rilliler
mendation of the i'\.'linister and the report of the J udge, ?:r"c~~~~rlll by
·r
..
Lleutillnantmay upon sue h terms, I any, as to compensatIOn 10 respectoovernorin
of any intervening right or otherwise as he may deem just. Council.
relieve against any forfeiture or loss of rights under section S5
which he deems to be a hardship and revest the forfeited
right or interest in the person who would but for the forfeiture
have been entitled thereto. RS.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 89.
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Interest or
sx. In the case of joint holders where the interest of
JoInt huWer
a
holder
hilS ceased by reason of the expiration of his license,
hl~ IIcen-'l(l.
~ltch interest ~hall, if the Judgc so directs, pass to and vCst
in thc othcr holders in proportion to lileir intercsts in thc
claim. R.S.a. In7, c, 45. s. 90.

'on oKI,ln' of

Oealh
of licensee

SH. \\'here a liccnsee in whose name a 11llllll1g claim has
been ~takccl out, dies bcfor(' lhe claim i~ recorded, or where
claim. or or the holder of a claim dies he fore issue of the patent or lease
holder h e f " r e .
.
pillent.
for the drllm, no other person shall, wlthoul leavc of the
judge, be entitled to stake out or rcronl a mining claim
upon any part of the sallle lands or to acquire any right,
privilege or interest in respcct thereof within twelve months
aftcr thc dcath of such licensee or holder, and the judge
may at any time make such artier as may seem just for vesting: the claim in the representative of such holder, notwithstanding any lapse, abandonmcnt, cancellation, forfeiture or
loss of rig:hts under any provision of this Act. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 91.
~g:dln~

11'Sl'ECTIOX OF CL\HIS,

t nspeetlon
no.-(I) Tilc judge or the recorder may inspect or order
by Judgo.
recorder or an inspection of, and an inspector or other officer appointed
InsPQct"r.
by the 1\I inister may inspect a mining claim at any time
with or without notice to the holder for the purpose of aseertaininA' whether the provisions of this Act have been complied with, but after the granting of the certificate of record
no su!.:h inspection shall, except by order of the Judge, be
made for the purpose of ascertaining whether the claim has
been stakcd out ill the prescribed manner.
(2) Unless notice of the inspection has been l'iven to
"
the holder of the claim at least seven clear days prior thereto,
reln~p(l"llon. . I
II
I
.
d
I
dd
cd
. at
Cit ICT persona )' or J)' rCg'lstere etter a ress
to Ilim
his address appearing 011 record in the recorder's books
he may apply to the Judgc or to the recorder for a reinspection and the same shall be A'ranted if it appears that the
holder of the claim has heen prejudiced by the want of
notice,
Appll.

"uti,,"

1'1'

holdcr ror

t';,~C~,,~~on

(3) The JUllge or recorder ma), in any dispute, appeal or
proceeding before him make or order with or without
.
.
.
f
..
I'
f
notlCe, a new or llIspectton 0 allY muung c ann or a any
lands or othcr property. KS.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 92.

in dl~l'ut"~. other
"ppc"l~. ct,·..

~'III"l':
.,,,<1
COlr)'

fH.-(I) A report of e:lch inspection, except when made
or report or merely for the purpose uf a dispute, appeal or other proInsp~ctlolO.
ceedillj.{, shall he made in \\Titing by the inspecling officer
and shall he liled in the ollice of the recorder who shall forthwith etller UJlon the record of the claim a note stolting: the
eITect of the report alld lhe dale of the entry.

Sec. 93 (1).
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(2) If the recorder deems that upon the report the claim Cancelling
claim Ul'"n
should be cancelled he shall mark the record 0 r the claim ~eport.
"Cancelled" and affix his signature or initials and shall
by registered letter mailed not later than the next day
notify the holder of the claim and the disputant and other
interested parties, if any, of the receipt and effect of the
report, and where the claim is cancelled in consequence of the
report the notice shall so state.
(3) An appeal from the cancellation of the claim or from Appeal rrQm
.
.
cancellatfon
the entry by the recorder In his record book of the allow- or allQwance
ance of the discovery may be taken to the Judge by the tQ the Ju<lge.
holder of the claim or by the disputallt or other interested
party, within the time and in the manner provided by
section 127.
(4) Upon the cancellation of a claim under this section I':trect,,",
ffi
"h
" h"
the recor d er s hall rort h Wit
post up m
IS 0
ce a notice cance at Qn.
of the cancellation, and the land or mining rights comprised
in such claim shall thereupon, unless withdrawn from prospecting and staking out, be again open to prospecting and
staking out, but such staking out shall be subject to the
result of any appeal by a licensee whose claim has been
cancelled. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 93.
92. The holder of a mining claim or the disputant or ~Ufdht "tr
other person interested shall be entitled on payment of cgpye~r 0
the prescribed fee to receive from the recorder a certified ~epQrt.
copy of any report of inspection of the claim filed with him.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 94.
SURFACE RIGUTS

CO~IPEXSATlO="'.

03.-(1) Where the surface rights of land have been Right Qf
"h reservation
" 0f mmes,
'
Q .... ne~ of
granted ,soId , 1eased , or Iocated Wit
surface
minerals or mining rights to the Crown, or where land iS~~~~e~~a.
occupied by a person who ha~ made improvements thereon tion.
which in the opinion of the ).Iinister entitle him to compensation, a licensee who prospects for mineral, or stakes
out a mining claim or an area of land for a boring permit,
or carries on mining operations upon such land shall compensate the owner, lessee, locatee, or "OCcupant, for all injury
or damage which is or may be caused to the surface rights
by such prospecting, staking out or operations, and in default
of agreement the amount and the manner, and time of
payment of compensation shaH be determined by the Judge
upon application to him after notice to the persons interested,
and, subject where the amount awarded exceeds 51,000 to
appeal to the Court of Appeal, his order shall be final and
may be enforced as provided in section 126.
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P~oh\blt_

(2) The Judg~ may unler the giving of security for pay.
ment of the compensation and may prohibit. pending the
determination of the proceeding: or until the compensation
is paid or secured, furl her prospecting, staking out or working
by such licensee or any person claiming under him.

IIII': work
IlcndlnR

lelliement.

~11"I"G.

Sec. 93 (2).

~;:~:e~6 not

(3) Where an order is made prohibiting the prospecting,
staking out or working: of a mining daim under the proeto., pendlnR ••
r
· 2, no ot her ,.Icensee s ha 11 have.. the
pro~edlna8. VISIOns 0
subsection
right to prospect or stake out a mining claim to the
prejudice of the prohibited licensee while the proceeding
is pending.
to prOJlpe.c.t,

(4) The compensation shall be a special lien upon any
mining claim or other right or interest acquired by the licensee
or any person claiming undcr him in the land so prospected,
staked out or worked, and no further prospecting, staking
out or working, exccpt by leaye of the Judge, shall be done
by the licensee or any person claiming under him after the
time fixed for the paymcnt or securing of the compensation
unless such compensation has been paid or secured as
directed.

Lien tor

compensa_
tion.

i~~~l.I,;t~~I~
~~1~e
'b1gt\ts h,Dve
een.o d.

04. The Judge or the recorder may reduce the area of
any mining claim staked out where the surface rights have
been granted, sold, leased or located, if in his opinion an
area 1ess t Ilan t IlC presCfl·bc<1 area .IS su ffi·
clent f or work·
'mg t he
mines and minerals therein. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 96.
ISSUE OF PATE:>:T FOR :\tt:-<I"C CLAn!.

RI/Cht to
potent nr
claIm.

05.-(1) Upon compliance with the requirements of this
Act and upon payment of thc purchase price as provided
in section 96, or rental fixed by regulation made by the
Lietitellant-GO\'ernor in Coullcil, the holder of a mining
claim shaP be cntitled to a patent or lease, as the case may
be, for the claim. H..S.O. 192;, c. ~,i, s. 97 (I).

ApplicatIon

(2) The application for a patent or lease shall be made
to the recorder within one year frolll the date upon which
all work on a mining: claim ij; required to be pedormed.
R.S.O. 192;, c. ~5, s. 97 (2); 193;, c. H, s. 7.

Ptl~

06.-(1) The price per ncre of Crown lands patented
as mining claims shall be 53 in survcyed territory and $2.50
in unsuf\'ered territory, and the price per acre for mining
rights so patented shall be one-half the price parable for
Crown lands, except that where the recorded holder of a

for patent.

to he 1"lId
fOt I)atent.

Sec. 99.
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mining claim or of an interest in a mmmg claim, being a
li~nsee. has after acquiring such claim or interest, enlisted
or enrolled for active service at home or abroad against the
King's enemies, payment of the purchase money or first
year's rental as the case may be, shall not be required. so
far as-the interest of such holder is concerned, but this exception shall not apply to more than three mining claims for
an~' one recorded holder. R.S.O. 1927. c. 45, s. 98 (1).
(2)· Where the area of the mining claim ex~eds by more Price to btl
. sections;)
.
·0 area
paId uceeds
"'here
t h an fi "e acres t h e prescn·bed area as d e fi n ed III
and 51 and such claim is not reduced in size under the pro- ~~::~ribed
visions of section 105, the price per acre of such area in excess
of thearea so prescribed shall be twice the price pro"ided for
in subsection 1 and there shall be perfonned at least fi"e
days' work per acre for such ex~ss area within such time as
may be prescribed by the :\Iinister. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 98 (2);
1933, c. 33, s. 4.
(3) Where it is deemed necessary by the :\Iinister under PrChale
the provisions of section 104 that a mining claim in sun"eyed pr ceo
territory shall be sun·ered. toe purchase price of the said
claim shall be at the rate of $2.50 per acre. 1937, c. ~~, s. 8.

97. A licensee who is the first discoverer of valuable When
.
I·In pl
d
. a PrO\'lncla
. . I F orest at a right
to
ffimera
acei
upon
an not III
free p"tent.
point not less than fi"e miles from the nearest known mine,
vein. lode or deposit of the same kind of mineral and who
has staked out a mining claim thereon and has complied
with the requirements of this Act shall be entitled to a patent
without payment of the price fixed by section 96. R.S.O.
1927; c. 45, s. 99; 1931, c. 10. s. 2.

. 98. In all patents for mining claims within the Dis- Resen'atlon
.
'I goma, K-enora, Th un d er B ay, R·
(or roads In
tncts
0 f .....
amy R'I"er,patcnl_.
Manitoulin, Sudbury and Timiskaming. and that part of
the District of Nipissing which lies north of the French
River, Lake Nipissing and the River ~Iattawan. excepting
where road allowances have already been provided in a
survey made or authorized b)' the Crown, there shall be
a resen'atian for roads of five. per centum ef tile quantity
of land granted and the Crown or its officers may layout
roads on such mining claims where deemed proper. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. 100.
99. Every patent for Crown lands or mlOlng nghts ~'orm
by which it is intended to vest in the patentee the mines or paterll.
and minerals therein or any part thereof or any rights in
connection therewith. shall state that it is issued in pur-
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SU<lncc of this Act, ur of the fonner Act under which it is

issued. R,S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 101.
1';,lollt8
i!l1lued undo.

this Act

to veal

minornl/l.

ConditIon
of I",tent.

orClJ to bo

trcuted in

Canada.

JOO. E\'cry patent of Crown lands which purports to
he issued in pursuance of this Act shall unless othen-vise
expressly staled ve,H in the patentee for the estate thereby
granted all title of the Crowll in such land and all mines
and minerals therein. R.s.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 102.
101.-( 1) All lands. claims, or mining rights lcascll,
1l<1.tcnt(:d, or otherwise dispoSL-d of under this Act on or after
the 12th clay of April. llJ17, shall he suhject to the condition
that all orcs or minerals raised or re1llovcd therefrom shall be
treated and refilled within the Dominion of Canada, so as
to yield re(lIlcd mewl or other product suitable (or direct
lISC in the arts without furthl'r treatment, in default whereof
thc Lieutcnanl-GO\'crnor in Council may declare the lease,
patent or other form of title of such lands, claims or mining
rights to he null and void, and the Order-in-Council so declaring shall he register('d in the office of the loc'll master of titles
or registry office as the case may be, whereupon the said lands,
claims or minin~ rights shall revert to and become vested
in His i\lajcst)', His Heirs and Successors, freed and discharged of nny interest or claim of nny other person or persons
WhOlllSOC\'cr. 1930, c. 8, s. 6.
(2) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council is hereby authorized to exempt any lands, claims or mining rights from the
operation of this section for such perioo of time as to him
may seem proper.

Scction not

to lIt'"l~'ln

ccrt,,,ncaSffi.

Ilcservatlon
or pine
lirnhcr.
rlJ(lltll or
tlmller
lIcenlle('H.

(3) This section shall not apply to iron are nor to the
Ian< Is, C I'
... I r
h' h i '
.
.
au11'S or nlllllng rig lts rom w IC t Ie same IS mined
or taken. R.S.O. tn7, c. 45, s. 103 (2-3).
102.-(1) Every patent of Crown lands sold or granted
as mining lands shall <-ontain a reservation of all pine trees
and such pine trees shall continue to be the property of
the Crown, ancl any person holding- a license from the Crown
to cut timber on such land mOly at all times during the
continuance of the license enter upon the land and cut and
remove such trees, and may make all necessary roads for
that pllrpose; provided that the patentee may cut and use
sllch trees as may be necessary for the purpose of building,
fem:illg" aile! fuel on the land so patented, or for any other
purpose necessary for the working" of the mines therein, and
nlay a150 cut and disjx>se of all trees required to be removed
ill clenrilll:: such part of the land as may be necessary for
lIlil1i!lg" purposes, hut subject as regards pine trees to the

Sec. 104.
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payment of the valuc thcreof to thc Crown or to the timber
or oth~r persull aUlhorizcu to cut slll.;h pine trees,
as the case may be; provided, hO\\'c\"er, that where such
land heretofore or hereafter granted is not under timber
license or in a PrO\'incial Forest, the O\\'ner thereof may
without payment of Crown dues cut thereon and use for
mining purposes thereon or on any adjoining lands owned
by him any trees of the variety Pinus Ballksialla, commonly
known as "jackpine"; provided further that in any miningcuUing
claim staked out and recorded on or after the 26th day of t~;~~~~~ On
March, 1918, all trees or timber of whate\'er kind growing~~~:g
or being thereon shall be reservecl to the Crown, but where Reservation
such trees or timber are not covered by a timber license or of timber.
permit to cut the same, the holder or owner of the claim
may, on application, be granu~d permission to cut and use
such trees or timber as he may require for mining and fuel
purposes, either without payment or on such terms and can·
ditions as the l\linister of Lands and Forests may impose,
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 104 (l); 1931, c. 10, s. 2.
lic~nsct'

(2) Any dispute between the patentee or those claiming Deter_
rnlnatlon of
· an d t he lim
. be r ,.lcensee or ot her person .Interested dlsputell.
un d er h 1m
with regard to the quantity or value of the pine timber
so cut or disposed or otherwise regarding the trees cut shall
be determined by the I\linister of Lands and Forests, whose
decision shall be final.
(3) This section shall not confer upon the patentee of Patentee
..
. h
. b er upon t h
d of
mlnlnl:
mllltng
ng
ts on yi
any'
ng h t to cut tlln
e ian
rlghl8
not 10
described in the patent. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. lOol (2, 3).
cut tImber.
SURVEY OF CLAnl BEFORE ISSUE OF PATEXT.

l03.-(~) Bef?re. a patent of ~ mining claim in unsur· ~r~l~ei~'lin
veyed tern tory IS ISSUed the claim shall be surveyed by unsurveyed
- .
territory
.
an Ontano land surveyor at the expense of the applicant. before
t,
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 105 (1); 1937, c. 44-, s. 9 (I).

r:t"e'd

(2) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council mav make regula- Rel;ulatlons
tions prescribing the method and procedure to be followed i~~"eYi"lI"'
in surveying mining claims. 1937, c. 4-\, s. 9 (2).
\\'h
. I or a patent 0 ra "
Minister
I n.
~.
'ere upon an app ,.lcatlon
mllllllg ina)'
direct
claim in surveyed territory the Minister is of opinion that ~1a'"i'j:ri1nof
yed
a survey is necessary he may direct that a survey thereof 8urv,e
terr tory.
shall be made at the expense of the applicant, and such
survey unless otherwise ordered shall comply with the same
requirements as a survey of a mining claim in unsurveyed
territory. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 106.

s..'C.
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Reduction

105.-(1) If it is found UJlOn a survey required or authorized by this Act that the area of a mining claim exceeds
the prescribed acreage the i\linislcr may reduce the area to
the prescribed acreage or thereabouts in any way he may see
fit. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 108 (1); 1937, c. 44, s. 11 (1).

of un,,, "f

elalm found

to excMd
preser;bed

acrcal>&.

When

rocordod
claim
Includos

'"nds
nccldentally

omitted and
dlsposltlon
or Korell and
fractions.
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105 (I).

(2) Where two or more mining claims in unsurveyed territory arc contiguous and constitute a group recorded in the
name of one licensee, und it was the manifest intention of the
applicant or applicants. as shown by the sketch or sketches
accompanying his or their application or applications for the
same, to include as part of such mining claims all lands and
lands under water within the limits of the said group, and a
survey shows that certain of the lands or lands under water
arc not so included, such lands or lands under water shall
nevertheless be deemed to be part and parcel of the claim or
claims in which it was the manifest intention that they should
be included, and where two or more mining claims are contiguous and nre recorded in the name or names of more than
one licensee, any fraction or gore shown or created by a survey
shall not be open for staking out until the l\linister so directs,
and the Minister on the report of the Surveyor·Gencral, may
award such fraction or gore, or part thercof, to the recorded
holder or holders of either or both of the contiguous claims, or
may sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of the S<"1me as he may see
fit without r~quirjng such fraction or gore to be staked out
as a mining claim. 1934, c. 32, s. 3.

PART II1.-PLACER MINING.
Placer

mlnln61:

claims.

106. A licensee, who makes a discovery of a natural
stratum, bed or deposit of sand, earth, day, gravel or cement
carrying gold, or platinum, or precious stOnes, which is
probably of such size and character as to be likely to be
workable at a profit may stake out and record a mining
claim to be called a "Placer Mining Claim," thereon, and
the provisioll3 of this Act, as to the staking out and record·
ing of a mining claim upon the discovery of valuable mineral
in place thereon, shall as far as practicable apply to the
staking out of a placer mining claim as if the words u a natural
stratum, bed or deposit of sand, earth, clay, gravel. or cement,
carrying gold or platinum, or precious stones, which is probably of such a size nnd character as to be likely to be workable at a profit," were used instead of "valuable mineral
in place," and the other provisions of this Act as to mining
claims shall also, ns far as practicable, apply to a "Placer
l\lining Claim," nnd "mining claim" wherever used in this
Act shall, unlC5s repugnant to the conte.xt, be read as including placer mining claim. R.5.0. 1927, c. 45, s. 109.

Sec. 107 (2).
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PART IV.- PETROLEUl\'l, GAS, COAL, AND SALT.

107.-(1) A licensee may obtain from the Minister a Borillf
boring permit in the prescribed fonn. granting him the~:~~~eB;:r
' ht lor a pen'odl
·
excIllSlve
ng
0 one year to prospect rOllga.!l(:oal
or or 6alt.'
petroleum, natural gas, coal or salt upon an area of land
open for prospecting and staking out in those portions of
the Province lying north and west of the River :".Iattawan,
Lake Nipissing, and the French River, by,(a) staking Ollt, or having another licensee stake out Stnklng out.
on his behalf and in his name, such area by planting

or erecting a post at each corner thereof in the
manner and with the numbering provided by se:;.
tion 54, and writing or placing upon each post the
words "Boring permit applied for," with his name
and the letter and number of his license, and where
the staking out is done by another licensee also
the name of such licensee and the letter and number
of his license; the date of the staking out and a
statement of the area to be included in the
application;
(6) furnishing to the recorder an application in dupli- t:rel~~~~~~
cate, verified by an affidavit, in the prescribed form,
within fifteen days after the staking out;

forwarding to the l\'linister not more than ninety rO~"'rd.
days thereafter a plan or diagram showing as nearly !'-1fnfete~~ to
as possible the situation of the lands, and a written
description of the same, including, if the area is in
surveyed territory, the number of the lots and concessions or sections or quarter-sections or other subdivisions, together with a fee of S100; and

(d) proving to the satisfaction of the :'.Iinister that Rg~r:n$a
he has paid or secured to the owner of the surface o.... n,e~ or
. h
.
eu~ ,,,,,,
ng
ts,' r
I
any; t he compensatiOn
agree d upon or~ll:h!8.
determined as provided in section 93 for any injury
or damage which is or may be caused to the surface
rights, or, in default of agreement, that he has paid
or secured such compensation, as determined in the
manner provided by the said section 93.
(2) One duplicate of the applic;>.tion shall be forthwith
posted up by the recorder in his office and the other forwarded by him to the Minister.

Postlnll:
appli<:a.tlon5.
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(3) If the area !>laked out i~ morc than ten miles from
the uffice of the recorder, one additional day for every addi·
tional tell miles or fraction thereof shall be allowed for
furnil'hillg the <lppticatioll to the recorder.

011

of

ac""unt

<.Ij~l,,,,,''''

Form uf

'0

lire"
1.>"
incl"d"d In
penn it.

Sec. lOi (3).

(4) The nrC:l of land included in a boring permit, if in
ullsurveyed territory, shall be rectangular in form and shall
not exceed ~ix hundred and forty acres in extent, the boundary lilies thereof bcinK due Ilorlh ;lnu south <md due east
and west astronomically, and if in surveyed territory need
not be rectangular in form, but may consist of any numbcr
of contiguous lots, quartcr-sections or sulxlivisions uf a
section not containing" ill all marc than six hundred and
forty acres.

Worklnll

(5) The holder of a boring permit shall entcr upon the
area described therein within two months from the granting
of the permit, and during the term of the permit shall expend
thereon in actual boring, sinking, driving or otherwise searching for petroleum, natural gas, coal or salt a slim amoullting
to not less than S2 per acre.

lIenew,,1 of

(6) Upon proof being furnished to the :\Iinister that such
expcnditure has bccn made and that all other terms and
conditions of thc pcrmit have been complied with, thc i\linister,
at the expiration of the boring permit, may grant one renewal
of the same for one year upon payment of a fee of Sl00, and
tIle renewal shall be subject to the like conditions as to
expcnditure and othcrwise as the original permit.

conditions.

Ilermit.

'l'ran"rn <;II
permit.

"~wse

n,:,y

IIlIlU.., on

dillco\,en".

(7) The holder of a buring permit may, with the consent
of thc i\linister, endorsed thereon, transfcr, in the prescribed
form, all his rights ill the permit or the land included therein,
and upon the consent being given the licensee to whom the
pcrmit is transferred shall thereupon bc 'entitled to the
unexpirCfI term of the permit, with any right of rcncwal
thereof. R.S.O, 192i, c. 45, s. 110.
108.-(1) Gpon the holder uf a horing permit praying to
the satisfacti(jn of the :\Iinistcr ihal he has discovered
petrolcullI, natural Has, coal or salt or allY OIlC or more
of such substances in cOllllllercial tluantities upon the hmd
included therein, thc :\Iinisler Illay direct the issue to the
holdcr of the permit of a lcase of thc land or aTly portion of
it for a lerm of tell years :It nn allnual rental of SI l)Cr acre,
payable in ad\'ance and subject lo the expenditure of not less
Ihan S2 per acrc pcr annum, in ohtaining petroleum, natural
gas, coal or salt, or anyone or morc of such substances therefrolll, or ill aC'tll;J1 bOlla jif/e operatiolls or works undcrtaken or

Chap. .,Ii.
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made for the purpose of obtaining the same, and the lessee shall
have the right of rene,,'al of such lease at the expiration of the It.",~wal.
first term of ten years for a further term of ten years at the
same rental, and at the expiration of the second term for a
term of twenty years at such renewal rental as may then be
agreed upon or provided by statute 01 regulations.
(2) Every such lease shall contain such other conditions' Regulations
stipulations and provisoes as the Lieutenant-Governor in R9 10 leal«l$.
Council may prescribe, and shall be forfeited and \'oid if the
rental payable thereunder is not paid when due, or upon
failure to e"pend the money required by subsection I to be
laid out or upon failure to comply with any of the terms and
conditions of the lease. Provided that relief from forfeiture
for failure to pay rent when due may be had by the payment I'ro\'lso.
of all arrears within ninety days after the same became
payable.
(3) .The right conferral by any such lease upon the lessee Itl,htll
shall be to enter upon the land described, and to dig, bore, of e"oo.
sink, drive or othenvise search for and obtain, raise and
remove petroleum, natural gas, coal and salt, or anyone or
more of such substances, and all other valuable minerals shall
be reserved to the Crown, and any holder of a miner's license
m:ty at all times go upon the SJlid land and prospect the Sllme
and stake out a mining claim thereon, but subject to compensating the lessee for any injury or damage to his interest
in the land at the time and in the manner provided in section
93, and may obtain a patent therefor, but such patent shall Other
reserve the petroleum, natural gas, coal and salt, in, on or J;1"i~:~;~~:~.
under such land.

(4) No such.lease shall issue for land in unsurveyed territory SurVllY
. l'Icate rna d e byan ntano 1an d surveyor, required
ill
untl., a p , an .In tnp
ullsun'e}'ed
field notes and description, shall be filed in the Department, territory.
showing a survey in conformity with this Act, and to the
satisfaction of the l\linister.

a

.

(5) The holder of a boring permit or of a lease for petroleum, Timber to
natural gas, coal or salt, shall not be entitled to the timber be resen·ed.
upon the land included in such permit or Ie.'lse but if the same
are not covered by timber license and ha"e not been located,
sold or patented under The Public Lands Act, may. with the Hev.St<ll..
permission of the l\linister of Lands and Forests, and upon e. 3::.
payment of such rates as may be fixed. cut and usc such
timber or trces as may be necessary for boring and working:
the said land. R.S.O. 1927. c. 45. s. Ill.
. d'In sectlonS
.
107 permitted
Borillg
. hstand'109 anyt h"mg con tame
199 • 1N OtWlt
and 108, the \tinister, with the approval of the Lieutenant- ~r~r~~. "f
Governor in Council, may make such regulations as he shall ~~ll~!~~~till
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think fit respecting the issue of boring permits authorizing
the holders thereof to prospect for petroleum, natural gas,
coal or salt, in that p<lrl of the Province lying' north of the
transcontinental railway, and for the issue of leases upon
such terms as the ~Iinistcr may sec fit. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45,
s. 112.
PART V.-DREDGING LEASES.
Hc/{ulatlollR as to
drcuglll¥

J JO-(I) The Lieutcnant-Governor in Council may make
regulations respecting the issue of "leases authorizing the
holders thereof to dredge or work in any river, stream or
lake, or on lands not covered by water, for the purpose of
recovering therefrom alluvial gold, platinum, precious stones,
or other "aluable mineral not in place, and every Order-inCouncil made under this section sball take effect from the date
of the first publication thereof in The Ontario Gazette.

ProvIsIon" to

(2) Every such lease shall provide for the payment in
advance of an anllual rental of not less than twellty-five
ccnts per acre, and shall not be for a greater term than ten
years, renewable at the expiration thereof for a further term
of not more than len yenrs, and evcry such Ie.'lsc or renewal
lhereof shall contain such conditions and provisions as the
Licut{'llanl-Govcrnor in Council may see fit. 1928, c, 16, s, 2,

I~RSCfl.

bo Included

In drcdglnJ:

lenBes.

P;\RT
IHRhlli
linbillt{os.
,-1<'., or

pnrtnerehlp

ro"",ln

In rur<:c.

VI.-:\II~ING

PARTNERSHIPS.

ll1. :\11 rights, li:lbililies and conditions pert<lining to
mining partnerships heretofore formed under this Act or any
..\ct for which this Act was substituted, shall remain in full
force and virtue until the expiry thereof as provided in lhe
ccrlificOlle of mining- partnership. 1931, c. 10. s. 16.

I'ART \·Il.-I'ROCEEIJI;,\,GS IN :\IINING COURT.
Court to
contInue.

.11 :!.-(l) There shall continue to be a court to be known
Ol!' the "]\finin~ Court of Onlario."

('"urt or

(2) The Court shall be a court of record and shall have a
!'eal with which all process shall be l'ealed or stamped. R.S.O.
192i, c. 45, s. 115.

r~cor<l.

(0.,11.

11:1.-(1) The Court shall be presided over by a judge to
be appointcd as provided by The British North America Act,
1867, who shall be known <IS the "Judge of the :\Iining Court."

Sec. 117.
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(2) The Judge of the Mining Court shall hold office during:;~~~~eof
good behaviour until he attains the age of seventy-five years
and shall not be removed from office except upon an address
of the Assembly to the Lieutenant-Governor. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45. s. 116.

114. There shall be a registrar of the Court who shall be Rellistrar.
appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45. 5.117.
115.-(1) Except as provided by section 177, no action Jurisdlcllofl
concerning mining lands shall lie nor shall any other proceed·
ing be taken in any other court as to any matter or thing
arising under this Act whether before or after issue of the
patent or involving the interpretation of the provisions
thereof, or as to rights acquired or alleged to have been
acquired thereunder, or as to any matter or thing involving
any right or claim under this Act, and every such maHer and
every claim, Question and dispute arising as aforesaid shall
be brought and determined in the Court, and in the exercise
of the powers conferred by this section the Judge may make
such order and give such directions as he may deem necessary
to make effectual and enforce compliance with his decision.
(2) The Judge shall have and may exercise in the i\'lining Powers or
Court the same powers as a judge of a superior court sitting Judie.
in a civil case.

(3) Every notice and e...·ery document in any matter, St)·le Of.
application or appeal coming before the Judge of the 'lining pro<:eedlnIS.
Court shall be styled "in the "ining Court of Ontario."
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 118.

I1G. A subpoena may issue out of the :\lining Court or WltfleMes
out of the Supreme Court or county or district court for the;~?ordng
"
f .
((ttendaflce.
purpose 0 r compe II 109 the attendance 0 wItnesses and the
production of documents and things in any proceeding before
the l\'1ining Court, or before the Judge of the l\lining Court,
and the Judge shall also have. with respect to matters which
may be dealt with by him under the provisions of this Act,
all the powers of summoning and enforcing the attendance of
witnesses and compelling them to give evidence and produce
documents and things which the judge of a superior court or
of a county or district court has in civil cases. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 119.
117. The Mining Court shall not have power or authority E:ldu6lon
to declare forfeited and void or to cancel or annul any Crown r:v'1~:i~~on9
patent issued for lands, mining lands, mining claims or mining ~:~~d~~.of
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rights, but ever}' aClion or other proceeding to declare forfeited or void or to C<lncel or annul any such Crown patent
Illay be broug~t or taken in the Supreme Court and shall be
heard and determined in the same manner as if rhe Jlfinillg
Court Act, 1924, had not heen passctl. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45,
s. 120.
TmnHrer or
118. A party to any proceeding under this Act brought
proceoulnll8
to Supreme in the l\lining Court and involving any right, privilege or
COlin.
interest ill, or in connection with any patented lands, mining
lands, mining claims or mining rights, may at any stage of
such proceeding apply 10 the Supreme Court for an order
transferring the proceeding to the Supreme Court. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. 121.
Illne"", or
"U8encc of
Judll:c.

HMerdnll:

actlQnR.

etc..

to JlIdR8.

Tn.nMror uf
pro<;<lCUinll:H
tQ Mlnill!':

Court.

lIulel.

119. In case of the illness or absence of the judge of the
j\lining Court the i\Jinister or judge may appoint some other
person, being a barrister of at least ten years' standing at the
bar of Ontario, to act in place of the judge and the person so
appointed shall in that case have and exercise all the powers
of the Judge except those which he derives exclusively from
his appointment under any commission issued to him by the
Governor-General of Canneln. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 122.
120. Where in the opinion of the court in which an action
is hroug'ht, the proceedings may be more conveniently dealt
with or disposed of by the j\Jining Court, the court may, upon
the application of any party or otherwise, and at any stage of
the proceedings, refer the action or any question therein to
the Judge of the ;\lining Court as an official referee, on such
terms as to the court may seem just, and the judge of the
i\lining Court shall thereafter give directions for the continuance of the proceedings before him, and, subject to the
ordcr of refercnce, all costs shall be in his discretion. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45. s. 123.
121. Where a procecding is brought in any court which
should hayc been taken before the :'Ilining Court, the court or
judge may upon the applica'tion of any party or otherwise,
and at any stage of the proceeding transfer it to the l\1ining
Court, except as provided by this Act. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45.
s. 124.

I ~2. The Lieutenant-Conmor in Council may make rules:
(a) prescribing the practice and procedure in the Court:
(b) respecting the officers of the Court:

Sec. 125 (2).
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(e) respecting the sittings of the Court and the places at

which such sittings shall bt: hdu; <IIlU
(d) generally for the better carrying out of the proYisions

of this Act. R.S.O. 192i, c. 45, s. 125.

123. The Judge shall also have all the powers which by Pre"eMine
r errcu
A..I
•
•
•
A..I trepa""erl
s ClA
are can
on COmlnlSSlOners
appollltcu
on pubhc
1'h e P II bl'tC L an d
under the authority of that Act. R.S.O. 192i, c. 45. s. 126. land.....
Rev. Stat ..
c. :1:1.

!'OWERS OF ItECORDER.

124.-(1) Subject to appeal as hereinafter pro\·ided. a Deter·
~"
"
'
.
.In a mlnLngdl.
.. monation
"I
recor d er, as to unpatentcu
mtntng
c Iallns
Situate
. . p"te~ IW
division, shall haye power to hear and determine disputes recorder.
arising between licensees.
(2) Any question arising prior to the issue of a· certiticate Wilen
" Ic '
"
o r record 0 r a mmmg
alln as to w het her t he prOVIsIOns
0 rrecorderto
decide
, ct reg-ar d'Ing a mIning
" Ic '
matter in
t h 'IS ......
:um. 1lave been camp I'~'"
lCU Wit h ,ft""t
unless the Judge otherwise orders or unless the recorder with in.'tance.
the consent of the Judge transfers such question to the Judge
for his decision, shaH in the first instance be decided by the
recorder.

(3) The recorder shall forth~"ith enter in the books of his ~~\:ig~ to
office a full note of eyer.... decision made by him. and shall be made i.)·
notify the persons affe~tcd thereby of s~ch decision by recorder.
registered letter mailed not later than the next day after the
entry of such note.

person affected by the decision shall be entitled C:rtllkah
(4) Even.·
' J .
o. decl.. . lon.
upon payment of the prescribed fee to receive from the
recorder a certificate thereof which shall contain the date of
the entry of such decision in the books of the recorder.

(5) The decision of the recorder shall be final and binding ~;d~~!~;on.
unless appealed from as in thi5 Act provided. R.S.O. 192i,

c.45,s.12i.
125.-(1) The recorder may gi"'e directions lor the Cfmduct :;;~';."'~~~:<:I
g ..
and carn.·jng
on of the proceedings before him. and in so doing ....e
pro,cee<!.!.n
•
"III,.
he shall adopt the cheapest and most simple methods and
machinery for determining the questions raised before him.
or~

(2) Where no such directions are gi\'en, the pro\'isions ~Yr~~~ro~~
relating to procedure before the Judge as far as the same
may be applicable, shall apply.
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(3) The recorder shall not have power to award costs, but
may in his discretion allow the fees and conduct money of
witnesses and may direct by whom the &.me shall be paid.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 128.

~IIXIXG.

Sec. 125 (3).

EXFORCID1ENT OF OIWERS.

~~~~;':,~

120. A duplicate of ally order made by the i\'lining Court
or by a rceonler may be filed in the office of the Regist~ar of
rocorder.. the Supreme Court or ill the office of any local registrar
Judgment or
.
0·
r
f
tho oour!.
of the Supreme Court or In the 0 Ice 0 the clerk 0 the county
or district court of the county or district in which the land
lies, and upon being: SO filed shall become an order of the
court in which it is filed and shall be enforceable as an order
of such court, but the court or a judge thereof may stay proceedings thercon if an appeal is brought from the order.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 129.
~~~~~r

,\I'I'E,\LS
iURht to

"pp<",l from

recorder
to JuuKe.

FKO~1

RECORDER.

127.-(1) A person affected by the decision of, or by any
act or thing, whether ministerial or judicial, done, or refused
or neglected to be done by the recorder, may ap~al to the
Judge who shall decide the matter and make such order in
the premises as he may deem just.

AdlnllJ;<lon
orrllrthcr
evidence on
nppe;,1.

(2) Upon .m appe."ll from the decision of the recorder the
Court may require or admit new or additional evidence or
may relry the matter.

IIlode or
ol,peallng.

lJ) The appeal shall be by notice in wntmg in the prescribed form, filed in the office of the recorder, and served
upon all parties adversely interested within fifteen days from
the entry of the decision on the books of the recorder, or
within such further period not exceeding fifteen days, as the
Court may allow i Provided that if notice of appeal has been
filed with the recorder within the said time, and the Court is
satisfied that it is a proper case for appeal and that after
reasonable ellort any of the parties entitled to notice could
nOl be served within such time, the Court may extend the
time for appealing and make such order for substitutional or
other service as may be deemed just; Provided also that where
a person affected has not bccn notified as provided in sections
91 and 124, and appears to have suffered substantial injustice
and has not been guilty of undue delay, the Court may allow
such person to appeal.

Sec. 129 (4).
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(4) The notice of appeal shall contain or have endorsed fo~dB~~~lce
upon it an address for service at so~e place not more th.an ~~~~:~f
five miles distant from the recorder s office, and any notice appeal.
or document relating to the appeal shan be sufficiently
served upon the appellant jf left with a grown-up person at
such place. or if no such person can there be found then if
mailed by registered post addressed to the appellant at the
post office at or nearest to such place.
(5) If no address for service is given as provided in sub- i:~~~eo~hen
section 4, any such notice or document may be served upon no .. ddrese
.
. t he feeor d
t he appe 11ant b y posting
up t h(: same In
er'5 0 fli ceo Klvan.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 130.

APPEAL TO )lINISTER.

128.-(1) An appeal shall lie from any decision of the Ar;peal to
..
. 1 d uty 0 f t h e record er to to
Mlnleter
aa
. respect to any mlnlstena
Court In
rnlnJeterlal
the Minister only, and the decision of the Minister shaH be~;~::ril~r.
final and shall not be subject to appeal.

(2) The appeal to the Minister shall be by notice in writing Mode or

flied with tile Departmeul and :>erveU upon every ad verse tfrn,:~~nl to

party within fifteen days after the date of the decision of the
Court, or within such further time as may be allowed by the
Minister. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 131.

PROCEDURE BEFORE JUDGE.

129.-(1) An appointment shall be obtained from theObtalnlna
Judge for the hearing of an appeal or of a dispute mentioned ~ln~l.nt
in section 61 or of any claim, question or dispute cognizable
by the court.

(2) In any matter or proceeding other than an appeal the "raterlal.
court may, if a certificate of re<:ord has been issued, require
that the applicant shall satisfy him that there is reasonable
ground for the application or may in any such case, or in any
case where leave to take the proceeding is necessary, give
the appointment or leave only upon such terms as to security
for costs or otherwise as may seem just.
ApplicatIon
(3) ,The appointment may be obtained upon a verbal or for
appoInt·
ment.
written application.
ServIce of
. (4) A copy of the appointment shall be served upon all appoint.
parties concerned, and except in the case of an appeal ment.
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or dil'-putc wIder section 61, a notice. in the prescribed form.
stating shortly the nature and particulars of the righ I, question
or disputc, sh:lll also bc served. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 132.
Jl.Id~(l

to j;IVO all
nCCCHRarr

d;re~tiO"H.

J :30.-(1) The Judge lIlay give dircctions for having any
matler or proceeding heard and decided without unncccssa.ry
formality, may order the filing, serving of statements, particulars, ohjections or answers, thc production of documents
and things, and thc makillg of amendments, may givc such
other directions for the procctlure and hearing as he may
deem proper, and may make any appointment, notice or
other proceeding returnable forthwith or at such time as he
may deem proper, and may order or allow such substituted
or other service as ill the circumstanccs may sccm proper.

Plac~ or
ho"rlnlf.

(2) I n appointing the place of hearing, the Judge shall
select the place that he may deem most convenient for the
parties within the county or district or onc of the counties
or districts ill which the lands or mining rights affected are
situate, unless it appears to him desirablc that the hearing
should be ill SOlllC othcr county or district.

~~C~~~c~~3ed

(3) The hearing shall bc proceeded with as promptly as
possihle, having regard to the intcrests of the parties concerned.

;~;:~ptl~..
Tllkln~

evidence.

Inter·
IOClltor).
appllcatlO1l6.

Jl.Idl::c

"''''' obtnln
expert
~lllll~tan"".

Jl.ldl:(l

mil)· call for
evlden<'C. or
prnceed On
vlo",.

Statement
of .·le"· or
or ~"eelnl
knowlodj;O.

(4) The Judge may take or ordcr thc evidence of any
wilness to bc taken at any place within or without Ontario.
(-j
"1"1 IC J Ud
d
""
::J
ge lllayilear
an d"Ispose 0 f any app IIcatLon
not
invoking the final detcrmination of the matter or proceeding
at any place he may deem cOll\'eniellt, and his decision upon
allY such application shall be final and shall not be subject
to appeal. H..S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 133.

lal. The Judge m:ty obtain the assislallce of engineers•.
surveyors, or other scientitic persons, who may under his
order view ;lnd cxaminc the property in question, and in
g:i\'ing his decision he may give such weight to their opinion
or rcport as he may decm proper. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 134.
1:.12.-(1) The judg:e, in addition to hearing the evidence
adduced by the parties. mar require and receive such other
evidence as he may deem proper, and may view and c-xamine
the property in f1ucstion and givc his decision upon such
evidence or view and examination, or may appoint a person
to make an inspection of the property, and may receive as
evidellce and act upon the report of the person so appointed.

(2) Where the Judge proceeds partly on a view or 011 any
specbl knowledge or skill possessed by himself, he shall put
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5&. 138.

in writing a statement of the same sufficiently full to enable
a judglllcllt to be formed of the weight which should be gi,'cn

thereto.
(3) When the parties consent in wntlTlg. the Judge mayJudll:e
.. ,,".holly
proceedIng
.
proceed w h oily upon a YleW,
an d .In sueh case h·15 d eelSlon
on
shall be final and shall not be subject to appeal. R.S.O. 192i. VIew.
C. 45, s. 135.
133. The Judge shall gi,"c his t.Iecision upon the real merits Judlle'~
and substantial justice of the ca~e. RS.O. 192i, c. 45, s. 136. g:c~s~~~ l~~
merlls.

134:. \\'here the] udge deems the matter or proceeding Recurltr
.
h ·It IS
. b
i It
bya person reSl·d·Lng out 0 rforcosh.
vexatlous,
or were
raug
Ontario, he may order that suc-h security for costs as he may
deem proper be given, and that ill default of stich security
being given within the time limited or in default of speedy
prosecution the matter or proceeding be dismissed. R.S.O.
1927,.c. 45. s. 137.

135. Where the hearing is to take place at a place where a ilia-hI to "ee
court h ouse .
IS .
situate. t h e Ju d ge s h a II h a,·e t h
e ·
ng h t to use court room.
the court room and where the hearing is to take place in a
municipality in which there is a hall belonging to the ntunici- Right to u~e
pality, but no court room, he shall h,we the right to use such town hall.
hall. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 138.
136. Sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, constables and other peace Sherirr~.
officers shall aid, assist and obey the Judge in the exercise of ~~di:~: Rlllll~1
the powers conferred on him by this Act, whenever required
so to do, and shall upon the certificate of the Judge be paid
by the treasurer of the county or district the !lame fees as for
!limilar services in carrying out the orders of a judge of rhe
Supreme Court. R.S.O. 1927. c. 45. s. 139.
137. The e,'idence taken before the Judge need not be Wben noln
filed, or written out at length by the shorthand writer unless~:fedn~~J.bt
required by the Judge or by a party to the proceedings. and
copies shall be furnished upon the S<1me terms as in cases in
the Supreme Court. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 140.
COSTS A:"D WIT:"ESS FEES.

138. The Jlldge may in his discretion award costs to any Cost•.
party, and may direct that such costs be taxed by the clerk
of the county or district court or by a local taxing officer or
by one of the ta.'l:ing officers at Toronto, or may order that a
lump sum he p.1id in lieu of taxed costs. R.S.C. 1927. c. 45,

s.

141.
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SCnlo

J 39.-(1) The costs and disbursements payahlc upon
proceedings before the Judge, as 10 any mailer in which the
amount or value of the property in question docs not in the
opinion of the Judge exceed S400, shall be according to the
tariff of the county ("ourt, and as to any matter in which the
amount or value of the property in question in his opinion
exceeds $400, shall he according to the tariff of the Supreme
Court.

Judl/:O to
dO<lido 1<8
tQ 8""le.

(2) The judg:c shall ill his order or award direct according
to which tariff the costs and disbursements shall be taxed.

or

,.,,~L><_

Coull~el

fees.

WltnC88
rees and
conduct
monoy.

Sec. 139 (I).

(3) The Judge shall have the sa.me powers as a judge of
a COtlllty court or a taxing officer of the Supreme Court with
respect to coun~el fees. RS.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 142.

140. The fees and conduct money to be paid to a witness
before the judge or recorder shall be according to the county
court scale. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 143.
DECISIOXS.

Decl"Joll to
hI' in fnem nf
orderoe
Judl:ment

J41.-(1) Except where Inapplicable, the decision of the
•
I Ibe
"lil the rorlll 0 r an OHer
I or JU
" d gment,
i\lllHllg Court
Sial
b ut ncc d not s IlOW upon ItS
"race t Ilat any proceecI
"
mg"
or notice
was had or given, or that any circumstance existed necessary
to gi\'c jurisdiction to make such order or judgment.

Jo'lJlllg
oedee ee
Judgment.

(2) The order or judgment of the court, with the e\'idence.
exhihits, the statement, if any, of \,jew or of special knowledge
or skill alld the reasons for his decision if any arc given, shall
be filed in the Department, or in the office of the recorder, as
lIlay be directed hy the Judge, and the oflker or person in
l:hargc of sllch office shall forthwith gi\'e notice in wriling of
the filing by registered post or otherwise to the solicitors of
the parties 'lIJpearing hy soliei lor and to parties not represCllled by a solicitor.

DUIlII""te

(3) \\'herc thc order or judgment is not filed with the
recorder of the di\·isioll in which the property affeCl~d is
situate the Judge ~b<111 tran~mit a duplicate to such recorder.
R.S.O. IlJ2i, \, 45, s. Hoi,

to

be

trans_

milled to
Teconll!T.

Entry

of notl! of

dl!cl~Jon.

I'OtlC6 O,r ,

finnl deCIllIon
to hc ll'ln'n

to jlaTlj.. ~,

142.-(1) The Judge sh<lllmake in the Oooks of his office
:t full [lote of c\'(~ry decision gh'cn by him.
(2) Where a decision of the Judge finally disposes of the
.
•
h e s I1a II gIve
"
1lI:tller .
III questlOli SO far as he IS concernecl
notice of the purport of such decision to the parties to the

Sec. 145 (4).
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proceeding by registered letter addressed to them at their
addresses as entered in his books. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 145.

143. Any party to a proceeding shall be entitled on be
Parll~~ to
entItled
pavment
of
the
prescribed
fee
to
a
certified
copy
of
anr
order
to
c~rtin~d
..
cop~- of ord~r
or Judgment, and the copy shall show the date of the entry or Jude-ment.
of the order or judgment in the books of the Judge. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. 146.

APPEALS FRml JUDGE.

IH. Where not herein otherwise provided, an appeal ~~~~t~}O
shall lie to the Court of Appeal from every decision of the .... ppe.. l.
:\lining Court, including an order dismissing a matler or
proceeding under the pro\'isions of section 134. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 147.
145.-(1) Except in the case provided for by section 120JJZ'~e..ft;.re-.
and in the case of a reference under The Arbitration Act, the
order or judgment of the Court shall be final and conclusive~~l(;g~tat..
unless where an appeal lies it is appealed from within fifteen
days after the filing thereof or within !'.uch further period not
exceeding fifteen days as the Judge or a judge of the Supreme
Court may allow.

(2) The appeal shall be begun by filing a notice of appeal ;f~t~~~IOa1.
with the recorder of the division in which the property in
question or a part of it is situate and paying to him the
prescribed fee, and unless such filing and payment are so
made. and unless the appeal is set down and a certificate of
such setting down lodged with the recorder within five dars
after the expiration of said fifteen days or the further time
allowed under subsection 1 the appeal shall be deemed to be
abandoned. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 1..J8 (I, 2).
(3) The recorder and in cases where section 21 applies. ~~f~~~:~H
the. Deputy :\Iinister shall forthwith after the filing of the r~~:~1:~Fa
notice of appeal and the payment of the prescribed fee.omee.
rransmit by registered post or by express to the Central
Office at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, the order or judgment and
all the exhibits, papers and documents filed therewith.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 148 (3); 1937, c. ..J..J, s. 12.

(4) Where the time for appealing is extended the appellant ~;t~~rdlng
shall• forthwith transmit the order for the e.'\tcnsion. or a aPlleal
titn~ for
to be
duplicate thereof, by rcgistered post to the recorder. R.S.O. nnt to
1927 . c. 4-:J. S. 148 •
rec,rder.
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I'I<OCEIJUI<E 0;'; ,\I'I'EI\LS.

l'r"cc<.l"re

on appear•.

fell>'. Stal.,

c. Jon,

140. The practice ;lIld procedure. including the disposition
of costs, 011 all appeal shall be the same as in ordinary cases
under The JudiCtilure Act. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 149.
VAl-HUrl' OF !'IlOCEEnl:'\'GS IlEFOkE JUDGE OR
HECOlmER.

l'rocee"'-

inl("undcr
Act not

r",mov_

"ble hy
certiorntl,

etc.

\'"lldltyor
proceeolnl;8
not to be
"ffected hy
Informality.

1 ....7. Save as herein pro"ided proceedings under this Act
shall not be rClllo\'ahlc into any court by certiorari or otherwise, and na injunction, mandamus or prohibition shall be
granted or issued out of any court in respect of anything
reguire<1 or permitted to be done by any oflit.er appointed
under the authority of this Act. H.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 150.

148. No proceeding- before the :\Iining Court or a recorder
shall be illvnlidated by reason of any defect in form or substance or failure to comply with the provisions of this Act,
where 110 substantinl wrong or injustice has been thereby done
or occnsioned. RS.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 151.
POWER TO EXTEl'D TnlF. AFTER EXI'IR,\T10:-: OF
PRESCRIIlED Tnm.

E~piration

"rthue for
dolol1 nn)"

act.

1-10. Where power is conferred by this Act to extend the
time for doing an act or taking a proceeding unless otherwise
expressly pro"ided, the power may be exercised as well after
as !>cfore the expiration of the time allowed or prescribed for
doing the act or taking the proceeding. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45,
s. 152.

PART VIII.-OPEHATJON OF :\IINES.
R EGUI.,\ TIQ"S.
I

nte, I"-p·

tnt io".

·'Author.

17.0d."
"Qu"liO<:d,"

'Chler
In~l,ecv>r."

"1 n~peetor:'

l!lO.-(l) In this Pnrt,(a) "Authorized" shall mcan properly authorized to

perform any specificd duty or to do any specified
act, and "qualified" shall mean properly qualified to
perform any specified duty or do any specified act;
(b) "Chief Inspector" shall mcan Chief InspeClor of
:\lines for Ontario. and "Inspector" shall mean an
Inspcctor of :\lillcs for Ontario:

Chap. 47.
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(c) "Manager" shall mean the person responsible for the ··...Ianager."

control, management and direction of a mine or
works;
(d) "Owner" when used in Parts VIII and IX of this Act ··Owner."

shall include every person, mining partnership, and
company being the immediate proprietor or lessee or
occupier of a mine, or of any part thereof, or of any
land located, patented or leased as mining lands but
shall not include a person, or a mining partnership
or company receiving merely a royalty, rent or fine
from a mine or mining lands, or being merely the
proprietor of a mine or mining lands subject to a
lease, grant or other authority for the working
thereof, or the owner of the surface rights and not
of the ore or minerals.
(2) Subject to the requirements of this Act, and except as Reeponsl·
otherwise herein provided, responsibility for the authorization ~~~\rl\~:.to
and decisions as to the qualifications of the employees shall Ions.
rest with the employer or his agent. 1930, c. 8, s. i, part.

Employment i'l und uuout )ltif/f:s.

151.-(1) No male person under the age of sixteen years Hestri...
shall be employed in or about any mine, and no male person ~~~T.,o}~
under the age of eighteen years shall be employed below ~,rdtr~~.
ground in any mine.

(2) No girl or woman shall be employed in or about any Olrl.. and
mine except in a technical, clerical or domestic capacity. women.
1930, c. 8, s. 7, part.
132.-(1) There shall be pro\,ided and maintained mine nescue
rescue stations at such points in the Province as the l\Iinisteretat;one.
may direct and each of such stations shall be equipped and
kept in such manner as may be directed by the Chief Inspector.
(2~ The Workmen's Compensation Board of Ontario shall b'~0ri;k~~s~~
provide. the funds necessary for the establishment,
equipment to
Uonpro"lde
nqard
.
an d mamtenance of each of such rescue stations at the expense runds.
of the mining industry and such funds shall be payable out
of moneys assessed and collected from time to time from the
mining industry.

'(3) Each rescue station and its equipment shall be in Person o.r
.
persons 111
harge 0 r such person or persons as may be deSIgnated
and cha.rge to
appointed by the Chief Inspector and it shall be the duty On~~II~lIclle
C
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such persOIl or persons to leach and train mine rescue crews
in the usc and maintenance of the apparatus and to maintain
the apparatus in efficient and workable condition so as to be
always available for immediate usc.
Duty or

owner.

"I:ent and

nlllnlll;cr ns

to tr:l.Inlng

of rescue

crow".
Houre

of labour
undorll:rollnd.

Proviso.

(4) It shall be the duty of the owner, agent and manager
of every mine to cause such number of workmen as the
Inspector shall deem necessary, to be trained in the use and
maintenance of rescue apparatus. 1930, c. 8, s. 7, part.
15:1.-(1) No workmen shall remain or be allowed to
remain underground in any mine for more than eight hours
in any consecutive twenty-four hours, which eight hours shall
be reckoned from the time he arrives at his place of work in
rhe mine until the time he leaves such place, provided
however, that,-

(n) A Saturday shift may work longer hours for the
purpose of avoiding work on Sunday or changing
shifl at the end of the week or giving any of the men
a pa.rt holiday;
(b) The said limit of time shall not apply to a foreman'
pump man, cage-tender, or any person engaged
solely in surveying or measuring, nor shall it apply
in cases of emergency, where life or property is in
imminent danger, or in any case of rep.."1ir work or
to any mine where the number of men working in
a shift docs not exceed six.

Houn of

operator of
boletlne

engIne.

(2) No person shall operate or be permitted to operate,
either on the surface or underground, any hoisting engine by
means of which persons or material are hoisted, lowered or
handled in any shaft or winze, for more than eight hours in
any consecutive twenty-four hours, except,-

AbIlenee ot
boldman.

(a) that in the event of one of the regular hoistmen being
absent from duty through sickness or otherv.'ise and
where no competent substitute is available the
remaining hoistman or hoistmen may work extra
time not exceeding four hours each in any consecutive
twenty-four hours for a periocJ. not exceeding ten
days;

Leila tbnn

(b) that in any case where the work at any mine or in
any shaft or winze at any mine is not carried out
continuously on three shifts per day, in which case
the hoistman may work such extra time as may be
necessary for hoisting or lowering the workmen
employed on the shift at the beginning and cnd of
each shift;

three shifts
porday.

Chap. 47.
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(,) in the cases provided for in clauses a and b of sub- 8MUrday
shift, emersection 1.
II'''''' N.
Interpre.
(3) In this section,tatlon.
(a) "\Vork11Jan" shall mean any person employed under- "Workman:'
ground in a mine who is not the owner or agent or
an official of the mine:
(b) "Shift" shall mean any body of workmen whose "Shirt."

hours for beginning and terminating work in the
mine are the same or approximately the samc:
and where any question or dispute arises as to the meaning ~fa~~~c:~ror.
or application of clause (b) of subsection 1, or as to the
p
meaning of "workman," "shift," or "underground," the
certificate of the Inspector shall be conclusive.
(4) For greater certainty it is hereby declared that sections~'(a~~f~t~~~$
174, 175 and 176 shall apply to contraventions of thistopenaltles.
section; provided, however, that a workman shall not be
guilty of an offence for failure to return to the surface within
the time limited by this section if he proves that without
fault on his part he was prevented from returning owing to
means not being available for the purpose.
(5) In the evcnt of great emergency or gravc economic ~r~'i.~i.:.~~rin
disturbance, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may suspend of section.
the operation of this section to such an extent and for such
period as he deems fit; or as regards any iron mine, the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council may upon the recommendation of the i\..linister, in like manner suspend the operation
of this section in so far as such mine is concerned.
(6) This section shall have effect and shall be deemed to Commence.
rnent or
have had effect from the 1st day of January, 1914, In all parts section.
of the Province without county organization, and as to the
remaining parts of the Province this section shall come into
force and have effect at such time as may be named by the
Lieutenant-Governor by his Proclamation. 1930, c. 8, s. 7,
part.

154 ,-(I) No person under the a<Te
Umit.
." of twenty )'cars and All.S
bOlstmsn,
no perwn who has not had adequate experience on a reversing bandllnli:
hoist shall be allowed to have charge of any hoisting engine men,
by means of which persons are hoisted, lowered or handled in
a shaft or winze at any time.
(2) No person under the age of eighteen ycars shall be Age limIt.
allowed to have charge of any hoisting engine or hoisting
apparatus of any kind at a mine.
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J I"ip~",,,n to
1,0 holder of

(3) No persoll shall operate or be pCrll1illOO LO operate
allY hoistll1l{ cllRine usc<] ill raising or lowering persons, or
for ,my other purpose dcsigllilh..'<.i by the Inspector, unless
sllch persoll is the holder of a subsisting certificate frOIll aduly
qualified medical prnctitiollcr to the effect that such person
has bccu cxalllill(.'t] :Illd that he is not subject to any infirmity,
IIlcntnl or Imdily, or that his si~hl or hearing arc not defective
to such a degree as to interfere with lhe efficient discharge
of his duties.

mctll,,,,1

,-('r~lrlc"te.

Chap.4i.

(a) Every stich certificate shall lapse and be deemed to

have expired at thc elld of one rear from the date
thereof. 1930, c. 8, s. 7, purl.
I ;j,;j,.-(I) E\'ery workman employed underground ill any
~;"" '" I
lI"n
t.,
/,re>lcnce
mille
sllall be examined hy a medical officer appointed under
ore lie""i".
0;,

lI"v.l)t"l.,

O. ~o l.

Certlne"t"

of freedom

frorn dJeeneo

the provisions o( 1'lte Workmen's CompeusaJioll Acl relating
10 ~i]jcosis at least ol1ce in every twelve months. alld every
appJic.:lnt (or IIlldeq;:-round work to whom the certificate
mentioncd ill suhsection 2 has not hccn issued shall be so
examined. 1()30, c. 8.5. i pari.
(2) J( the llledical officer finds upon examination that the.
workman is free frolll diseases of the respiratory organs
and lit for work Ilnderg-rouml, he shall ccnifr in the prescribed
form that such is the case ami shall deliver the SullIC to the
WOrkl11;lll. 1933. c. 33, s..~.

'J'eT'" of

(3) Every such certificate shall remain ill force fOr not more
thall tweh'e months from the date of issue, and if so required
by the manag-er or superintendent of the mine ill which the
workl11:l1l is employed, it shall he deli\'croo to and remain
ill the clIstlXly of such manager or superintcndent during the
period of the workman's employment, and shall be returned
to him 011 his being discharged from or leadng the same.

Oro or r"."k

(4) A like certificate shall he required in the case of a
workman engaged in any ore or rock-crushing operation at
the surface of the mille except where the ore or rock is crushed
in water or a chemical solutio.n and is kept constantly in a
moistelloo or wet condition.

cerUne;,!e.

cru8hlnll;

QPoratlone

"t Burf,,,'''.

(5) Except as pro\'idcd in subsection 4 a workman as to
whom such a certificate is not in force shall not be employed
in IInderground work in any mine or in ore or rock-crushin!,:
operations at the surface of any mille.
~:~empUoru,.

(6) The Chief Inspector may cxempt (rom the foregoing
pro\'isiolJS o( this section sllch mincs as do not contain silica
in quantity likely to pr<XluGe silicosis, or which for any other

Chap. 47.
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good and sufficient reason the said Chief Inspector deems
should be exempt, nor shall such provisions apply to workmen
employed underground for a less peritXi than fifty hours in
anyone calendar month.
(7) The Lieutenant-Go\'ernor in Council may make regu- Hell:uJ"tlnn".
lations prescribing the nature of the medical examination to
be made and the form of certilicate to be issued under the
foregoing provisions of this section and generally for the
better carrying out of the requirements of this section. 1930,
c. 8, s. 7, part.

156. \\'here a contravention of sections
I'enalty rur
. 151, 153 or 154 employment
takes place, the owner or agent 0 r the mme, or both of them, of per"on"
may be proceeded against, jointly or separately, and may be~gnl~ry
convicted of such offence, but neither the owner nor the
agent shall be so convicted if he proves that the offence was
committed without his knowledge or consent, and that he
had caused notices of the said sections to be posted up, and
to be kept posted up, at some conspicuous place at or near
the entrance to the mining wort:. 1930, c. 8, s. 7, parI.
157.-(1) Where a mine has been abandoned or the work:-:2~~no¥n~J
therein has been discontinued, the owner or lessee thereof OrorlunwOrked
any other person interested in the mineral of the mine shall m nee
cause the top of the shaft and all entrances from the surface
as well as all other pits and openings dangerous by reason of
their depth, to be and to be kept securely fenced to the
satisfaction of the Inspector.
(2) Every such person who, after notice in writing (rOm the Failure to
""
r ' erect
I nspector ral"' S to compI
y"
Wit h h"IS d
lrectlons
as to suehenClng
after feno:e
notice.
within the time named in the notice shall be guilty of an
offence,against this Act.

(3) Where the Inspector finds that any such fencing is When
" ed"In ord er to aVOI"d d anger to hea1t h or property he rna)'
Inspee10r
reqUlr
erect.
may cause the work to be done and may pay the costs incurred
out of any moneys provided for the purposes of this Act, and
the amount of such costs, with interest thereon, shall be a lien
and charge upon the mine or mining work, and no further
transfer or other dealings with the mine or mining work shall
take place until such amount is paid.
(4) The amount of such costs with interest thereon shall "!:'fe~g;~~r~f
be due (rom the owner or lessee to the Crown and reco\"crable work.
at the suit of the Inspector in any court of competent
jurisdiction. 1930, c. 8, s. 7, parI.
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IlIqtu:5l to be Ifdd itt Cuse of FatalilY.
Coronor to

bold [n'IlIl,'HI

In CU6a of
fatalit)' In

a mine.

1u8.-(I) The coroner who resides nearest to a mine
wherein or in connection wherewith any fatal accident has
occurred, shall forthwith conduct an inquest, but if he is in
any way in the employmellt of the owner or lessee of the mine
he shall be illeligible to act as coroner, and any other cor.oner
shall, upon application by allY person interested, forthwith
issue his warrant and conduct such inquest, and this section
shall Uc his authority for so doing whether his commission
extends to such territory or not.

~l::etc~~rt~~
(2) The Inspector and any person authorized to act on his
:~~[:fJ~~-H to beh:i1,f shall be entitled to be present and to examine or crossbe prCSCllt

Rt Inqucst.

examine any witness at every inquest held concerning a death
_.1 b y an aCCI"d ent at a mme,
"d
caus<:U
all "f
I
t IlC J nspector
or someone on his behnlf is not present, the coroner shall,
before proceeding with the evidence adjourn the inquest and
give the Deputy l\linister not less than four days' notice of
the timc and plnce at which the evidence is to be taken.
1930, c. 8, s. 7, part.

RUI.ES.
RlIl~s

for Protection of Miners.

Suspellsloll
of rule

159.-(1) Where the owner, agent or manager of a mine by
hilj application in writing stating l1is reasons therefor, requests
the Inspector to suspend the requirements of any rule under
section 160 as to such mine, the Inspector mny in writing
direct that the requirements of such rule shall not apply to
such minc, or may in writing direct that such rule shall not
apply so long as such limitations and conditions as he may see
fit to impose, nrc ohscrved or complied with.

CRlleel.
lation of
suspensIon.

(2) The Chief Inspector may at any time cancel any order
made under subsection 1, or make such alterations therein as
he mny deem proper in view of any change in the conditions
undcr which such order was made or upon it appearing to·
him that such change, for any other cause, is advisable.

"fanal:er or
mlnc 'ml~·
make rules.

(3) Thc manager of a mine llIay make rules not inconsistent
with any rule herein set out, or all)' special direction made by
an I Ilspector as hereinbefore provided, for the maintenance of
order and discipline :md the pre\·cntion of accidents in the
mine, and Illay submit any rille so madc to the Chief Inspector,
who shall lay the same hefore the i\linistcr for his appro\'al,
all(!llpon such approval being given the rules shall take effect

Chap. 47.
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after they have been posted up in a conspicuous place at
the mine for at lea~t fourteen days, provided that the j\,'[inistcr
may disallow any of such rules or direct such- changes to be
made in them as he may deem proper.

,

(a) Every such rule after approval and when and so long
as it is posted up and is legible shall have the same
force and effect as the rules and regulations set out
in this Act and any person who contravenes any
such rule shall incur the penalty provided for a
breach of the rules and regulations contained in
this Act.

(4) Except as ~o any rules which the Inspector has ?irected 1,\1r&O::I;o
shall not be applicable thereto, the manager of the mlfie shall carrylna:
out
rulH.
take all necessary and reasonable measures to enforce the
requirements of the rules set forth in section 160 and to
ensure that they are observed by every employee of the mine,
and every foreman, mine captain, shift boss and department
head shall take all necessary and reasonable measures to
enforce the requirements of all such rules as are applicable to
the work over which he has supervision and to ensure that
the same are observed by the workmen under his charge or
direction. Every person through whose neglect or wrongful
act a contravention shall occur shall be deemed to have
incurred the penalties provided for a breach of the rules.
or contractors
I.lal>llit}· or
(5) \Vhere work in or about a mine is let to a contractor
.
.
subcontractor, he shall comply and enforce compliance With and auball the rules and provisions of thi" Part pertaining to the work contractor•.
over whiCh he has control and shall in any case of non·
compliance therewith be guilty of an offence and punishable
in like manner as if he were owner or agent. 1930, c. 8, s. 7,

part.
160. Subject to the provisions of section 159, the following ~ict.ro~ledll:e
rules shall be observed and carried out at b-ery mine:
or rule9.
(1) It shall be the duty of every manager, superintendent,
mine captain, shift boss and every person in charge of workmen or who handles explosives or who operates machinery or
electrical. apparatus in or about a mine, to know sueh of these
rules as apply to the work in which he is engaged.
(2) Every person employed as an underground foreman, Under,j, r
meaning thereby one who is exclusively engaged in supervising ~~~~o I>~re.
.
d
.
d",l>leto8 p eall:
th e war k 0 f ot h er men, s hal I be able to gl\-e
an to receIve an Enll:lllIh.
understand orders in the English language.
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Su"p<lnRlon
(3) The Inspector shall have the ri~ht to suspend any
,~~,rrnmlll"rlty foreman or mine captain who is unfamiliar with, or does not
with Tulm!.
understand tlle rules g"o\'crlling the operation of mines as
contained in this Act.
~

Fire Pro/telion.
H..,movnlor

lnllammnhlo
mnlerl"l.

(4) No inflammable refuse shall be allowed to accumulate
underground, but shall be removed from the workings at least
once a week and brou~ht to the surface and there disposed of
in a suitable manner.

Certificate
"810
nmountof

(5) Every shift boss and mine captain shall certify in

• .
' manager at Icast once a week t hat (lere
I
wntlllj::"
to tI
Ie mille
' 0 I'In II Ulllma)
II ere usc un d ergroun d'In I hC
IS no accumuI
allan

I"nam,,"''''''' .

rnoteri .. 1.

r

area under his supervision except as reported by him.
011 {lnd
"r\l"~e.

(6) Oil and grease kept underground shall be contained in
suitable metal receptacles and tIle amount so kept shall not
exceed the requirements for seven days.

·l"Imher.

(7) All timber not in use in a mine shall as soon as practicable be taken from the mine and shall not be piled up and
permitted to decay therein.

UnderIlround

(8) All underground buildings or enclosures necessnry fo'r
the housinJ.:" and maintennllCC of mnchinery and equipment
shall be so constructed as to reduce the fire hazard to a
minimum.

l>ulldlnll"8

to I>e tireproofed.

stor.'l(e
of cnrb'de.

(9) Calcium carbide shall be stored on the surface only,
in a suitable dry pbce and in its original container. It shall
only be taken into a change house or shaft house in sufficient
quantity for thc day's usc, and such precautions shall be
takcn as will ensure its being" safely handled. No carbide
sh:lll be taken underground e:..:cept in suit:lblc containers.

P're.t!l(htlnll
applh,nce6.

(to) Suitable fire-fighting applianccs shall be installed at
all underground crushers, tipples and in dry shafts.

F:~rll"e

"wnt

sh"rt~.

(11) In every mille where a vertical or inclined shaft has
bccn SLInk 10 a greater depth than olle hundred feet and lateral
\I"orkings ha\"(' lx-ell cXlended for a di!'tance of two hundred
fcet or more froll1 the shafl and stoping has commellccd there
shall be pro\'idpr! and main wined. in addition to the hoisting
shaft or the opening through ,,·hich men arc let into or out
of the mille and the orc is c:-.:tracted. a separate escapement
shaft or op(·ning-. Such auxiliary exit shall not be less than
lifty feet from the main hoisting shaft. Any structure
cO\"l'ring- such auxiliary exit shalt be of such material and so

Sec. 160 (17) (a).
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If

such an escapement shaft or opening is not in existence at
the time that stoping is commenced, work upon it shall be
begun as soon as stoping is commenced and shall be diligently
prosecuted until the same is completed and means of escapement other than the main shaft shall be proyided to and
connected with the lowest level on which Sloping operations
are being carried on. The escapement shaft or opening shall
be of sufficient size to afford an easy passageway. and shall
be provided widl good and substantial ladders from the
deepest workings to the surface. With the exception of any
erection used solely as a shaft house, no permanent building.
for any purpose. shall be ere<:ted within fifty feet of the mouth
of a mine, unless there is such an auxiliary exit.
(t2) Legible signs showing the way to emergency exits L~glbl~ 8!gns
shall be posted in prominent places underground and all :~?t;.lng
workmen shall be instructed a~ to the location of auxiliary
exits.
(13) Every mine producing over one hundred tons of ore Equipment
. ped WIl
. h a sUlta
. bl e apparatus f
· (or
warning
per d ay sh a II be equip
or·glnng
workm~n
a warning signal to the men underground. Until such time~~~ue~d.
as the Chief Inspector shall direct otherwise an apprO\"ed
apparatus for the introduction of ethyl mercaptan into the
compressed air line shall be made available and kept re;ldy
for instant use for the foregoing purpose.
(14) No boiler sh;lll be installed within one hundred feet rnstallatfon
or bollei'll.
of the coll;lr of ;lny shaft.
(t5) Where practicable, there shall be a sufficient numher Fire door.'<.
of fire doors installed. underground in every mine to cut off
the shaft from the other workings of the mine.

(16) Where the Chief Inspector deems it necessary or Re(Ulle
advisable for the protection of workmen employed. under~it~inns
ground, he may order refuge stations to be prm"ided and mInes.
maintained at such places within the mine as he may direct
and every such refuge station shall have water, air and
telephone connections to the surface and be separated from
the adjoining workings by closeable openings so arranged
and equipped that gases can be prevented from entering
the refuge station.
(17) (a) Where the Chief Inspector deems it necessary or ConnectIon
advisable for the protection of workmen employed under- ::,el~~~n
ground he may recommend in writing. to the }Linister. that
a connection between mines be established at 3uch place <IS
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he dC<:11l5 advisalJlc and he lIlay further I-ccommcnd that such

connection he so made and equipped as to constitute a refuge
station or refuge stations. Upon the approval by the :\linistcr
of any such recommendation a copy thereof, accompanied by
a copy of this regulation shall be served personally upon or
mailed by registered post to the owner or the agent and the
manager of each of the mines affected.
(b) Upon the appro,"...] of any such recommendation of the
Chief Inspector the :'\linistcr may in writing signed by him
appoint a COllllTlitlcc of three persons who shall determine,-

(j) the design, specifica lions and locations of the connecting

pass......ges, bulkhcnds or other structures to be constructed in order to safeguard the present and future
operations of the mines affected;
(ii) the work to be done by each of the mines affected and
the proportion in which the cost of such work and of
establishing and maintaining the connection shall be
borne by the owners of the mines affected;
(iii) the time at which such work in compliance herewith
shall be commenced and completed;
(iv) the proportion in which the costs and expenses of the
committee shall be borne by the owners of the mines
affected;
(v) such other provisions or requirements as in the
premises they may deem necessary or advisable.
(c) The committee shall submit a report in writing to the
:\Iinistcr and a report of the majority of the committee shall
be deemed to be lhe rlllding of the committee.

(d) Upon the appro"al by the :\Iinister of the report of
the committee the Chief Inspector may issue his order for
the estahlishmellt nnd maintellnllce of such connection and
refuge station or stntions (if nny recommended) in accord·
ance with the terms of such report. A copy of the report
shall be altadll'd to the ordl'r and form a part thereof. No
such or<kr iihall be suhjl'Ct to appeal upon any ground what·
soe"cr hut shall be cnforceable in the So.1.llle manner as any
ordcr of the Chief Inspcctor.

Aid
StrHcben

for c"n·
"e)Tanee of
Injured
penone.

IQ

II/jured.

(18) At every mine there shall be maintained a sufficient
number of properly constmcted stretchers for the proper
handling- and transporting of persons who may be injured in
the discharRe of their duties about the mine.

Sec. 160 (24) (b).
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(19) There shall be provided and maintained at every mine ~~P~l~~ for
for the treatment of anyone injured such first aid supplies as

are required by the regulations of The Workmen's Compensation Rev. Stat.,
Act.
0.204.
(20) At every mine or works where poisonous or dangerous Anjldot!'
·
campoun d s, SO1utlons
or gases are use d or prod uc ed t han
ere .. was..es.
shall be kept in a conspicuous place as near the same as
practicable, a sufficient supply of satisfactory antidotes and
washes for treating injuries received from such compounds,
solutions or gases. Such antidotes and washes shall be
properly labelled, and explicit directions for their use affixed
to the boxes containing them.

Prevention of Dust.
. (21) In every mill or plant where, by reason of dry crushing Removal
or otherwise, there is in the air of the building dust in quan tity of duet.
to be injurious to health, suitable apparatus shall be installed
for its removal.

Handling Waler.
(22) Every working mine shall be provided with suitable &.r.. ty
and efficient machinery and appliances for keeping the mine rrom water.
free from water, the accumulation or flowing of which might
endanger the lives of workmen in such mine or in any adjoining
mine.
(23) \Vhere there is or may be an accumulation of water Bore bolea
• •
neC8115ary
any working approaching the same shall have bore holes .... hen
kept in advance, and such additional precautionary measures ff:[e~a~e~'l:
shall be taken as may be deemed necessary to obviate the d~~~~::~~
danger of a sudden breaking through of the water.
~r:.:~e~~tor
(24) Every dam or bulkhead and its location shall be Dameand
·
1
·
f
bulkhead8.
1 1 s h ovm on t h e mme
ceary
pan,
an d·In t h e deslgn
0 every
such dam Or bulkhead the calculations shall be based on a
factor of safety of ten and the structure erected in accordance
with such calculations.
(a) No such dam or bulkhead shall be erected without

the permission of the inspector being first had and
obtained..
(b) This rule shall not apply in the case of a small

structure less than three feet in height used solely
for diverting the ordinary level drainage and which
does not impound any appreciable volume of water.
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\"clI/ila(iull.
V .IIl tll;,li"n

(25) The velltilation in every mine 1>hall ue such that the
air in all of its workings that afC in usc or are to be used by
workmen or others shaJ1 he free from dangerous amounts of
noxious impurities ami shall contain sufficient oxygen to
ohviate danger to the health of anyone employed in any such
minI..'. In all}' mine \I"orkings where such conditions cannot
be obtained Ly nnluraJ ventilation approved means for
mechanical ventilation shall be provided and kept in operation
until such workings have heen abandoned or until satisfactory
natural ventilation shall h,1.\"c been brought about therein.

Fane

(26) All fans except auxiliary fans shall be abovc ground
and shall he reversible and all fans and structures containing
lhc salllC shall be fireproof.

I ntornal

(2i) No internal combustion engine shall be installed or
operated underground in any mine.

"ombuatlon

cnlllne_

Sanitation.
Snnltllry

convenl,'nc('~.

(28) The manager of a mine shall provide or cause to be
providcd on the surface and in the underground workings
sufficicnt and suitable sanitary conveniences in accordance
with the following rules:
(u) Where the numbcr of persons employed on any shift
does not exceed one hundred there shall be one
sanitary convenience for every twenty·five persons
or portion thereof i
(b) Whcre the number of persons so employed exceeds

one hundred there shall be one additional sanitary
convenience for evcry fifty persons or portion thereof
over the first hundred.
(29) These sanitary conwnienccs must be kept in a cleanly
manneri must be adequately supplicd with chloride of lime,
sawdust, fine ash or olher suitable absorbent; must be removed
and cleaned regularly; must be conveniently placed with
refercnce to thc number of mcn cmployed on the different
Icycls; and mUSl be placed in a well-\'clllilated part of the mine.
(30) AllY person dcpositing faeces in any place underground
olher than in the sanitary convcniences provided. shall be
g-uiltr of an offencc ag-ainst this Act.

Sec. 160 (33) (,).
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(31) If more than ten persons to each• shift are ordinarily room.
Oresslnli:
employed in the mine below ground, sufficient accommodation,
including supplies of clean cold and warm water for washing,
shall be provided above ground near the principal entrance
of the mine, and not in the engine room, boiler room, or
nearer than fifty feet to the shaft house, for enabling the
persons employed in the mine to conveniently dry and change
their clothes.
Care and Use oj Explosives.

(32) No exp]osi,'e shall be used at any mine, unless there is Markin!
. ed or mar'ked on every angina
.. I package containing 5trenll:t"
on
pam
I . Iy print
orlclnRI
.
•
PllckaEr:u or
such explOSive the name and place of busmess of the manu- explom·e~.
facturer, and the strength, and the date of its manufacture.
Every caseof supposed defective fuse, detonator or powder D"r"cUve
shall be reported to the Inspector with the name of the manu- ~~P~~~~~~~J~
facturer and the serial number of the package from which
such fuse, detonator or powder was taken.
(33) Except as otherwise provided herein, all explosives Storalre or
.
t"XpJo.~IV"''',
. specla
. I sUita
. bl e b UI·Id·lOgS, suc b as magazmes,
m
thaw houses, detonator storage buildings or cap and fuse
houses.

IIsbet o red
S ha

(a) No such building shall be erected or maintained at

any mine except with the written permission of an
inspector, nor until the site of the building and the
style of structure has been approved by him.

(b) Where possible, every such building shall be' located
in accordance with the British Table of Distances in
respect of its distance from the mine or works or any
other buildings or any public highway or public
railway.
Where conditions are such that it is
impossible to locate such buildings in accordance
with the British Table of Distances. the mine
manager and the inspector shall jointly choose the
most suitable location.
(c) Every such building shall be constructed of materials
to insure as far as possible against accident from
any cause.
(d) The rules in reference to the care and use of explosives
shall be kept posted up inside every such building.
(e) Every such building shall be kept securely locked at

all such times as the attendant is not present and it
shall be clearly indicated by some easily visible
sign posted outside the building that explosives are
stored therein.
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(34) i\tagazincs, thaw houses, cap and (use houses and
explosives storage boxes shall at all times be kept clean and
dry and free from grit.

eto.
:~~r,J~~~nd
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(35) Floors and shelves shall be washed at such regular
intervals and with such materials as shall be approved by an
inspector and all traces of explosives shall be removed from
floors and shelves.

What
(36) When supplies of explosives arc removed from a
•
"
be u8ed nrat. magazlllc those that h:n-c been longest 10 the magazme shall
be used first pro\'ided they are not defective. In all .cases
''''l'herc explosives have become defective they shall be su'itably
and safely disposed of.
,',' ..

IIIlplOlllvClllto

Openl"!:

case".

Amount or

(37) Only implements of wood, brass or COpper shall be
used in opening cases cOlltaining explosives.
. ''' .. JI',,,.
(38) Explosives shall Ilot be stored underground in any

~~p~r~:~r to mine to an amount in excess of the necessary supply for
undef:.
twenty-four
Cfoun....

hours and in no case.
exceeding
three hundred
. . . .
pounds 1Il anyone place, except With the· w[1tten~permlsslon
of an inspector and subject to such conditions as he may
prescribe.

Stornge or

(39) No explosive shall be stored within hllo hundred feet
of any shaft station, or transformer station undergrol,lnd In
any mine.
,.

StornJ;:c or

(40) Detonators shall not be stored in the same receptacle
or storage building as other explosives.
, .,

K'nked lill'ht.

(41) No naked light shall be taken into any building or
place where explosives are stored or within tcn feet of any
place underground where explosives are stored and no person
shall smoke in any building or place where explosives arc
stored or while handling explosives.

eXplOlllvClI.

d"tonntOnl.

Smoking.

InI,pectlon
(42) (a) The managcr, captain or some other properlr
or8torC~OrIn authOrize
• d p~rwn or IWrS<llls s Ila II ma ke a t IIOrougII d al·1 y
expI08!VC8
a. mine.
inspection of the condition of thc explosi\'cs in or about the
minc and shall make an imllle<liatc in\·est.tg"ation. when an
act of careless placing or h:tndling of explosives is discowred
by or reported to him.

(b) Any employee who commits a careless act with an
explosive or where cxplosi\'es are stored, or who, having
discovered such an act to have been committed, omits or
neglects to report immcdiately such act to an officer in charge

Sec. 160 (49).
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of the mine, shall be guilty of an offence against this Act
anti the ufficer ill cbarge of the Illine 5hall immediately report

such offence to the Inspector or to the Crown attorney of the
county or district in which the mine is situate.
(43) When any mine is closed down all explosi,'cs shall be E:rplosh"e3
.
not to in
be
may be stored'In any sue h 8to~ed
d ·ISpaS ed 0 r an d no exp Ioslves
closed-down mine without permission of an inspector.
closed mine.
(44) No person shall take away from a mine any explosive E:rplosl .. u
r t he manager or 0 r sue h be
mllst
not
moved
person as may be authorized by the manager to gi,-c such ~~~':p,:,~"ye
. .
written
permiSSion.
permission

. hout t h
'
..
Wit
t' \\"fltten
permiSSion
0

ormanll~er.

(45) No building for thawing explosives shall be maintained ~:~s':~~1l
in connection with any mine except with the written permission of an inspector. The building shall be above ground,
unless e.xemption obtained under the provisions of subsections
1 and 2 of section 159 direct otherwise, and the site of the
building and the style of structure and equipment shall be
subject to the approval of the inspector. The building shall
be under the direction of the manager or some person authorized by him. The quantity of explosi\'es brought into any
thawing house at any olle time shall not exceeu the requirements of the mine for a period of twenty-four hours, plus
the amount that it may be necessary to ha\'e thawing to
maintain that supply.
(46) A reliable recording thermometer shall be kept in the TIlermo.
room in which explosives are thawed and the record thereof ~e~~~~ar}'
kept, but where the amount of explosives in such thawing
room does not e.-..:ceed two hundred pounds at anyone time,
the inspector may gi\'e permission, in writing, to use a
maximum and minimum registering thermometer on condition
that a daily record of high and low temperature be made and
kept on file.
(47) In no case shall powder be thawed near an open fire Thawinll
or steam boiler or bv direct contact with steam or hot water. n~:~~~:enam
•

boilers
rorbidde:l.

. (48} All electric wiring in powder magazines and thaws Wiring
shall be installed in rigid conduit with screwed, waterproof :::'&~~j~~~
. joints, and such conduit shall be permanently grounded.
and thaws.
(49) The switches and fuses for lighting, heating or tele- SwItches to
phone circuits for powder magazines or thaws shall be installed ~~~~~~ldllor
in a locked fireproof cabinet on the outside of the building. :;'nadg~~~n::.
The fuses for power used shall be such that they will interrupt
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the current at lWCllly·/iyC pcr centum over the normal load.
Fuses for Ii~hlinl{ cirelli Is shall 1101 exceeu ten-am pere capnci ly.
~:lc"trlc

h.",t"'" of

powd<)r

thnw"

Ilandllng
e~!,lo8i\'e8.

~;"IJIOIIlveR

to be

r~j8<'d

or lowered
j{entll".

1':xpIOlllvcs
to be len
only in

"uthor;zed

"I"rce ot
"t"tlons.

(50) \\'here water is the medium used for the distribution
of electrically g'cllcr,llcd heat for powder thaws the radiation
pipes shall be permanenlly "'founded. No electrical device
for gCllcfming hent shnll be allowed in the same compartment
with explosi\cs.
\\'ire or grid-type heaters shall not be
installcd in cOlljunctioll with any buildilll{ in which explosives
arc stored or halldlecJ.
(51) Evcry possible precaution shall be takcn
handling' and transportatioll of explosives.

III

the

(52) The hoist man shall gently lower or raise thc cage or
other COI1\'e}'Unce contailling explosi\·cs. No perSOIl shall
place in or l<lke out of the shaft cOllveyancc any cxplosives
except under the immediate supervision of tlte person authorized by the managcr, mine captain or shift boss.
(53) No person authorized to distribute explosives shall
leave the same exccpt at a place duly providcd therefor under
the terllls of this Act or With some other person authorized
to lake charge of thc 5amc.

Tr" n~·
rortatlon IJf
detonators.

(5.J.) Detonators shall not be transported in any lOhaft
cOllveyance with any other explosl\'e unless placed in a
separate suitahle container.

UI;".tlnl: on

(55) \\'here parties working contiguous or adjacent claims
or mlncs dis..,gree as 10 the time of setting off blasts, either
party may appeal to the inspector, who shall decide upon
the time at which blasting operations thereon may be performed. and the decision of the inspcctor shall be final and
conclusivc anti shall be observed by tltem in future blasting
operations.

"ontlg"",,~

CIUjll'R

t:x,)I,,~I"C8

nnt to he

relll(H'ed
from

(56) No explosive shall be removed from its original paper
container or cartridge.

OTlII[I",,1

contnl"'-'
1l1'"ltl,,!: of
roa"t Ilea I'll.

~,z~

of

drill holes

(5i) No explosive shall he used to blast or break up ore,
salamander or other material where by reason of its heated
condition there is illly dang:er or risk of prcmature explosion
of thc charge.

(58) ..\11 drill holes, whether sunk by hand or machine drills
shall be of sufficient size to ,]dlllit of the free insertion to the
bottom of the hole of a stick or cartridgc of powder, dynamite
or othcr explosive, wilhout mlllllling:, pounding or pressure.

Sec. 160 (66).
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(59) In charging holes for blasting, no iron or steel tool or :-;"0 Iron or
.
.
steel to be
rocl shall be used, and no Iron or steel shall be used In allY 1168<1 In
hole containing explosives, and no drilling shall be done ill ~~\,::.ln;:
any hole that has been charged or blasted.
(60) Every workman shall, before blasting, give or cause Due
·
d ue warning
. .In every d
··
b y 5IlOuting
. required.
warning
to be given
lrcellon
"Fire," and shall satisfy himself that all persons have left
the working place except those required to assist him in blasting'.

(61) Every workman shall, before blasting, cause all ~n~~~~~~ to
entrances to the place or places where such blasting is to be El:~rrn';~:""
done or where the safety of persons may be endangered by to bedon\!.
such blasting, to be effectively guarded, so as to prevent
inadvertent access to such place or places while such charges
are being blasted.
(62) E:'{C1!pt where fired electrically no fuse shorter than
three feet shall be used in any blasting operation. In the case
of a supposedly missed hole no person shall return to the
plaC1! of blasting within thirty minutes of the time of lighting
the fuse. In a working place where more than two shots have
been tired, no person shall return to the scene of a blast
within the number of minutes which are equal to twice the
number of feet in the longest fuse used in the blasting operation
at hand.

~'use.

(63) In no case shall a workman light the fuse without
having a second light placed conveniently close.

Se~ontJ light

... ty.

ne~es

(64) When a workman fires a round of holes he shall, where Rreprt'd~
possible, count the number of shots exploding. If there is gol~s~e
any report missing, he shall report the same to the mine
captain or shift boss. If a missed hole has not been fired
at the end of a shift, that fact, together with the location
of the hole, shall be reported by the mine captain or shift
boss to the mine captain or shift boss in charge of the next
relay of workmen going into that working place before work
is commenced by them.
(65) A charge which has missed fire shall not be withdrawn, C",a~"e
but shall be blasted and no drilling shaH be done within a ~J6~bfa~[:d.
distance at any point of five feet of a missed or cut-off hole
containing explosive until it has been blasted.
E:l3mlnatlon
(66) No development heading shall be abandoned or work fot
mIssed Ot
therein discontinued until the rna terial broken at the firing cul·off bole.
of the last round shall have been cleared from the face and
the whole face of the heading examined for explosi\'es in
missed or cut-off holes.

Sec 160 (67).
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When
l>l"etlnlj: to
be done by

(67) After the first ten feet advance has been made in any
shaft or winz.e, and after fifty feet advance has been made in
:lny raise inclined at ovcr fifty degrees from the horizontal,
all blasting shall he done by means of an electric current.

Electric

(68) A workman shall not, where blasting takes place by
electricity, enter or allow other persons to enter the place or
places where the charges have been fired until he has disconnected the cables from the blasting battery or other source
of current.

electric
current.

currellt to

be dlKCon-

nectod arter
blasting.

Restrtdiona

on use of

electrlclt.)'
for eliot
nrlng.

MINDIG.

(69) (a) Electricity from lighting or power cables shall not
lJe used for firing shots except when a special firing device
which automatically opens the circuit by gravity is provided.
The live side of such device shall be installed in a fixed locked
box and shall be accessible only to the authorized shot firer.
(b) One such device shall be maintained for each individual
working place in which firing is done by means of electricity
from lighting or power cables.

ConnecUon
and die_

(70) The firing cables or wires shall not be connected to
the flring device until "immediately before they are required
for the firing of shots, and shall be disconnected immediately
after the shots are flred.

Flrlos
oables.

(71) The firing cables or wires lISed for firing shots at one
working place shall not be used for firing shots in another
working place until all proper precautions have been taken to
insure that such firing cables or wires have not any electrical
connection with the leads from the first working place.

Precllutlons

(72) When shot-flring cables or wires are used in the
. ..
f
I· I ·
bl
fli ..
VICllllty
0 power or Igltlng ca es, su Clent precautions
shall be taken to prevent the shot-firing cables or wires
coming in contact with the lighting or power cables.

eonnectlon,

In \lslngshot·
nringcablell"

Protectioll in Working Places, Shafts, lV£nus, Raises,

~tc.

Fenoln!:
of 8hnrt8
nnd other

(73) The top of every shah shall be securely fenced or
protected by a gate or guard rail, and every pit or opening
dangerous by reason of its depth shall be securely fenced or
otherwise protected.

Guard
fnll ~,t 8h"n

(74-) (0) At all shaft and winze openings on the surface
and on every level, unless securely boarded off, a gate ton
less than four feet in height or a substantial guard rail not
less than three feet or more than four fcct above the floor

openings.

lind wln"e

openings.

Sec. [60 (79) (b).
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shall be provided and kept in place except when the cage,
5k.ip or bucket is being loaded or unloaded at

~uch

level,

provided that when a guard rail is used there shall be maintained in conjunction therewith a toe board constructed of
Cour-inch by four-inch material.

(b) Where mechanical haulage tracks lead up to any shaft
or winze compartment on the surface or underground there
shall be pro....ided on such compartment a substantial gate or
barricade reinforced in such manner that it shall be sufficiently
strong to withstand any impact imparted thereto by collision
therewith of any motor or train and such gate or barricade
shall be kept in place except "'hen the cage, skip or bucket
is being loaded or unloaded at such level.

(75) Every shaft shall be properly timbered and such
timbering shall be maintained within a distance of forty
feet of the bottom of the shaft during sinking operations.

r.ha~t tOle
1m

ere .

(76) Where a drift extends from a shaft in any direction Protectfon
on a level, a safe passage way and standing room for workmen f~ d~~~f~~en
shall be made on one or both sides of the shaft to afford
protection against falling material.
(77) During shaft-sinking operations no work in any other Protection
place in the shaft shall be done, nor shall any material or ~rn};';'nnll: ...·hile
tools be hoisted or lowered from or to any other place in the shaft.
shaft while men are at work in the bottom of the shaft unless
the men so at work be adequately protected from the danger
of falling material.
(78) Where the enclosing rocks are not safe e\·ery adit, ~~wrinfll:
tunnel, stope, or other working in which work is being carried tllan:ef~. eto.
on, or persons passing, shall be securely cased, lined or timbered, or otherwise made secure.
(79) (a) All raises inclined at over fifty-five degrees from RaIses o"er
·
I w h·ch
· d up more t h
ftft}·.nve
th e honzonta
I
are to b e
carne
an ·
sixty dell:rees.
feet shall be di,;ded into at least two compartments, one of
which shall be maintained as a ladder-way and equipped
with suitable ladders. The timbering shall be maintained
within a distance of twenty-five feet of the face of the raise.
(b) All raises inclined at over fifty degrees from the hod- Raises
· d and
between ftfty
· h are to b e
zontaI b ut un d er fir ty- fi ve d egrees whIC
carne
nrty.t\"e
Up more than one hundred feet shall be divided into at least dell:rees.
two compartments, one of which shall be maintained as a
ladderway and equipped with suitable ladders in that portion
at least which lies above seventy· five feet from the bottom
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of the faiSt,. Till' liml'l'ring :-;hall be rnaintailll'<l within a
tli;,lann' of 'Wt'llly-lln' ft'ct of lilt· fan' of the raiM'.
Preo"ution"
11ft tl> broken
".. nlori,,!.

(MO) Whercn::r, at any mine, chutes are pulled where
persons may, either atlhe time of pulling" or some future timc,
bc required to go out Oil thc hrokcn material abo\'c, sufficicnt
prccaution shall be takcn to a~ccrtain that the hroken malerial
is sculing- frecly and where Ihere is any indication of a hang-up
the location shall he adcquately protected by suitable signs
or ban;cndcs and any persons working in the vicinity notified
of the dall~er.

'1'01' "

(81) The top of c\'ery mill hole in a stope shall, as fill' as
practicable, he kept co\·ered.

Proeedure
before
drllllnil.

(82) Bcfore {Irilling- is commenced in any working place
the exposed bce shilll be blown o\'er with compressed air or
water under pressure and carefully examined for misfires
and sockets,

UnUijed

(83) Underground working-s, especially shafts, sumps and
winzes, which have beeTl in disuse for some time shall be
examined before heing again used, in order to ascertain
whcther foul air or other dangerous gases have accumulated
there, and only such workmen as Illay be necessary to make
such ex:t1nillatioll shall be allowed to proceed to such places
until such places are in a fit state to work or travel ill.

lui 1 hole In
"lope to be
eovered.

worklnj{A to
be teijted

ror line

Examlnutlon
of
mine
w.()rklnll~.

(84) The owner, manager, or some authorized persoll or
l)Crsons shall examine dailvJ all .narts
of the mine where drillin""
"
...
and hlasting is being carried on; shall examine at least once
a week the other portions of a minc in which operations are
being carried on, such as shafts, winzes, levels, stopes, drifts,
crosscuts nnd raises, in order to ascertain that they are in a
snfe working condition; shall inspect and scale or calise to be
inspected and scaled the roofs of all stopes or other working
places as uften as thc nature of the ground and of thc work
performed nccessitatcs.

!;cl,lillll b:'l"lI
and gade.

(85) The oWller or managcr shall provide and maintain an
adequate supply of properly dressed scaling- bars and g"ds and
othcr equipmellt ncccssary for sCilling-.

Llr" line~ to
I,e u~cd.

(86) The owncr or manager shall, whcn ncceS5..1.ry, provide
life lines for the workmen and it shall be the duty of the
workmen 10 continually wear such life lines while working
ill dangerous placcs.

l;:eepln~

....ater SUI,ply
to lltl' dust.

a

(87) b'cry dusty place where work is being carried on In
mille shall be adeqwuely supplied at all limes with clean

Sec. 160 (95) (b).
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water under pressure or other approved appliances for laying
the dust caused by drilling or blasting op~rations.
(88) The times for blasting shall be so fixed that the Time r... r
workmen shall be exposed as little as practicable to dust and blastlnll.
smoke.

Ladder,L'ays.
Ladder"
(89) A suitable footway or ladderway shall be provided in in
shaft.
every shaft.
(90) The ladder or passageway in a shaft or winze shall he ~~o~~~~:ee~n
separated by a substantial, closely boarded partition from the:~~~~1ie~e
compartment or division of the shaft or winze in which the from hois~.
material is hoisted.

(91) In a shaft inclined at over seventy degrees from the ~1~~~Oe:~~r"J
horizontal a substantial platfofm shall be built at intervals l~,,~f~:S'l'
not exceeding twenty feet in the ladderway, and the same shall ~hafts.
be closely covered except for an opening large enough to
permit the passage of a man's body, and the ladders shall be
so placed as to cover this op.ening in the platform.

(92) In a shaft inclined at less than seventy degrees but ~~3~~~~.
more th.an fifty degrees from the horizontal the ladders may :~~r;:':':~~in
be contlOUOUS, but platforms shall be built at intervals not~haft~ of low
°
. engle.
excoed 109
twenty f eet, an d so covered t h
at on' y an opening
large enough for the passage of a man's body is provided.
Stairways may be used in a shaft inclined at less than fifty
degrees from the horizontal.
(93) \Vire rope or strands of wire rope shall not be used or

Wire

rope

be allowed to be used for climbing purposes in any mine if ladder>!.
they are frayed or ha"e projecting broken wires.
(94) Every ladder shall project at least three feet above its Hand rll.il~
, f erm, except \\. h ere strong h an ralO' s are proVI°d_.l
for l.. dder~.
pat
<:1.1.
d

Laddus
(95) (0) Ewry ladder used shall be of strong construction, Laddm.
shall be securely placed in any shaft, winze, raise, or stope,
and shall be maintained in good repair.
(b) The distance between centres of rungs of ladders shall
not be greater than lwel\'e inches or less than len inches. and
the spacing of rungs shall not \'ary more thall one· half inch
in any particular ladderway.
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(c) In order to give a proper foothold the rungs shall in

no case be closer than four inches from the wall of a shaft,
WiIlZC, or raise, or any timber underneath the ladder.
Shaft EquipIJWII.
n"lelnJ,: nnd
lowerl"$;
mnterlnl.

(96) Where steel, timber or other material is being raised or
lowered in any shaft or winze it shall be securely fastened to
the shaft conveyance or hoisting rope.

Whon ~(l bo
lined with

(97) When a crosshcad is not used the shaft compartment
in which the bucket works shall be closely lined with sized
lumber.

Safety

(98) All crossheads shall be provided with a safety appliance
of approved design so constructed that the crosshead cannot
stick in the shaft without also stopping the bucket. Such
safety appliances shall be subject to the approval ol the
inspector.

lumber.

flppll(lncc~

for cr08Rhc"dll

,

!lucket or

skip not to
be filled

abovo level

uf !.>rilll.

(99) Tn a shaft or winze, in the course of sinkinK•. ~c bucket

or skip shall not be filled with loosc roc.k:
the brim.

abov(~he

level of

Bucket or

(100) I n a shaft or winze, in the coursc of sinking, the bucket
or skip shall not be lowered directly to the bottom of the shaft
if thcre are men working there, but shall be held at least
fiftcen feet nbove the bottom. and shall remain there until
the signal to lower same has been given by the men on 'the
bOllom.

Bucket to

(101) No hucket shall be allowed to leave the top or IJottom
of any shaft or winze until the workman in charge thereof
has steadied it or caused it to be steadied.

skip to be
etopped
fifteen reet
from
bollom.

be IIteadlod.

Raisill~
C,,/.:o or

skip for

n\IR1nl: nnd

lowerin!:
workmon.

or Lrr...cring Persons"

(102) WhCllC\"cr a millc shaft exceeds four hundred feet in
vcr tical dcpt~ a suitable cag-e or skip equipped as required
by Rule tOol, shall be provided for lowering or raising men
ill the shaft.

I'rotectlon
(103) No cage shall be used for the raising or lowering of
~rt'~ t~~~~;;.1 pcrsons unless it" is so constructed as to prevent any portion
lng. etc.
of the txxIy of any person riding therein from accidentally
coming into contact with the timbering or sides of the shaft
or winze. Doors shall be so fitted that they canuot be accident·
ally opencd and shatl be closed when lowering or hoisting men.

Sec. 160 (106) (c).
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(104) All cages or skips for lowering or raising men shall
be constructed as follows;

Ca.l:ea

or 5klp.. ,

how to be
~Dnatructed.

(a) The hood shall be made of steel plate not less than Hood.

three-si:\:teenths of an inch in thickness;
(b) The cage shall be provided with sheet iron or steel

Caaln!:.

side casing not less than one-eighth of an inch in
thickness, and not less than five feet in height, and
with doors made of suitable material;
(G)

The doors shall extend at least fixe feet above the
bottom of the cage, and shaH be closed when lowering
or.hoisting men;

Doors

Cd) The safety appliances shall be of sufficient strength 5afetnalch.
to hold the cage or skip with its maximum load at
any point in the shaft, as provided in clause b of
Rule lU; but the Chief Inspector may giYe per·
mission, in writing, for hoisting, without safety
appliances, if he is satisfied that the equipment is
such that a maximum of safety is pro\-ided;
(I:) The cage sllall not ha n:: chairs at tadled therelO which ~tf::1~:tb~~

are operated by a le\'er or a chain through or from
the floor of the cage. ',' ',Y

le'-er.

(105)~No person shall trayel ~r:"be permitted to trayel in a Hol:stJnS
bucket, cage or skip operated by an engine which is being ;::::re~'~l
simu\taneo.usly used for the hoisting of mineral or material ~~~~~~slr.
ex:cFi~)~s provided for in c1a~f, c' of Rule 106.
(106) No person shall be lowered or hoisted, or allow When
hin,lsclf to be lowered or hoisted, in a shaft, winze or other ~~~s~6sbe
underground opening of a mine,hol:s!ed.
(a) in a bucket or skip, e.xcept that men employed in!rl ~I!Ckel:S
shaft sinking will be allowed to ascend and descend or s;c'ps.
to and from the nearest le\"e[ or other place of !>afety
by means of the bucket or skip used for hoisting
material, but there shall always be a suitable ladder
in the shaft to pro\-ide an auxiliary means of escape;
(b) in a cage or skip, except as pro\"ided in clause a of
this Rule and clause d of Rule 104, which is not

provided with a hood, dogs or other safety appliances
approved by the inspector;
(c) in a cage, skip or bucket that is loaded with powder,
steel or timber except for the purpose of handling
the same;

i24
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(d) in a cage, skip or bucket in which any material

IS

carri('d, unless th(' same be adequately secured.
Ilol~tl"l:

after

~~OI'r>"Re

ror rep"ln.

(107) After any stoppage of hoisting" for repairs and, after
stoppage for any other purpose, which shall exceed two hours'
duration, no person shall l>c raised or lowered until the cage
or skip has made one complete trip up and down the working
portion of the shaft.
IIoistillJ!,

Ilol~tlnl!

(108) Hoisting from mine workings with horse and pulleyhlock is forbidden.

Brnkes
rOqUlred.

(109) Where hoistinl;" is done by means of an engine an
adequate brak-e or brakes shall be attached to the drum of
the hoist and kept in proper working order.

"I·"
o Iowko.

(110) Such brakes shall be so arranged that, whether the
engine is at work or at rest, they can be easily and safely
manipulated by the hoist man when standing at the levers
controlling the engine. No hoist used for the raising or
lowering of persons, or used in shaft sinking, shall be equipped
with a brake or brakes operated by means of the hoist man's
foot unless such brake is all auxiliary electrical device. The
adjustments of the brake or brakes shall be maintained in
such condition that when the normal power of the brake or
brakes is applied the brake lever will still have a clearance
hetween itself and the ends of the quadrant in which it works.

I.oeklol:

(11 t) The operating gear of the clutch of the drum shall be
provided with locking gear to prevent inadvertent withdrawal
of the clutch.

l.oekhll:
do\-iooM.

(112) Such bolts and other fittings of the drums, brakes
and clutches as might be a source of danger in the eve"nt of
their becoming loosened shall be rendered secure by means of
suitable Jocking devices.

with horll6
nnd pulley·
block.

Kour.

(113) All electric hoists fitted with mechanically operated
brakes shall be so installed that,,\utomatle
t.rnkes.

(a) the mechanically operated brakes will be applied
automatically the moment the power supply fails;

Circuit
brpnker.

(b) in Cilse of a heavy overload, such as would be caused

by the shah con\"cyance Icaving the rails or becoming
jammed in lhe shaft, a circuit breaker will cut off
the power ami thus allow the mechanically operated
brakes to come into play:

Sec. 160 (111).
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(c) a suitable overwind device. which can be set to engage Over""lnoJ
.
.In the eh n d - f rame, devIce.
SIla f t conveyance at any pomt
will cut off the current, in case of an overwind past

this point, and thus allow the mechanically opcr'atcd
brakes to come into play. In default of a deVice of
this nature the hoist shall be equipped with some
other form of satisfactory and dependable overwind
device. Such devices shall be tested out by the
hoistman at least once a week;

..

(d) the brakes shall, on failure of the power supply, be I;Irake3
.
I
b y mech
' I means, pre f efa bl Y opernted
put mto
pay
aillea
mechanicalby
gravity, and shall in no case be operated by an menns.
auxiliary electric current;
(e) the brake and clutch operating gear shall be so

Interloc ....

interlocked that it shall not be possible to release
the brake while the clutch of the corresponding drum
is disengaged.
(114) The operator of a hoisting: engine shall not, after Drakes to
going on shift, unclutch a drum of his engine until he has loe tested
assured himself immediately beforehand, by testing the brake
of the drum against the normal starting power of the engine,
or in case of an electric hoist against the normal starting
current, that the brake is in proper condition to hold the load
suspended from said drum.
(115) When the hoisting engines are fitted with friction ~'rlctlon
clutches, the operator, after going all shift, shall, when clutche..
clutching in, test the holding power of the clutch before
releasing the brake of the corresponding drum, the brake of
the other drum being kept off. In case of a sleam or 'lir hoist,
the test shall be made against the normal starting power of
the engine, and in case of an electric hoist against the normal
starting current.
. (116) When the drum of a hoist is unclutched, the bmke U~tl
of such drum shall be used only for the purpose of maintaining ~rh~~"~~um
such drum in a stationary position and no lowering shall he unclutched.
done from an unclutched drum.
(117) In case 'of non-reversible steam or air hoists and t;;::<J~lary
single-drum electric hoists, not used in balanced hoisting, all required.
adequate auxiliary brake shall be installed before the same
shall be used for hoisting or lowering men, but non-reversible
steam or air hoists with throttle-controlled exhaust shall not
require such auxiliary brake.

Se,. 160 (118).
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IndlC:ltor
required.

(118) Every hoisting engine shall, in addition to any marks
on the ropc, be provided with a reliable depth indicator, which
will.c1e.'lrly and accurately show to the operator nt all times,

~IlXIXG.

(a) the position of the hucket, cage or skip;

(b) at what positions in the shaft a change of gradient
necessitates reduction in speed;
EUlllptlon.

but this rule shall not apply to hoisting engines used in sinking
operations when the hoistman has an unobstructed view of
the landing station and the distance from the landing station
to the bottom of shaft does not exceed three hundred feet.

Operation

(119) An indicator shall not be operated by.a chain and
sprocket arrangement but shall be driven by a suitable train
of gears from its corresponding drum of the hoist.

\Varninll

(120) In every shaft exceeding six hundred feet in depth
adequate provision shall be made whereby the hoistman is
warned of the arrival of the bucket, cage or skip at a point in
the shaft, the distance of which from the top landing place
is not less than the equivalent of three revolutions of the drum
of the hoisting engine.

of illdlcator.

l,Iig":l1.

5111'1'1"11:

of rope On

drume.

Connection"
bct .... c...n rope

::~

huckct,

Examination

of hol"tlnl:

",qull?ment
reqUIred,

Examln"tlon

of c;,ble5

(121) all the drum of every machine used for lowering or
raising persons there shall be such flanges or horns, and also,
if the drum is conical, such other appliances as may be·
sufficient to prevent the rope or cablc from slipping" off.

. .
122) T he connection between the hOlstlllg
rope and the
bucket, counterweight, cage, skip or other means of conveyance shall be of such a nature, that the risk of accidental
disconn~ction is reduced to a minimum.
(

(123) The owner or manager of a mine, where a hoisting
engine is in use, shall depute some competent person or
persons whose duty it shall be to examine at least once in
each week the sheave wheels, the hoisting rope and the
attachments thereof to the drums and to the counterweights,
buckets, cages or skips, the brakes and depth indicators and
the buckets, counterweights, cages and skips and any safety
catches attached thereto; the guides and hoisting compartments generally and the signalling arrangements; and the
external parts of the hoisting engine.
(124) Such owner or manager shall also depute a competent
person or persons who shall examine,-

Se<:. 160 (130).
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at least once in each month the structure of the
hoisting ropes with a view to ascertaining the
deterioration thereof and for the purposes of this
examination the rope must be thoroughly cleaned at
points to be selected by said person or persons, who
shall note any reduction in the circumferelTce of,
and the proportion of wear in, the rope;

(b) at least once a month the safety appliances
of the Safe,','·
.
app ancea

cages or other shaft conveyances, so equipped. by to bl! t&Sted
.
d con d·IbonSi
.
testmg
same un d
er i oa
sue h test to montbly.
consist of releasing the cage suddenly, in some
suitable manner, so that the safety catches shalI
have opportunity to grip the guides; and in case
the safety catches do not act satisfactorily, the cage
or other shaft conveyance shall not be used further
for hoisting men until the safety catches have been
repaired and been proved to act satisfactorily.

(125) If. on any examination, as is hereinbefore required DHecta tf',
. .
.
be remedle
there IS discovered any weakness or defect by which the safety at once.
of persons may be endangered. any such weakness or defect
shall be immediately reported to the owner or manager or
person in charge. and until sueh weakness or defect is remedied
the hoisting plant shall not be used.

Machinery
( 126) Such owner or manager shan keep or cause to be kept Record
Book
at the mine a book to be termed the "l\lachinery Record to b~d d
Book," in which shall be recorded a true report of every such prove.
examination as is hereinbefore referred to, signed by the
person making the examination.
(127) No hoisting rope which has previouslv been in use History
•
or rope
in any place beyond the control of the owner or manager nec~ary.
shall be put on anew except with the permission of the
inspector.

(128)• In
Hoistioc
. no case shall a rope which has been spliced be used rope
not to
beapllred.
for hOisting purposes.
(129) In case of hoisting engines there shall be not less than Lencth
three rounds of rope upon the drum when the bucket, cage ~!:~rr:d on
i POint
· ·In t h e sat
h f or winze
.
f rom Wh·IC h skip
drumlawhell
or s Ici p ·IS at t h
e owest
at
hoisting is effected. The end of the rope shail be properly the hottom.
fastened around the shaft or to the spider of the drum.

(130) In case a hoisting rope is used both for the raising Hoisting
.
. Is, t h e welg
. h t attac he<! tOand
both men
an d Iowenng
0 f men an d matena
the rope in the former case, when the bucket. cage or skip is materialS.
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bearing its <lulho.. i~ed load shrrll not exceed eighty-five per

centum of the maximum allowable weight when the rope is
in use for other purposes.
Itope

certltlcate

.

ne"e8~arr

(131) (a) No hoisting- rope shall be used which is not
acconipanicd by a certificate from the manufacturer giving
the following information: name and address of manufacturer,
coil or rcel lIumber, datc of manufacture, diameter and circumference of the rope in inches, weight per foot in pounds,
number of strands, class of core, number of wires ill strand,
diameter of wires in decimals of an inch, breaking stress of
steel of which the wire is ninde, in tOilS per square inch,
estimated or actual brcaking load of rope. length of rope.
(b) The foregoing data along with the additional following
information shall be entered in a book known as the "Rope
Record Book," and duplicate copies forwarded to the Chief
Inspector wilen a hoistinJ,::' rope is newly put on: date of purchase, datc Oil which put on, identification number (where
used) of the rope, name of shaft or winze and compartment
in which thc rope is used, weight of shaft conveyance, weight
of material carricd, wcight of maximum length of rope in
service. static factor of 5afetr.

(c) There shall be kept in the rope record book a history of
the hoisting rope, outlining the date on which the rope was
put on, ccrtification of trial trips and examinations rCQuired
by Rulc 132, date of shortening, dates and summaries of
breaking tcsts, date takcn off.
(d) The rope rccord book shall always be open for inspection
by the inspector.
(e) Whcn a hoisting ropc is taken out of service, notice to
that effect shall be forwarded to the Chief Inspector, giving
the date and reasons for discarding along with such other
information as he may require.
Examln"tion
of "ttll.<:h-

ment•.

(132) A hoisting rope when newly put on, and after any
subscquent cutting thereof, shall have the connecting attachmcnts between the bucket, cage, skip or counterweiKht and
the rope carefully examined by some competent and reliable
person or persons authorized by the owner, manager, or
department head, and shall not be used for ordinary transport
of pcrSOIlS in any shaft or winze until two complete trips up
and down the working portions of such shaft or winze have
been made, the bucket, cage, skip or counterweight bearing
its authorized load. The result of such examination shall be
recorded in thc rope record book.

Sec. 160 (139).
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(133) The factor of safety of all hoisting ropes when newly
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Factor of

installed ill shafts Ie::;:; tllan two thou::;am.l feet in depth shall ~~~trn~r

in no case be less than six, and in shafts O\'er two thousand rope.
feet in depth and less than three thousand feet in depth shall
not be less than five. The factor of safety shall be calculated
by dividing the breaking strength of the rope as given in the
manufacturer's certificate by the sum of the maximum load
to be hoisted plus the total weight of the rope in the shaft
when fully let out.
(a) No hoisting rope shall be used for the ralslOg or

lowering of men when its factor of safety based on
its existing strength' and dead load shall ha\'e fallen
below 4.5.

(b) No hoisting rope shall be used for the raising or
lowering of men when the number of broken wires
in one lay of 5.."id rope exceeds six, or when marked
corrosion appears.
(134) Every hoisting rope shall be treated with a suitab.le ~~r~:jnl:
rope compound as often as necessary and at least once In
every month.
(135) At least onc~ in cv~ry six months the hoisting rope Testing
shall have a portion not less than six feet in length cut ofT rg~~~on or
the lower end. The length so cut ofT shall have the ends
adequately fastened with binding wire to prevent the disturbance of the strands and shall be sent to a reliable testing
laboratory for a breaking test. The certificate of such test
shall he kept on file and a summary thereof recorded in the
rope record book.
(136) At the periodical cutting of the rope the connection Cleaning alld
between the rope and the bucket, cage, or skip shall be ~(~~~iatlon
thoroughly cleaned and carefully examined.
coon~tlon.
(137) Head sheaves shall be of such diameter as shall be shea
HeuoJ
vee.
suited to the rope in use.
(138) Wherever a counterweight is used in a shaft it shall ~~I~h\~~
operate in a separate and safely endosed compartment. The
cable from the counterweight shall be attached 10 the drum
of the hoist and not to the cage or skip.

Signals.
(139) Every working shaft which exceeds fifty feet in depth Silloamn!:
be provided with some suitable means of communicating

~hall
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by distinct and definite signals from the boltom of the shaft
and from c\'cry level for the time being in work between the

surface and the bottom of the shaft, to the hoist room.
Electrlcal
elgnRI
eyUllms.

(140) Where an electrical signal system is installed the
system shall be so arranged that the hoistman may return
the signal to the person giving the signal when men are being
hoisted or lowered.

Code
ohlllnnls.

(141) All methods of signalling in a mine shall be printed
and posted up in the engine house or hoist house and also at
the top of the shaft and at the entrance of each level.
The following code of "mine signals shall be used at every
mine:

Code of Mine Signals. '
1 bell

Stop immediately-if in molion.

1 bell

Hoist.

2 bells

Lower.

3 bells

Speellli
61111a18.

"

Men about to ascend or descend. The 3-bell
signal must be given before men enter th~ cage.
When the hoistman receives this signal, he
must not move cage for ten seconds after he
has received the balance of the signal. In case
he is unable to act within one minute of the
time he has received the signal. he shall not
move hoist until he receives fresh signal.
When the hoistman receives a 3-bell signal he
shall remain at his levers until the full signal
has been received and the act of hoisting or
lowering completed.

4 bells

Blasting signal. Hoistman "must answer by
raising bucket, skip or cage a few feet and
letting it back slowly, then one bell, hoist men
away from blast.

9 bells

Danger signal in case of fire or other danger.
Then ring number of station where danger
exists.

(142) Special signals, in addition to the above, may be
used at any mine provided they are easily distinguishable by
their sound or otherwise from the foregoing code and do not
interfere with it in any way and have been approved by the
Chief Inspector.

Chap.4i.
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(143) No person, unless duly authorized, shall gi,"e any f~e;:\"en

No Dolt ~f d
signal shall be given unless the bucket, cage or skip is at the~~:S~~.:l.e
level from which the signal is to be given. No unauthorized
person shall give any signal, other than the danger signal,

sigllal for moving or :;topping the bucket, cage or skip.

or in any way whatsoever interfere with the signalling
arrangements.
(144) A notice showing clearly the number of persons ~otlces to
allowed to ride on, and the weight of materials allowed to be~Ji'o~~~t:d
loaded on the cage or skip shall be posted at the collar of the ~},rii:~r
shaft. The person authorized to give signals will be held f~r~l;:ed
responsible lor observance of such notice .. No person shall
offer obstruction to the enforcement of such notice.

Hal/lage.
(145) No person shall ride upon or against any loaded car Riding
. any I eve,I d·f
. or a bo ut any mine.
.
f n ca""
On loaded
n t or tunneI m
etc.
mechanical haulage this shall not apply to train crews.

In

(146) On every le\'el on which mechanical haulage is Clearance
-~
. h es s h a II bebet....een
emp Ioyt:U,
a c Iearance 0f
at l
east·
elj;thteen Inc
and ,idescal'1l
maintained between the sides of the level and the cars, or of level.
there shall be a clearance of twenty-four inches on one side,
or safety stations shall be cut everyone hundred feet.
(147) Control levers of storage and trolley locomotives Control
shall be so arranged that the le\'er cannot accidentally be le'·el'1l.
removed when power is on.

Protution from Machinery.
(148) Everv
f1,·.wheel , geared·wheel , bull-wheel'pulle"
or geared.
Fly·.....heel.
'J
J
belt, and every opening through which any wheel or belt Wheel. etc.
operates, shall be enclosed with a substantial railing or
casing, unless situated in such a manner or location as to
prevent any person coming into accidental contact therewith.

(149) Every key, bolt, set-screw, and every part or any Uneven
wheel or other revolving machinery which projects une\'enly r~o~:CtlOn8
from the surface shall be covered, unless situated in such a co,·ered.
manner or location as to prevent any person coming into
accidental contact therewith.
(150) Every power-driven grinding wheel shall be provided ~~~ne1~nt~!le
with a hooded guard of sufficient strength to withstand the guarded.
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shock of a bursting: wheel. This guard shall be adjusted close
to the wheel and extend forward. over the top of the wheel.
to a point at least thirty degrees beyond a vertical line drawn
throug:h the centre of the wheel.
Wear_
Jnl: looac
clollol,,1o:.

(151) Persons engag:cd in dangerous proximity to moving
machinery !<hall not wcar or be allowed to wear loose outer
clothing.

II un",,,)' tt)
have hand

(152) Every rUllway or staging more than live feet from
the floor and used for oiling or other purposes shall be provided
with a hand railing.

Protection of

(153) Every entrance to any elevator, hatchway, or wellhole shall be rrovided with a suitable lrap-door, guard rail,
or automatically closing gate.

Counter-

(154) Every counterweight shall be so situated or guarded
thal injury to any person would not be probable should it
become detached from its fastenings.

r"llIn~.

entrances.

wei"ht.l!.

Fr"ll"
ill Ira<:kB.

(ISS) E"ery frog in a track, either above or below ground,
which cars are moved by mechanical power shall have a
guard block of wootl or iron.

OUIlI:~.

(156) Enr~· locomotive, engine, trolley or motor car used
for hauling material, either above or below ground, shall be
equipped with a gong, bell or whistle, which shall be sounded
when starting and at stich other times as warning of danger
may be required.

etc.,

On hauling
CIl/:1ItH!8.

011

Boilers.
Hie"",
bollera.

(lSi) Every steam boiler used for generating steam in or
about a mine shall, whether sep..'1rate or one o( a range,-

SufelY
Yah'o",

(0) have attached 10 it a proper safety-valve, and also

a proper steam-gauge and water-gauge, .to !>huw
respectively the pressure of steam and the height of
water in each hoiler;
lIo11or
inBIlc<:llon.

1\lnln-

t')flnnce

(b) be

inspected by all Onlario Government boiler
inspector or by an inspector of a boiler insurance
company at least oncc ill cvery twelve months; and
a ccrtified copy of tllc report of the inspection shal I
be forwarded to the inspector within seven days.

(158) E\'cry ~tlcli boil cr. safety-valvc, steam-gauge and
water-gauge shall hI' maintained in proper working ::ondition.
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Sand and G,at'el Pits,
(159) In open·pit workings of sand and gra\'el the method Undermlnlna:

..
.
. I b y un d ermlnillg
of remOVIng
materia
s h a II not b e a II ow ed . forbidden.

No vertical working place shall haye a height of more than
ten feet; where the thickness of material to be excavated exceeds ten feet in depth, the work shall be done in terraces,
or at an angle of safety. This rule shall not apply to pits
where: the material is exca\'ated solely by mechanical means.
(160) Guard rails shall be placed at the approach to railway 01!ard
.
f
h
k' b
d .ill one or approaches.
ra,1II at track
track s, were
h
t he YlCW
0 suc trac's lS 0 structe
both directions.
.

.!.lfetalilugical IVolks.
(161) At all furnaces of the hand-filled type the room at the Ventilation.
furnace top where workmen are engaged shall be adequately
ventilated, and there shall be provided and maintained in good
order a stairway equipped with hand rail. frOIll the top of the
furnace to the ground level below, affording a safe means of
exit in case of danger from anr cause.

.

(162) \\'hcnc\'cr it is necessnl-Y for a workman to go up on Pn>l"~tlnll
the bustle pipe Cor any purpose, he shall first notify the ""'orkm,,n.

furnace keeper or some other responsible person, whose duty
it shall be to remain on walch during the period the \\'orkman
is engaged on the bustle pipe.
(163) All bustle pipes shall be pro\'ided with safe working Protection
d WIt
. h han dral
' ls, at I east th
.
p Iat farms, equlppe
ree r
eet '
SIX 'rom
pipes.bU3tle
inches in height, and where\'er practicable the platform shall
not rest directly on the bustle pipe, but be supported on angle
bars, so that the floor plate will not become sufficiently hot
to cause burns to a workman Calling on it. Access to the
platform shall be by stairway provided with hand rails.
(164) \Vhenever it becomes necessarY for a workman to go Oua,~dln<:
.
"'or"m"" on
on top of the furnace for oiling, cleaning, or other duty. hctop of
shall notify the foreman or other responsible person, who shall furnace.
see that not less than two men go on top for any purpose.
It shall be the duty of one workman to act as watcher and to
give the alarm to the stock house, cast house, or bell operator,
and render eyery possible assistance ill case of danger from
gassing or other causes.
(165) Life lines and belts in good order shall be prO\'ided
and kept in some secure and readily acce~sible place for
immediate use in case it becomes necessary to re~cue a work-

Life

linn
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mnn from the top rigging, and also for use by any workman

whose duties require him to work in an atmosphere which is

liable to hccomc dangerous by reason of the presence of
noxious gases.
Shleld~

for

protectlon
IIllnln6t
burnlnlj:.

Line of

communloatlon.

Stairways
J)ro~ected

.

~~f:~-or

hazardous
work.

In .. poctlon

of etook
plleB.

(166) Workmen employed at metallurgical works shall be
supplied with suitable shields and appliances to protect them
as far as possible from beinl{ burned with molten material.
(167) A proper and adequate line of communication by
telephone, gong or other mechanical means shall be maintained between the furnace top and all other dangerous places,
and the cast house, skip operator's room, or other place where
workmen are continuously on duty.
(168) All stairways shaH be inclined at an angle not greater
than fifty degrces from the horizontal, and provided with
landings or turn-outs, at intervals of twenty-five feet, so
that it will not be possible for a workman to fall from the
top to the foundation landing below.
(169) Eve~y foreman shall person.ally supervise or appoint
a competent assistant to supervise any work around the
furnace involving unusual accidcnt hazard, such as work in
gas mains or cleaners. tearing out linings. work in the cast
house, nbout the stoves when blowing in or blowing out, and
ally work nbout the bells or stock line. He shall also, when
the furnace is known to be hanging and liable to slip, see that
no workman is allowed on top for any purpose.
(170) Stock piles of ore, limestone. coke or othcr material
shall be inspcctcd daily by some authorized person 'whose
duty it shall be to see that thc}' are in a safe working condition.

Protection

(l71) Whcnc\'cr ore becomcs frozen in the hopper and
workmen <Ire required to bar the same into the furnace. a
propcr guard rail shall be providcd to prevent workmen
slipping on to the bell, and all workmcn so engaged shall be
equipped with \)('ll and life tine.

R"cue

(172) Therc shnll be maintaincd at nil blast furnaces in a
readily accessible place, breathing itpparatus and portable
resuscitating app..'l.r<lluS of appro\'cd type, with an adequate
supply of oxygcn and absorlJent m:lterial. There shall always
be 011 duty in cach working shift a workman or workmen
appointcd by the supcrintcrtdcnt and trained in the usc of
hrcnthing and resuscitnting appnrntus.

around boll.

Ilppnrntull.
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Cra1leS and Elerotors.
(173) No person under the age of eighteen years shall be Ale or
ele..ator
allowed to operate an elevator.
operator,
Age arcTane
(174) No person under the age of eighteen years shall be operator,
allowed to operate a crane.

(175) Every crane shall be equipped with suitable
to prevent overwinding.

deyices~i~eJjn.
de,-Ieee.

(176) All hoisting ropes used on cranes shall be subjcct to~~~:{g~u.
the same rules as are laid down for hoisting ropes at mines.
(177) The owner or manager shall depute some qualified p':~I:tlnation
person or persons to examine daily such parts of the cranes of craneS.
or apparatus pertaining thereto upon the proper working of

which the safety of persons depends.

A record of such

examinations shall be kept.
(178) Every entrance to a hoistway shall be provided with ~:l~~fC
a substantial door or doors or gate or gates at least six feet
in height. All folding gates over three feet wide shall have
top, bottom and centre braces.
(1i9) Every hoistway landing and place where machinery Llehtlne·
is erected shall be well lighted.
(180) When a hoistway is not enclosed in walls, access to ro):[:~~~
the hoistway by means of an adjacent staiN'ay, platform or
floor, which is not an authorized landing, shall be prevented
by means of a parti tion to a heigh t of a t least six feet.
(181) All guide rails for cars and counterweights shall be Guide ralls.
of substantial construction, and shall be securelY fastened to
the sides of the hoist\\'ay, and the bottom ends' shall rest on
a 5e(:ure foundation, and be firmly fixed in that position.
(182) On every elevator hereafter installed a dear space of ~l~~~~~ce
not less than three feet shall be provided between the bottom
o( the hoistway and the lowest point of the car when the car
is at its lowest landing, and between the top of the car and
the shea\'e when the car is at its top landing, and also between
the top of the counterweight and the shea\'e when the car
is at its lowest landing.
(183) Every elevator shall be provided with automatic:a~:~~atlC
devices at the: top and bottom of the tra\'el of a car iOn the devices.
hoist\\'ay, SO arranged that the car will be stopped before it
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has travelled two feet above tJle lup landillg, or two feel
below the bottom landil1l{, and all drum hoists shall, in addition, he filted with ,tutornatic stop llIotions to prevent
overwinding-.
Protecting

counter-

(184) All coullterweights "hall have their sections strongly
holted together, and shall be so situated that they cannot
fall upon any pM! of the elevator or machinery, and shall be
suspended in their I{uidcs in such a manner that they will
run frecly \\;thout dnuj;cr of heing detached. Where counter·
.....cig-lilS run in the same hoistway as the c..... r they shall be
protected with a substantial screen of iron or steel frOIll top
of guides to a point fifteen feet below.

Protection

(185) Every elevator on which any perSOIl travels shall be
prO\"ided wilh side casing, and shall have a door or doors
extending at least five feet above the bottom of the elevator,
and the top shall be covered with suitable protective roofing.

Safot)"

(186) Every eleYator on which any person travcls shall be
provided with efficient safcty catches capable of holding the
clcvator and twice the maximum load in any position in the
hoistway. Whcn the safety catches arc operated through
shafts, all tbc IC\'crs and safety catches shall be keyed to the
shafts.

weights.

on~elev(l.tor.

oatches.

Rilles GOi'em;lIg Use of Electricity.
(187) In these rllles."Cut-out:'

(u) "Cut·out" shall mcan any device, such as a fuse or

cir..:uit·breaker, by which the electrical continuity
of a conductor may be automatically hroken by
challges in currcllt or \'oltage;
"Dis·

(b) "Discol111cctor" shal1 mean a switch which is intended
to opel1 a circuit only after the load has been thrown
ofT by sollie other means:

"EJeetr!cal

(c) "Electricnl Supply Station" shal1lllcan any building,

oonnector...

SUPI'lI}'
Stlltlon."

"Orounded."

room or separate spacc within which is located
electrical supply cquipmcllt and which is accessible.
as a rule. only to properly qualified persons, and
shall includc gcncrating stations and substations and
generator, storage battery <lnd transformcr rooms;
(d) "Grounded" shal1 mcall cOllllected to earth or to some

extcllded conducting body which servcs instC:ld of
earth. ami Ihis g-round cOllllection lllay be at one
or 1I10re points;

Sec. 160 (188).
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(e) "Panelhoard" shall mean a single panel containing "Panel·
" ~Wltl:
' J,e~ to l:onlro1I'I·,board."
II; ItS. ally
b usscs, f U~t'S allu
devices of small individual as well as aggregate
capacity, placed in or against a wall or partition and
accessible only from the front;

(j) "Reconstruction" shall mean replacement o( any ~'I~~~~I~;':'
portion of an existing installation by new equipmellt
or construction, but does not include ordinary
maintenance replacements;
(g) "Switch" shall mean a device for opening or closing "Swll<'h,"
or changing the connections of a circuit manually,
and in these rules a "switch" is always to be understood as operated manually, unless otherwise stated;
(11) "Switchboard" shall mean a large single panel or ~~:~~~,~.
assembly of panels on """hich are mounted swit<.hes.
fuses, busses and usual instruments, and accessible
both in (rant and in rear. Circuits and machinery
of relatively large c:l.pacity are controlled from such
boards;
E
'
"h
'''lillllzallon
qUlpment
s a 11 mean equipment,
£qUip';' .. nl."
de\'ices and connected wiring, which utilize electrical
ener~y for mechanical, chemical, lighting, testing
or similar purposes and are nOt a part of supply
equipment;

,
(t)' "U'I'
tllZatlOn

(j) "Voltag," 0' "Vol"" ,hall mean th, high", ,ffecti'" ::~:::::."...
voltage between the conductors o( the circuit con· ~;g~',.;'J.t 10
cerned, except that in grounded multiwire circuits,
not exceeding iSO \'olts between outer conductors,
it means the highest effecti\'e \'oltage between any
wire o( the circuit and the ground, and in ungrounded,
[ow-voltage circuits "Voltage to Ground" shall mean
the voltage o( the circuit;
(Il) "Wire gauge" shall mean the standard known as ~~~~:."

Brown and Sharpe (B, & S.).

Ground Rules
(188~ \\':here electrical apparatus or machinery is used at ~:'~J'nel~n'
any mme It shall be in charge of an authorized person, whoehar£e,
shall be qualified by experience to handle sud] apparatus or
machinery. Every person operating or ha\'ing- charg-e of
electrical apparatus shan ha\'e been instructed in his duty
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ami shall be competent for the work that be is set to do.
Repairs, extensions and chnngcs shall l>e made to existing
electrical c'lUipmcllt and conductors only by authorized
persons.
:t~ltr~~1I

(189) No person, other than the person authorized by the

~~~~~ibl0 ~o owner, manager, or superintendent, shall enler an electric....!
~~~e...otnh8~rjZ\!d

supply station or interfere with the workings of any ~lachine,
transformer, motor, or apparatus connected thereWith, and
when the authorized Jlersoll is not present the door of such
room shall he kept securely locked.

Oenernl
roqulremen Is.

(190) All electrical equipment shall be of such construction
amI so installed and maintained as to reduce the life and fire
hnz<lrd as f;tr as practicable.

Inepectlon

(191) Electrical equipment shall comply with these Rules
when placed in service, and shall thereafter be periodically
inspccted amI, when ncccssary. cleaned. Defective equipment
shall be put in good order or permanently disconnected.
Defective wiring shall be repaired or removed.

E,;xceptlonll.

(192) Electrical utilization equipment as well as generating
equipment, if enclosed in a separate room whieh is inaccessible
to unauthorized persous, and when in service is under the
control of a qualified electrical operator whose attention is
not distracted by other processes, shall be considered as
electrical supply station equipment, and such exceptions as
are made to the general rules for supply stations shall apply
to these installations.

Indentl-

(193) All electrical equipmellt shall be suitably identified
where necessary for 5.1.rety. The voltage and intended use
shall be shown, where important.

and repairs.

ne"tlon of
equlplllont.

Genemf Grounding Rilles.
Clrcult~ to
be J::Tounded.

(l9-t) I\ll rin:uits not over 150 volts shall be grounded if
l ·llgIlcr \"0 I tage clrculls
...
exposed lo Iea k·agc f
rom
Cit Iler t IlroUg h
overhead construction or through transformers having primary
voltage exceeding- iSO volts. Three-wire single-phase circuits
and three-wire dircct-current circuits not exceeding 300 \"olts
between outer conductors shall ha\"e the neutral grounded.

EQuip-

(195) Electrical equipment shall, when practicable, have
the exposed Ilon-currcnt,c<lrryillg parts, such as frames or
1110tors, geller:ttors, switchboards, cases of transformcrs, oil
switches ami illstrulllcn ls and casings or wiri llg and conductors,
pernw.nelltly g-roundcd.-

ment to be
grounded.

Chap.4i.
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(a) for all equipment over 150 volts;
(b) for all equipment where metal parts are within reach

of exposed grounded surfaces, such as metal frames
of other machines, plumbing fixtures, conducting
floors or walls (such as damp wood, concrete or
rock underground). Grounded surfaces within five
feet horizontally of the parts considered. or within
eight feet vertically o( the floor, shall be considered
within reach.
(196) The point at which the ground conductor is attached EquIpment
0
00 runways, s ha II ,__
dOl
obie. (\loweye.
and wire
to th e equipment
or wire
U'<;: rea I y access!
(t97) The ground conductor shall be of copper or other J\faterlal and

°
Iy un der th e e.'l:lstmgotll:round
. . contlnulty
met a1 W hIeh WIOil not C('lfTod e excessive
o
°
d
Of
°
bl
h
II
b
O
G
con d ItlOns an ,1 practu,:;a e, s a
e continuous.
roun d eondll<ltor.
o

connections from circuits shall not be made to jointed piping
within buildings, except that water or air piping beyond any
point which is liable to disconnection may be used.
(198) For grounding circuits the ground conductors shall :~~':.~~
ha\·e a carrying capacity equal to that of the circuit and must conductor.
never be less than No.6 B. & S.

•
(199) For electrical equipment the current·carrying capacity
of a ground conductor shall not be less than that provided by
a copper wire of the size indicated in the following table.
When there is no cut·out protecting the equipment, the size
of the groulJd wire shall be determined by the design and the
operating conditions of the circuit.
Capacitr of
nearest automatic:
c:ut-out
o to 200 amperes
201 to 500 amperes
Over 500 amperes

.
.
.

Required size
ground c:onductor
Il. & S. gauge
6

,
2

(200) In portable cord to portable equipment protected by
fuses ~ot greater than ten·ampere capacity, No. 16 ground
wire may be used.
(2~1) Ground condu'ctors shall have mechanical protection ~:gJ~~t';'~~8.
and Insulating guards e.'Ctending for a distance of not less
than eight feet above any ground, platform or Roor. If
attached to buildings, ground conductors shall be supported
on insulators and shall be protected by porcelain bushings
through Roors, partitions or walls.

(202) :\lain water or air lines may be used for grounds, Character
pro\·ided that connection is made at a point where the pipe or li:round.
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is Ilot liallle to diM:Ol1l1CCtioll for alteration or repairs.

:\Inin
water or air lines may be subst:llllinlly bound together for
this purpose, but shall, ulllcss conllcctl..'d to a buried piping
system of considerable extent, he connected to an artificial
ground.
Me~hod

or

Donnootlon

(203) The ground cOJlllection to mcwllic piping systems
slw.ll be made by sweating a ground wire into a lug auached
to a suitable clamp and firmly bolting" the damp to the pipe,
after all rust and senlc h:1\'c been rCII1O\'cd, or by any other
equivalent method.

Anlnolel

(204) f\rtificial g:rounds shall be located, where practicable,
helow the permanent moisture Ic\'el, or failin~ this at least
six feet deep. Each ground shall present not less than four
square feet of surface to the exterior soil, Areas where ground
water leyel is close to the surface shall be used where available.

Where

(205) Ground conductors shall he rUli separately to the
ground (or to a sufficiently heayy grounding' bus or system
ground cable which is cOIlTlected to ground at more than one
place) from equipment and circuits of each of the following
classes: (I) lightning arresters; (2) secondaries connected to
low-voltage liJ{hting or power circuits; (3) secondaries of
current and potential transformers and cases Qf instruments
on these secondaries; (4) equipment operatinR' in excess of
750 \'olts; (5) frames of utilization equipment or wire runways
other than co\'ered by item (4),

gfound...

iepar"to
ground

conduc~onl

required.

Llllhtnlni'

arrlll'ter.
IlrOl! ndB

Utl1l7.Btlon

I'qllipment.

SlIllply

"tauen

"'lull,menl,

(206) LightninR arrester ground connections shall not be
made to the same artificial ground (driven pipe or buried
plate) as circuits or equipment, out shall be well spaced. and,
where prncticahle, at least twenty feet from other artificial
j:::rounds.

Working Spare abolll Electrical Equipment.
(207) Suitable working space shall be provided and maintailloo about all electrical equipment. Where adjacellt to
exposed li\'e parts such working spaces shall be so arranged
Ihat they will not be Ilsed as passageways. The working
spaces shall, where practicable, have minimum horizontal
dimensions, where "djacent 10 exposed li\'e parts within eight
feet of the floor, as follows: (I) parts abo\'e 150 "olts to
g"round, if on one side. 2.5 feet; if on two sides, four feet;
(2) parts below 150 "olts to ground, if all one side, 1.5 feet;
if all IwO sides, 2.5 feet.
(208) In supply station equipment the following clearances
ollly need be maintained: (I) parts from 300 up to 750 \'olts,
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if on one side, not less than 2.5 leet; if on two sides, not less
than three feet; (2) parts above 750 volts, if on one side, not
less than three feet: if on two sides. not less than five feet.
Guord£lIg or Isolating Lit'e Parts.

(209) In supply station equipment, current-carrying parts Ouardlne
shall be /{uarded unless they are maintained at the following ~~~~;r~~
distances above the Roors which may be occupied by persons. parts.
Voltage of conductors
300 to
750
750
2,500
7,500
JO,OOO

to
to

Elevation in feet

.

2,SOO........·

...•........

,,500.......................•...........

to 30,000
to 70,000, ...••..•..••••....•.•..•.•.
70,000 to 100,000..
.

7
7.5

8

.

9
10

.

12

(210) All exposed current-carrying parts of electrical equipment such as bus bars, conductors and terminals operating
at over 150 volts and not isolated by an ele,-ation of at least
eight feet, shall be provided with suitable permanent enclosures
or other guards arranged so as to prevent persons or conducting
objects from inadvertently coming (or being brought) in
contact with the parts in question.
(211) Where the current-carrying parts at over 150 volts, or
in supply stations at over 300 volts to ground, must necessarily
be exposed (unguarded) within eight feet, or in supply stations
within the limits called for in Rule 209, from the floor line,
all surrounding conducting floors shall be covered with suitable
insulating platforms, mats or other insulating devices.
(212) Where the current-carrying parts operate at o"cr
7,500 volts, enclosing or barrier guards shall always be
provided, even when insulating mats are also provided.

Storage BaJteries.
(213) Storage batteries in rooms used also for other pur- Protection
poses shall be adequately guarded or enclosed. ?\Ieans shall gin~~r~~
be provided, if necessary, to prevent dangerous accumulations
of inflammable gas. Batteries whose operating voltage exceeds
50 volts shall be installed in conformity with the gencral rules
covering equipment.

Transformer Rules.
(214) Secondary circuits of current transformers shall be Protectin!\"
. I means for s hort-Clrcu1tlllg
. ..
I
I· I can b etransinstrument
tlem
WHCl
provi·ded W1tl
readily connected while the primary is cnergized, and which formers.
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arc so arranged as to permit the removal of any instrument
or other device from such circuits without opening the circuits.
(215) When primaries are above 7,500 volts sC1:ondary
circuits of current and potential transformers, unless otherwise
adequately protected from injury or contact of persons, shall
be in permanently grounded conduit.
(216) The low-voltage circuit of all instrument transformers
shall be permanently grounded unless the circuits arc installed
and guarded as required for the high-voltage circuits of the
transformers.
011

Immersed
~ran8

forme ....

Tran8(ormer
atatlons to
betlreproor.

(217) Oil immersed transformers shall not be mounted on or
above combustible roofs or 'attached to any building not of
fireproof construction other than a transformer house and if
within a building other than a transformer house must be in
a fireproof compartment, suitably drained and ventilated to
outdoors, tile door openings to be provided with not less
than six-inch non-combustible sills.
(218) Transformer stations, if not entirely of fireproof
conslruction, shnll be locnted nt least fifty feet distant from
other buildings.

Lighllli"g Arrester Rules.
Inn<::<::ee-

(219) If the operating voltage of the circuit exceeds 750,
shall he made inaccessible to

slbillto
".,.
unauthorized t Ie
19ltmng arresters
persons.
unauthorized persons.
l..ocatlon.

(220) Lightning arresters, when installed inside of buildings,
shall be located as far ns practicable from all other equipment
and from combustible pnrts of the building.

Provisions
(or dlsconne<::Unjl:.

(221) Lightning nrresters on circuits over 7,500 \"olts and
all lightning arresters which mn}' require work to be done
upon them from time to time, shall be so arranged, isolated,
and equipped that they Illay be readily disconnected from
conductors to which they are connected by air-break manual
disconncctors.

Oround
•.-Ires.

(222) Ground wires shall be run as directly as possible and
be of low resistance nnd ample capacity. In no case shall
Itround wires be less than >.lo. 6 copper wire. Ground conductors for lightning arresters shall not pass through iron or
steel conduits unless electrically connected to bOlh ends of
such conduits.
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(223) All non-current-carrying parts of the arresters shall ~:~~c~~~~t.
be grounded, unless effectivelY isolated by elevation, Qrearr)'lng
guarded as required for live parts of the voltage of the circuit parIs.
to which the arrester is connected and suitably identified as to
that voltage.
(224) All current-earrying parts of arresters on circuits ~~ea~~lrntt
above 750 volts, unless effectively isolated by elevation, shall
be adequately guarded to protect persons from inadvertent
contact with them, or from injury by arcing. Guarding ~hall
comply with Rules 210 and 228.

CondliClars.
(225) Conductors shall be suitable for the location, use and ~:~f~~~~~~ or
voltage and each cor,ductor (except neutral conductors, conductor8.
ground wires. and conductors of circuits, the open in,:: of which
may cause special hazard by interruption of service or remov,,!
of protection), shal! be protected against excessive current hy
suitable automatic cut-out or by the design of the system.
(226) All conductors normally grounded for the protection Cut_outs
of persons shall be arranged without automatic cut_outsOmltted.
interrupting their cOIllinuity ueLweell the sources of electrical
supply and the point at which the ground wire is attached,
unless the cut-out opens all the conductors of the system with
one operation.
(227) All conductors where not protected by conduit or Insulatl",:
armouring shall have approved insulation and shall be c()nductors.
mounted on cleats, porcelain knobs or insulators and shall be
separated from contact with floors, walls or partitions by tubes
of incombustible insulating material.
(228) All fixed conductors operating at over 150 volts orh()latlng
in supply stations at o,'er i50 volts unless isolated by an conductor8.
elevation of at least eight feet shall be enclosed in grounded
metal conduit, grounded metal sheathing, or shall be guarded
by permanent screens or enclosures.
(229) Bare conductors shall be used onlv for switchboard, Un or bar&
.. f
conductor~
d storage- b attery connections or or open wmng
panelhoar,
at voltages exceeding 2,400 volts in supply stations or for
electrolytic low-voltage furnaces and similar connections, or
for 'trolley wires and other contact conductors. Except at
points where permanent ground connections are made such
conductors within buildings shall be kept insulated from the
ground.
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Temporary

(230) TClllporary \\'iril1~ and equipll1cnr, which is not in
compliallcc with thesc rules, lllay ue used, but only WhCll
under (;Olllpctcnl supervision, or protected hy suitable barriers
or w<lfl1ing siJ,:"lls while it or Ileighhourill~ wiring' is ali,'e and
acces~ihle to unauthorized persons,

Wlnllll:.

SeC_ 160 (230),

Fusts. Cli/-oliis. Switches (lml COl/lrollers.
C1eller~1

requirement
urHwilche3.

Switche3
required for
equipment.

Swltche~

required In
feeder>!.

~witeheH fur
temporary
wirlll!:.

(231) 1\11 switches, automatic cut-outs, controllers, starting
rheostats, <llIto starters and other control de"ices !>hall be
readily alll! slfd~- accel-!-ihlc to :lutllQrizcd persons; they shall
he so lo('ated. laltcllc<l or Ill;lrked as 10 ;l(fonl llle:lllS of identifying" cirnlil:; or equipl11elll ~llpplied through them, :lnd to
indicate whelher tlICy are open or dosed. They shall be so
installed, ,,-here practicahle, dl;lt they c:lnllol he dosed hy
grn,-ily and such ,;witch('s ,IS dose by gra"ity shall he pro\'ided
with a proper !;top block or latch to pre,·elll accidental dosing'.

(232) Suitahle switdlcs sh:tll be inserted in all circuit leads
to gelleralor~, motors, trall!'formers, storage batterie!;, electric
furnaces alld silllilar equipment except hetween parts or
picces uf apparatus intended 10 operate as a unit.
(233) Suitable switchcs shall be illscrted ill all feeder
cOllductors connL'Ctillg" utilization installations to service
connections from either o,'erhead or undcrground lines.
These s\\'itches shall be readily accessiblc, and as elose as
practicable to the point of COllnection with the overhead or
underground lincs.
(234) Switches or plug connectors shall be placed in all
circuit lead~ at the point where temporary wiring or portable
conductors arc connected to thc permanent wiring.

CUI'"eltyof
e,,·llcbeH.

(235) Switches used otherwise than as disconnectors shall
have a rated capacity such as to insure safe intcrruption, at
the working voltage, of the greatest current which they may
he required to c:lrry continuously, and shall be marked with
the currellt they call safely interrupt,

SwiteheH

(236) All cut-outs, switches, circuit breakers and other
apparatus used for opening or closing an electric circuit shall
be of such design as to operatc safely 0/1 the system frolll which
the circuit is energized.

10 b""O

cunlclent

ruplurinl:
eap"eit)',

l)1~·

connect"rM_

(23i) DiscOllllectors shalllJc of suitable voltage ;1I1d ampere
rnting for the circuit ill which they arc installed and shall be
acccssihie onl~· to qualified persoll!'. They shall also be pro-
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. teeted by signs warning against opening the switch while
carrying current in excess of the safe opening limit.
(238) :\Ieans shall be provided so that switches controlling ~;'b~~~~lnll'
apparatus can be locked or blocked in the open position or switches.
plainly tagged to pre\"enl careless closing while work is being
done on the equipment unless alllj\"c and moving parts of the
equipment arc in plIlin 5ight of the switch.
(239) Switches, controllers and rheostats shall be so con- Good
-" as to rna k-c an d mamlalll
" " go od contact.
,-\.n!"f e contact
struch::u
required on
"h
h
\\
"
"
"h
\"
"
d
.
sWlte es s a mamlalll sue a Ignment un er service con- s .... 'tche•.
ditions that they may be closed with a single unhesitating
motion.
(UO) Unless a switch, operating on a circuit above 300 'rhgn
k
volts, makes an air break there shall, ir equipment controlled::it6::s
by such switch requires adjustment or repairs while the needed,
conductors leading to such switch are still alive. be installed
between it and the source of energy supply a ~uitable air-break
disconnector.

(241) All. manual switches over 150 \'olts to ground . or in l!ve
Eneloslnll:
parh
suppl)' stations over 300 \'olts to ground shall ha\'e SUitable ors....ltcbes.
. casings or guards protecting the operator from danger of
contact with current-carrying parts or being burned by arcing
at the switch .
. (242) All switches interrupting circuits O\'er 300 volts shall ~v.~W~g~ll:
be operated by means of remote control mechanism or be ~gg~~lts.
provided with suitable casings protecting the operator from
danger of contact with current-carrying parts, except as
provided in rule 244, The control device for switches shall
indicate whether the switches are open or closed.
(243) Switches shall, if practicable, be so connected that Connections
"b
. .
toswltcbes .
SWI", Ch bf a d es WI"II not be a \"l\'e w hen m
t e open posItion.
(244) Wh~re ~witches, disconnectors, and fuses above 750~~i~;i~tout
volts are ordmanly guarded by co\'ers or enclosed in separate ordInarily
\\ v be operated\\"It
" hout sueh s....ltches
ll:uarded
"
rooms, b ut must occaSlOna
"
"h
b
\
"f
C
b
,aho,'"
protection, elt er y remO\'a 0 tile covers or y entrance mto 750 '·olls.
the rooms, adequate working space shall be provided about the
live parts so that the operator will not be required to bring
any part of his body within the following horizontal distances:
Voltage of parts
750 to 7,500.,
"
7,500 to 30,000...
..
JO,lXlO to 50,000 .. ,.
, ,,
50,000 to 70,000..............
70,000 to 100,000...
. .. , ... , , ...

,

,
".
,.......
, . .•...

Distance in feet
1
2
3

.;
5
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(245) On circuits up to 300

\'0It5

to ground. where fusible·

bMore fU9lbie cut-outs arc 1I0t so arranged that they arc necessarily discon-

cut-DUtil.

Protedlnll'

fuall,le cut-

outa above
300 volta.

nected from all sources of electrical energy before the ungrounded currcnt-c.'1rrying parts can be touched, switches shall
always be so placed or arranged that opening them will
disconnect the fuses from all sources of electrical energy.
(246) Fusible cut-outs ahove 300 volts to ground shall be
in a cabinet or otherwise made inaccessible to all but authorir.cd persons, and switches shall be so placed and arranged
that opelling them will disconnect the fuses from all sources
of electrical energy:

FUBes In

(247) All fusible cut-outs shall be installed
fireproof cabinets.

Capacity
of fusee.

(248) The rated capacity of the fuses shall not exceed the
allowable carrying capacity of the conductor.

nreproof
oabinets.

III

approved

Switchboards.
Switch.
boards to
be readily

ecceulble.

(249) Switchboards and panelboards shall have all switches
arrallg-C(l so that the means of control are readily accessible
to the operator.

Switchboards to
1>0 eonvoniont for

(250) Instruments, rclays or other devices requiring reading
or adjustment shall be so placed that the work can be readily
performed from the working space provided.

!.ocntlonnnd

(251) Switchboards shall be so placed that the r;erson
operating them will not be endangered by machinery or
equipment loc:lled near the Oo.."1rd.
Mealls for adequate
illumination shall be provided.

operation.

~l~~t~~~ or
boardy.

Pro.tocllng

(252) Exposed bare parts of different potentials 011 any
.
.
sWitchboard or panel board shall be as few as practicable and
«
.
I y separate(.I
t I lese s Ila II bC ellcctlve

af:l\lnijt ahort.

clrcuitlnlr
01\ awltch
bOl<rdy.
Ouardlnll:

currentcarrying
paru or
6witch·
boarda.

(253) All switchboards and panelbo.."1rds having exposed
current-carrying parts operating at over ISO volts to ground
shall, when practicable, be suitably encased in locked cabinets,
screens, or rooms, or other enclosures to make them inaccessible to other than authorized operators. Conducting
floors aoout such boards, and in supply stations about boards
having equipment, operating at over 300 volts to ground shall
be provided with suitable insulating platforms or mats so
placed that no person can inadvertently touch live parts
unless standing all the insulating platform or mats.

Sec. 160 (259).
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(254) Where switchboards or panelboards at voltages below g~~~~-belo",
150 to ground are accessible
to other than authorizCiJ
opera LOn;, access,
1:;0 v'!lb','
.
..
e to
they shall, where practicable, be enclosed In cablOets or screens unauthorized
as an effective precaution against accidental short circuit at persons.
times when no operation of the board necessitates the opening
of the cabinet or screen.

Motor Control Deuices.
(255) ;"Ianually controlled starters for all D.C. motors and ~~ti~l
for all A.C. motors over five horsepower shall be so designed devices.
and the circuits so arranged that they return automatically to
the "off" position upon the railure of the energy supply,
except where the motors and their starting devices are, during
operation, under the supervision of qualified persons and
equivalent protection is otherwise provided.
(256) Each motor must be protected against excessiye ,Protect. CirCUit
.
. b rea k-er, an dtngmotor~
over Ioad current b y cut-out or automatiC
against
.
h
Id'
h
"
fir
overoa
I dd e\'lces au Interrupt t eClrcUitat typerceotum overload .
over normal motor-current rating. An auto starter which
disconnects all wires of the circuit automatically under ovcrload when in the running position may be used as circuit
breaker.

IlllHllinating SllPply Stations.
(25i) Rooms and spaces shall ha\-e good artificial illumina- Llgbting
tion. Arrangement of permanent fixtures and plug receptacles!~~t~~~tl)'
shall be such that the portable cords need not be brought
into dangerous proximity of livc elcctrical apparatus. All
lamps shall be arranged to be controlled. rcplaced, or trimmed
from readily accessible places,
(258) A separate emergency source of illumination, from Emergenc}an independent generator, storage battery, lanterns or other ~,frhi~t~eplY
suitable source, shall be provided in e,'ery station where an stations.
attendant is located.

Fire-Fighting Appliances.
l259) Each room or space where an operator is in attendance Fire-lighting
. h an a d equate approve d fi re-extlOgUis
.
. h'log appllancee.
be provi'd ed Wit
appliance conveniently located and conspicuously marked. No
chemical appliance which has not been approved for use on
live parts shall be placed in any room containing electric
apparatus or expos~d lines,

S h a II

Ch;lj\. oli.

148
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Sl'e. 160 (260) .

Lif!.ltlillg Fi.\"llires.
Ounr,'i,,~

ctlrr("'~·

carr}"lll:

part" of
lil:lIllnl:
tlxturcR.

(260) Electric Ii.'\: LUfes, Sl1rh ,IS lamp SOI,;kcts alld lilmp hases,
plug-s, rc<:cpt;u·]cs. CLC., shall be so installed tllat no current·
carryint;" parts will normally he c.'I:pO::icd externally when these
pnrts arc wi:hill real'll of g-roulldcd surfaces (sec rules 210,

2tl alld 212;. The high-tclllllCraturc currcl1t-carrying- pans
of radiant heaters arc exempled.
Portitl>le
In III PIS

Portable
conductors
eXI'0~cd

Injury

to

Style of
portaule
lamp>!
per,nilt"'l.

(261) I'orlahlc lalll]!s ~hall lIot be connected to circuits
opel'atinl{ at O\'er 300 volls to g:rOlmd.
(262) In local ions where I:xposed to dampncss or mechanical
injury, portahle conductors shall be of reinforced weatherproof
cord, and, when necess,ary, armoured.
(263) III locatiOIlS \I"hcre exposed to dampness or mcchanical
injury, portable I,Hnps shalt have their sockets enclosed in
wood or compositioll handlcs, throuj::'h which the conductor
shalt be carril..·d, and shall ha\'e a substantial wire cage which
encloses the lamp. A hook for hang-ing the lamp shall be
attached eidler to the caKe or to the handle.

Trolleys and Portable Apparatus.
Ounrdin!::

trollor or
crane
collector
wires.

(26-1-) Trolle}" or crane collector wires, whether indoors or
out, shall, where practicable, bc elevated at least 8 feet above
the rail le\'el and bc provided with suitable guards so arranged
that pcrsons cannot inadvertently lauch thc currcm.carrying
parts while in contact with the ground or with conducting
material connected to the ground.

Qpor"tinll:
volt:lIlO in
tllnnoJ~. ctc.

(265) III tunnels or undcr bins or in similar locations where
trolley wires are necessarily less than 8 fcet abovc the rail
level, the operating voltage shall not exceed 300 alld the wires
shall be efliciently guarded to prc\'ent accidentnl contact of
pcrson.

Port:ll>lo

(266) Portable and ]lcndaut conductors shall not be
installed or used on circuits operating- at O\'cr LiO \'olls to
ground, unless they are accessible only to pcrsons authorized
to approach thcm. In sudl cases thc}" shall he ?f ;"l type
suitable to thc \'oltaAc amI conditions.

und pond:w!
conductor»,

CrtllUS nlld EIC'i.'u(ors.
DleconnectlollR
for can nnd
cranea.

(26i) Readily nccessiblc means shall bc provided whereby
all conductors and equipmellt located in or on cars or cranes
can be discollllccled entirel~' from the source of energy at a

Chap. -P.
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point as near as possible to the troller or other current
collector.
(268) A circuit breaker: or switch, capable of interrupting ~~ld;~ on
the circuit under heavy loads, shall be used unless the current cars
and
CraneS.
collector can be safely remo\'ed, under heavy loads, from the
trolley wire.

Telephone Exposed by Supply Lines.
(269) Telephone or other· signal apparatus which must be 1:~~~h;~~g
handled by persons and which is connected to o\'erhcad signal ~~~::'::'d\!b:'
circuits e..\:poscd by supply lines oyer 400 volts to ground shall high '·oltal/I!
be protected as follows:
(a) by fuses and arresters:
(b) All exposed non-current-carrying metal parts shall be

permanently grounded;

(c) The apparatus shall be installed in such a \\":ly that
the person using it will be obliged to stand on a
suitably insulated platform, in a suitably insulated
booth or on other insulating surfaces.
(270) Telephone or signal apparatus which is connected to re'i~~hc~~~l;
a line which parallels a supply circuit of high voltage in such :~Unitlml!nt
a manner as to be e:-;posed to induced \·oltage shall be protected usose~ 10
-by transformers and shall comply with the requirements of ~?"lfac:e.
rule 269.

TransmissiOiI Lines.
(271) All electrical supply lines and equipment shall be of ~~s~frnu~rl~n
suitable design and construction {or the sen·ice and the can- or
aupply
ilnes
ditions under which they are to be operated, and all lines shall
.
be so installed and maintained as to reduce the life hazard as
far as practicable.
(272) Conductors and other current-carrying parts of ;;.';,a.:;~.ir;~ee.
supply lines shall be so arranged as to pro\'ide adequate
clearance from the ground or other space generally accessible,
or shall be provided with guards so as to effectively isolate
them {rom accidental contact of person.
(273) Where supply lines over 300 volts to ground are ~;ntrance
. .
to hUildtnKI
attache d to any bUlldlll.gs, for entrance, they shall be permanently guarded if accessible.

/
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ClearanC1l

(274) Supply lines carried over railways operated by sleam,
electric or other motive power and on which standard equipmeut, such as freight ea,s, i,; used shall have the style of
construction and clearances overhead as called for in the rules
of the Board of Hailway Commissioners of the Dominion of
Canada. Supply lines crossing; over railways on which standard
equipment is not used and lines crossing over roadway shall
have ample clearance for the operating conditions and shaH
be substantially supported.

requlr"d
hy sUPl>I~'
lIne.~ over
n.llwa>'s.

~Il:-;IXG.
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Underground.
He8trlctloll8
all Ulle of

motors

under-

Ilround.

(275) Except with the written permission of the Chief
Inspector. who shall prescribe such conditions as he may
deem fit,(a.) No Illotor over 750 volts to ground shall be "used
underground;
(6) The voltage supply for electrical traction under-

ground shall not exceed 300;
(c) No electrical energy higher than 750 volts to ground
shall be transmitted underground.

In under_

(276) Where electrical energy is taken underground pro-

f~t~i'~tlon8 vision shall be made that the current can be cut off, on the"
~h.i~~~ ~'l be surface. close to the point where it is led underground. The

8urrll~e.

cut-off switch or switches shall be situated in a locked building
or compartment, and same shall be accessible only to an
authorized person or persons.

F:~~"en_
(2i7) The bases of electric motors, transformers, starting
rlOn "bout equipment and other electrical apparatus and the compartele~trlcnl
. W h'Ieh
. I
suc 1i
are'wstaII ed s h a II be a f sue h materia
In8tnllutlon8.lIlents 10
and constructed in such manner as to reduce the fire hazard
to a minimum. No inflammable material shall be stored or
placed in the same compartment with any such equipment
or apparatus.

Condulls
requlred.

(278) All cables o\"er 150 'lolls translmttmg power under
ground shall be armoured or enclosed in standard conduit
and substantinlly supported.

Conduits
Or
lnsul;,tore
rorlll!htlnl(

(279) Wires carrying not o\"er 150 volts to ground for
dsigna
'
IClreUllsSla
' .
I II eltlCr
. l belJlstan
'
d ard con d'
tilts
:
.
or'caSlll~S,
or StlS(JCll(led f rom an( I secureI'ed
y h
to porceIam
or glass insulators, so that they do not touch an)' timbering
or llIetal. On no account shall siaples be used.

~lrcUlt8.

li~hling:all

Sec. 161 (I).
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(280) The armouring or casing of cables, mentioned in ~/gauH~~~~~s
rules 278 and 279, shall be bonded together so as to be elec-

trically continuous, and shall be connected at some point or
points to a satisfactory ground.
(281) All rules go\'erning grounding of electrical apparatus eroundlnll'.
!'o.letho<:l or
•
In general work shall apply equally to underground work.
(282) All proper precautions shall be taken to prevent i;~~~~;~~ns
electrical signal or telephone.wire.s, whether insulated or not, ~~1~~~~~~
coming into contact with other electrical conductors.
wires.

Rules G01.'erning Electric Hoists.
(283) When the inspector has cause to belic\"C that the Testlnlr for
shah conveyance operated by any electric hoist is bcing",,·erloadlfl lil .
overloaded he shall have the power to order a test to be made.

Damage 10 Properly.
(284) No person shall wilfully damage, or without proper Wilful
·
.
[..
.
aut honty
remove or ren d er use 1ess, any f
encmg,
casmg,
mLng, damalile.
guide, means of signalling, signal, cover, chain, flange, horn,
brake, indicator, ladder, platform, steam-gauge, water-gauge,
safety-valve, c:lectrical equipment or otller appliance or thing
provided in any mine in compliance with this Act.

Genual.
(285) No person under the illfluence of or carrying intoxi- ~~~:'rntlhe
eating liquor shall enter any mine or be in the proximity of ~~~~~~:fn~t
any working place on the surface or near any machinery in llquor.
motion.
(286) An abstract of the rules and regulations contained in Artfact b
this Act, authorized by the Chief Inspector, shall be posted ~o~~e~~ to e
up in suitable places at the mine or works where the same can
be conveniently read and the owner or agent of the mine shall
maintain such abstract, duly posted, and the remoyal or
destruction of the same shall be an offence against this Act.
1930, c. 8, s. 7, part.

Paymelliof Wages.

161 . -(I) Ko wages shall be paid to anv
person emploved
Prohlbltion
'
or
pa)"ment
in or about anv
mine
to
which
this
Part
applies
at
or
within
of wa<:e~
•
.."
stpubllC
any tavern, shop or place where SplfltS, WlOe, beer or other bouses.
spirituous or fermented liquors are sold or kept for sale, or
within any office, garden, or place belonging or contiguous
thereto or occupied therewith.

I
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Sec. 161 (2).

(2) Evcry person who contravcncs or permits any pcrson
to contravcne this section shall be guilty of an offence against
this Act, and ill the cvent of :Iny such contravention by any
person whomsocvcr thc owner and agent of the mine in
respect of which the wages were paid shall also each be guilty
of :In offence against this Act, unless he provcs that he had
taken all rcasonahle mcans to prc\'ent such contravention by
publishing and to the hc;;t of his powcr enforcing the provisions
of this sectioll,
I'a~'mc"t

(>fw"llc~nt

least forl_
Hllthtl~·.

I.Iccn6ee6 not
todnmn"e
other claim",.

(3) Notwithstanding allY agrecmcnt to the contrary, e\'cry
pcrson who I~rfonlls labuur for wages in COlJncction with any
minc, mining claim, milling' lands, or works connectcd thcrcwith, shall bc paid sllch wages not less frequcntly than twice
a month. IlJ30, c. 8, s. 7, part.

Damaghlg O/lter Claims.
I ( j:...
' N
I II
. h
. I
l '0 pcrSOIl or COlllp:ll1y s 1a , Wlt out ng II or
authority, cause damage or injury lo thc holder of all)' othcr
mining propcrty by throwing" carth, cla}', SlOIlCS, or mining
matcrial thcreon, or hy causing or allowing w:ller which may
bc pumped or bailed or which Illay flow from a mining claim
or other milling" property of such person, to flow into or upon
stich other mining propcrty, and the offendcr in addition to
any civil liauility shall incur a pcnalty of not more than SID
for c\'cry day such damag-e or injury continues, and in default
of payment of the pcnalty and costs, Illay be imprisoned for
any period not excccding onc month. 1930, c. 8, s. 7, part

Party Wall.
I'(\rt~· wnlls.

)Oa.-(l) Except as I)ro\"ided for in subsection 17' of
section 160, or unless the owncrs agree to dispense therewith,
in aU mining opcrations thcrc shall be left between all adjoining
properties a party wall at Icast fiftecn feet thick (being seven
and onc-half ieet on each property), lo the use of which the
adjoining owners shall be entitled ill common.

U.. e In

(2) The owners shall be cntitled to use such party wall in
common as roadway for ;111 purposes, and such roadway shall
not be obstructed hy the throwing of soil, rock or othcr
material thcreon, or in all}' other way, and any person
obstmcting thc samc in addition to any civil liability shall
incur a pCIl:tlty of not more than S10 for every day such
obstnlcti()\} continucs.

Dl"pcn,,[ne

(3) ;\ny such adjoining owners may, in any case, apply to
thc Jud~e, who llIay makc an ordcr disl.>Cnsing with such
parly wall or roadway, or providing for the working of allY
llIatcri<ll lhe!cin, or otherwise <IS he may deem just.

I hickn,,"'" of.

common.

wUh.

Sec. 1M (2).
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has of
f:xnmlnation
( 4) \Vhen the owner of a mine or lTll1llllg pCOllen\'
.
p.ut)· wall.
reason to belie,-e that a breach has been made in the party
wall between his own and an adjoining property or that a
trespass has been committed with respect thereto, the Judge
may upon application to him authorize a competent and
disinterested person to examine such party wall and for such
purpose enter the said mine or mining property with an
assistant or assistants and use if necessary the workings and
appliances thereof, and the person so appointed shall immediately after such examination repon in writing his findings
to the Judge. The time when such e.xamination shall be made
and the cost thereof and any damage resulting therefrom shall
be fixed by the order of the Judge.
(5) \\-here a breach has been made in a partv wall of a mine Order ro~
· · · mme
. or b y h""k
c!oslng
IS wor -men, servants bre,u:b I"
b y t he owner 0 f an a d JOllllng
"
h
""
f
h
f
I
fi
pll"t>· "'Ill! .
or agents WIt out pernllSSl0n 0 t e owner 0 sue 1 rst'
mentioned mine or the authority of the :\lining Court or the
Department, the Judge of the :'.Iining Court upon the application of such first mentioned owner mar make an order
directing the owner of such adjoining mine to permanentl~'
close such breach or do such other things as the Judge may
d~m nC1:essary or ad"isable to prevent water flowing into
the mine of the applicant, and if work has been discontinued
in such adjoining mine, or if for any other reason he deems
it expedient, the Judge may authorize the applicant to enter
upon the adjoining mine and into the works thereof and to
erect bulkheads thercin and do all such other things or make
such use of the works of the adjoining mine as the Judge may
d~m nC1:essary or advisable for the purposc of protecting the
mine of the applicant and his workmen and employees from
damage or danger from accumulations of water in the adjoining
mine.
(6) The Judge for good cause shown and on such terlllS as Varying
"
"h
Illay seem Just
Illay b y su bsequent ord er at any time
c ange, order.
supplement, alter, "a~' or rescind any order made under the
authority of this section. 1930, c. 8, s. 7, part.

.Yolice of Accidents.
16.J..-(1) Where, in or about any mine, whethcr allo,·c or Accident!
below ground, any accident occurs which causes loss of lifcd:~~~~~!...
to an)' person cmployed in or about the mine, the owner, notice of.
agent, manager or superintendent of the mine shall immediately notify, by telephone or telegraph, the Deputy :'o.linister.
(2) Where, in or about any mine, whether abo\'e or below Xotic~
serIous
groun d ,any aCCI"d ent occurs wh"IC h causes rracture or d"ISI oca- of
lnjur)·.
tion of any of the bones of the body, or any other scrious

75-1.
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Sec. 164 (2).

personal injury, to any perSOll employed III or about the
minc, the oWller. agent, l11<lnager or superintendent of the
mine shall within three days ncxt after the accident send
nolice in writing: to the inspector resident in that district on
the form prescribed for such purpose.
"Ser(oll"
(3) "Scriou~ personal injury" shall mean such an injury
por"vn(.l
",jU(,':'llleaoln", ufo as in the opinion of the attending physician may result in
the injured person heing" incapacitated for work for at least
seven days.
Accldenl8.

(4) Where in or about any mine,-

O\"crwindln!:.

(a) any case of overwinding a skip or cage;

Brcakal:o
in c"bl."..

(b) any break::lge of a rope or cable used for hoisting;

Inrl,lHh

(c) any inrush of water from old workings or otherwise;

Flro helow
I:ruuntl.

(It) any outhreak of lirc helow ground; or

E:tplusl<>1l8.

(e) any prcmature or unexpected explosion,-

or watcr.

","oUce tu

occurs, whether or not loss of life or personal injury is caused
thereh)', thc OWlIcr, agcnt, managcr, or superintendent shall,
withiu twellt,,-four hours next after the occurrence, send
noticc in writing to the inf;pcetor resident in the district, and
shall furnish slich particulars in respect thereof as may assist
the inspector ill making- inquiry into thc circumstanccs. 1930,
c. 8, s. i, part,

","utit-o uf
cl".nl:"" In
"olltlocti","
with the
workinl: of
amino ur in
re8l'c.·t <of
ilH uffice....

mining operations havc bccn commenced
allY mille, claim, location or works. or whcre such
operations ha\'C heen discontinued, or where such opcrations
hm'e heen recommenced aftcr an ah..'lndonmcnt or discontillllallCc for a period cxcecding two months, or where any
change is made in the nallle of a mine or in the name of the
owner or agent thereof, or ill the ollicers of any incorporntcd
COlllpallY which if; the O\\'llcr lhercof, thc owner or agent of
such minc. claim, location or \rorks shall give notice thereof
to the Deput)' :\linister within 1\\'0 months after such abandOlllllcnt, discontinuance, rcrOlllmenccment or change, and
if sm:h not icc is not gi\'en the owncr or agent shall be guilty
of an offence against this Act. 1930, c. 8, s. i. par~.

lrt"llcctor.

JUS. \\'hclc

UpOl1

Stll/islim/ Refilms.
StatlsUcal
rettlr"" hy
ownerH anti

"I:enu of
minel!.

160.-(1) For the purpme of their tabulation under the
instructions of the i\linister thc owner or agent of every mine,
quarry or other works to which this Act applies shall, Oil or

Sec, 167 (4),
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before the 15th day of January in e\'ery year, send to the
Department a correct return for the year which ended on the
31st day of December next prec«iing, showing the number of
persons ordinarii}' employed below and above ground respectively, and distinguishing the different classes and ages of the
persons so employed whose hours of labour aTC regulated by
this Act. the average ratc of wages of each class and the total
amount of wages paid during the year, the quantity in
standard weight of the mineral dressed, and of the undressed
mineral which has been sold, treated or used during such
year, and the value or estimated value thereof, and such other
particulars as the i\linistcr may by regulation prescribe.
(2) The owner or agent of every metalliferous mine shall, ~:~n,;:jrerIY
if required, make a similar return for the month or quarter returns.
at the end of each month or quarter of the calendar year.

(3) Every owner or agent of a mine, quarry or other works Penalty.
who fails to comply with this section, or makes any return
which is to his knowledge false in any particular, shall be
guilty of an offence against this Act. 1930, C. 8, s. 7, part.
Plans oj JVorkillgs.
167.-(1) On any examination or inspection of a mine the I';~d~;:dboen
owner shall, if required, produce to the inspector, or to an}' Fnapeetlon
'ed b y t he.\1'mister
,
other person aut honz
or D eputy!\,..
lnlster, ofmlns.
an accurate plan and sections of the workings of the same.

(2) The plan and sections shall show the workings of the~g~I~~nt
mine up to within six months of the time of the examination proer~~.on
or inspection, and the owner shall, if required by the inspector plan.
or other authorized person, cause to be marked on the plan
the progress of the workings of the mine up to the time of
the examination or inspection, and shall also permit him to
take a copy or tracing thereof.
(3) An accurate plan on a scale of not more than fifty feet ~~/I.;".!g
to the inch of everv working mine in which levels, crosscuts mines to be
, , 'lave b cen d n\'en
' from any sat,
h f a d'It or ftled.
or ot her openlllgs
tunnel, and of every.mine consisting of a tunnel or shaft fifty
feet or more in length shall be made and a certified copy filed
in the Department on or before the 31st day of i\larch in
each year, showing the workings of the mine up to and
including the 31st day of December next preceding.
(4) Before a mine or any part of a mine is abandoned, Plans to be
'
'
'bl e, a II un d er- abandon_
nled before
1OS ed d own or ot h erwlse
ren d ered lllacceSSI
ground plans and sections shall be bfought up to date and ament,
certified copy filed in the Department.
C
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Fnl1u~fl

(5) Failure all the pnrt of the owner ur i1j,(cnt of the mine to
comply with <til)' prO\"jsiol1 of this section shall he an offence
:lg"aillst this Act.

l'lan~

(6) Every such plan shall he treated as confidential inforIllation for tIle use of the officers of the Department and shall
not be exhibited nor shall any information contained therein
he imparted to any person except with the written permission
of lhe owner or agent of the millC.

I" f","ni"h
I'Il11M.

tn be

trculcd Ull

conOdcntlal.

~IJ

"1"G.

Sec. 167 (5).

(7) Every owner or <lg-cnt of a mine, quarry or other works
who fails to comply with this section, or makes any return
which is to his kl1owlc<lge false in allY particular, shall ~
guilty of nn offence ag"ainst this Ace 19.10, c. 8, s. 7, part.

Pm,'us (lml Dillies of Inspectors.
Powers or

In,,pector.

108.-(1) It shall be the duty of every inspector, and
he shnll have power,-

Inqul.ries
aM to cOrnpllnnce wlth
Act.

(a) to make such examination and Inquiry as he may

In"pcc~lon.

(b) to ellter, inspect and examine any mine and any

deem necessary to ascertain whether the provisions
of this Act are complied with, and to give notice to
the owner or ag-ent in writing of any particulars in
which he considers such mine or any portion thereof,
or allY matter, thing or practice to be dang-erous or
defective or contrary to the provisions of this Act,
and to require the same to he remedied within the
time named in such notice;

portion thereof at any reasonable time by day or
Iligllt, but so as not to unnccesS<'trily impede or
obstruct the working of the mine;
Stopping
work when
mineullaafe.

(c) to order the immediate cessation of work in and the
departure of all persons from any mine or portion
thereof which he considers unsafe, or to allow persons
to continue to work therein on such precautions
being taken as he deems neces:;ary;

Oeneral

(d) to exercise such other powers as he may deem

powers r"r

protection

or miners.

AnnUill

report.

nccessary for ensuring the health and safety of
miners and all other persons employed in or about
mines, smelters, metallurgicnl and mining works.
(2) It shall be the duty of every inspector to make an annual
report of his proceedings during the preceding year to the
Deputy ;\linister.

Sec. 171 (e).
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(3) The annual report shall be laid before the Assembly.
1930, c. 8, t;. 7, purl.

nepQr~ ~Q

be laid be(Qre

A~~~Illl>l)·.

169.-(1) The i\linister may direct an inspector to make Specllli
a special report with respect to any accident in or about any repQrt.
mine which has caused loss of life or personal injury to any
person.
(2) In conducting the inquiry the inspector shalt havc powcr InspectQU
to compel the attendance of witnesscs and the production of :n.i~e~"c~~
books, documcnts and things, and to takc c\·idcnce upon oath.
1930,
8, s. 7, part.
.

c.

170.-(1) Non-compliance with any written ordcr of an Offences.
inspector issued in accordance with section 168 shall bc
deemed an offence against Part VII 1.
(2) Failure to giye written notice of thc completion of any
work in accordance with any written order of an inspector
issued under scction 168 shall be deemed an offence against
Part VIII. 1930, c. 8, s. 7, paTt.

PART IX.-OFFENCES, PENALTIES Ai\D
PROSECUTI01\S,
171. Every person who,(a) prospects, occupies or works any Crown lands or
mining rights for mincrals otherwise than III
accordance with the provisions of this Act; or

(b) wilfully defaces, alters, removes or disturbs any post,
stake, picket, boundary line, figure, writing or other
mark lawfully placed, standing or made under Ihis
Act; or
(e) wilfully pulls down, injures or defaces any rules or

notice posted up by the owner or agent of a mine; or
(d) wilfully obstructs the Judge or any officer appointed
under this Act, in the execution of his duty; or

(e) being the owner or agent of a mine refuscs or neglects
to furnish to the Judge or to any person appointed
by him or to any officer appointed undcr this Act
the means necessary for making an entry, inspection,
examination or inquiry in relation to any mine,
under thc provisions of this Act other than Part
VIII; or R,S.O. 1927. c. 45, !'. 175, cis. (a-e).

De,cl"ipUQn
QfQffen"es.
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Sec. 171 (f).

(f) unlawfully marks or stakes out in whole or in paft a
mining claim, a placer mining claim, or an area for
a boring permit; or R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 175, cl. (f);
1931, c. 10, s. 17.

(g) wilfully acts in contrn.Yention of the provisions of this
Act other than Part VII I in any particul.ar not
hereinbefore set forth; or
(h) wilfully contravenes any provision of this Act or
any rule or regulation made thereunder for the
contravention of which no other penalty is provided;
or
R5.0. 1927, c. 45, s. 175, d. (g, h).
Ponalty
for "Jterlnll

llcenJJ<l.

(i) wilfully make, any male,ia! cha"ge in 'he ..o'ding
or numhering of a miner's license after issue of the
same; 1932, c. 13, s. 3.

(j) attempts to do any of the acts mentioned

10

the

forcRoing c1auses,Ponalty.

shall be guilty of an offence against this Act and shall incur a
penalty not exceeding $20 for every day upon which such
offence occurs or continues. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 175, d. (i).

Disobeying
order or
nward of

172. Every person who wilfully neglects or refuses to obey
any order or award of the Judge, except for the payment of
meney, shall, in addition to any other liability, incur a penalty
not exceeding $250, and upon conviction thereof shall be
liable to imprisonment for a period not exceeding six months
unless such penalty and costs arc sooner paid. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 176.

JUdge.

U6e or word
"!.lureal!"
prohibited.

173.-(1) No person who,(a) carries

Oil the business of mining or dealing in mines,
mining claims, mining lands, or mining rights, or the
shares, stocks, or bonds of n mining company; or

(b) ncts as broker or ngent in or for the disposal of any
mines, mining clnims, mining lands, or mining rights.
or of nny such shnres. stock or bonds; or

(c) offers or undertnkes to examine or report on a mine.
mining claim, mining land or mining nghts,shall usc the word "Burenu" as the name or title or part of
the nnme or title under which he acts or carries on business.
Penllity.

(2) Every person who contrnvenes the provisions of this
section shall incur a penalty of not more than $20 for every

Sec. 175 (1).
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day upon which such offence occurs or continues.
1927, c. 45, s. 177.
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R.S.O.

174.-(1) Every owner, agent, manager, superintendent, ~i~~.l~~~
or captain who is guilty of an offence against Part VI II shall or aeent
•
orrendlne
Incur a penalty of not less than S100 nor more than SI,OOO. agaInst

Part V II 1.

(2) Every person, other than an owner, agent, manager, Other
.
d cnt or captain,
. cngaged or emp led'
person eo
supennten
or In or a b OUlotTendlng.
a mine who is guilty of an offence against Part VIII shall
incur a penalty of not less than $10 or more than $100.
Where
the Deputy i\linislcr or an inspector has given pens
Addi,tlon,"
(3)
•
•
ty or
wntten notice to an owner or agent or any person engaged or continulne:
employed in or about a mine that an offence has been com- offence.
mitted against Part VI I l, such owner or agent or other person
shall incur a further penalty not exceeding $100 for every day
upon which the offence continues after such notice.
(4) Every such owner or agent shall upon conviction be Imprison..
liable to imprisonment for a period not exceeding three ;re~~tlrof
. an d every pa~'ment
months unless th e penalty and costs are sooner paid,
penalties. or
person other than an owner or agent so employed shall upon
conviction be liable to imprisonment for a period not exceeding
one month unless the penalty and costs are sooner paid.

(5) Where the offence is one "'hich might have endangered Impi"isj."'
the safety of those emploved in or about the mine or caused ;;n:e;'d~r
·
.
senous
personaI .lflJU!,)'
or. d angerous acci'dent, an d was com- a~ainst
Part \'1.11
mitted wilfully by the personal act. default or negligence of ~~sc::.ta,n
the accused, every person who ii guilty of an offence against
Part VIII shall, in addition to or in substitution for any
pecuniary penalty that may be imposed, be liahle to imprisonment with or without hard labour for a period not exceeding
three months. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 178.
176.-(1)
No prosecution shall be instituted for an offence pr08fK:ut
Instltuti,"'
·
ons
agamst Part VIII or any regulation made in pursuance[orotrence
agaInst
th ereo r except,Part VflI.
(a) by an inspector: or

(b) by the direction of the county or district Crown
Attorney; or

(c) by the leave in writing of the Attorney-General;
or for an offence against any other of the provisions of this
Act or of any rule or regulation made in pursuance thereof,
except,-

For otrellces
against other
provisions.
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Sec. 175 (I).
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(0) by or by leave of the ?\Iining Court or

3

recorder:

(b) by leave of the 'Anorney-General; or

(c) by direction of the county or district Crown Attorney.
Wben pereon

no~ actual
otfen~er no~

liable.

Onus or

proof that

compllance
with rules

not pmC'-

tleable.

!'roced lire on
prOSCClltlOnS.

!lev. Stnk

C.

l:~(l.

Limitation or

(2) No pcr;;on not heing: the actual offeuder shall be liable in
"
respect 0 f
such
Ollenee, i f he proves that he did not participate
in the contravention of the rule or provision for a breach of
which he is charged and that he was not to blame for such
breach and that according" to his position and authority he
look all reasonable means in his power to prevent such
breach and to secure compliance with the rules and provisions
of Part VIII.
(3) The burden of showing that the observance or carrying
out of ally rule contained in section 158 was not deemed by
the inspector to be reasonably practicablc, shall be upon the
accuscd. but it may bc pro\'cd by a certifieatc from the
inspector or by his cvidcncc gi\'en at the hearing. R.S.O.
1927, c. 45, s. li9.

17U.-(1) Except as to offelH.:es against section 14 every
prosecution for an offence against or for the recovery of a
penalty imposed by or under the authority of this Act shall
take place before a magistrate or a justice of the peace
having jurisdiction in thc county or district in which the
offcnce is committed, or before the i\lining Court or a recorder,
and save as herein otherwise provided. the provisions of
The Summary CQI/victiolls A ct shall apply to every such
prosccu tion.

(2) The prosecution shall be commenced within six months
. . 0 f t I1e ollence.
a
R .5. . 1927 ,c.,),
4- s. 180.
t he commISSion

a

prOlleclltlons. a f ter

Pf\RT X.-GENERAL PROVISIONS.
UE~t

•'/IPllcnt,ion
o Hcv. Stat..

o.

~oo.

HeRlstrutloll
where htnda

and mlnlnl:

rll::ht/l ha\'e

not been

patentl."d.

~'Ok

WACES .

177.-(1) 5..1.\·c as herein prO\'ided the prOVISIons
ofI .The
.
.IIcchallics' LicJ~ Act shall apply to mines, milling calms,
millinA' lands and works COlinected therewith.
(2) If thc lands and Illinirtg" rig-hts haye not been patented
the rcgistralion provided for in the said Act shall be in the
o/Tiec of the recorder.

s.c. 179

(b).

.\11"IXG.
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(3) When the claim is for waJ':"es in connection with a mine, ~~:rul... lm
mining claim, mining lands, or works connected therewith in for wages.

addition to the rights and remedies afforded by The J.ller,;ha,lics' Rev. Stat ..
Lien Act, the claimant shall have a lien upon any other e. 200.
property of the owner in or on the said mine, mining claim,
mining land or works, for a sum not exceeding thirty days'
wages, and this claim may be enforced under the pro\"isions
of the said Act.
.
(4) When the judge is satisfied that any claim for lien
recorded as provided in this section is not made in good faith
or is made for some improper purpose or when the owner is
unduly embarrassed thereby, he may make an order cancelling
the same upon such terms as to security or otherwise as he
may deem proper.

Canc~llatlon

aCclaIm.

(5) A lien upon unpatented lands shall not affect the right ~'~~n,.ie~ted
of the Crown. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 181.
iaJle~~~j~\.\~
ofCro"·n.

PRESERVATIQX OF PEACE.

178. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may declare by Powers or
. A cl Oovernor
Lieutenant·
.
proc1amatiOn
t h at TIIe P Ubl'Ie II'
'or ks P eaa P resert'afloll
In
shall be in force in any mining division or in any defined Council.
locality therein, and upon and after the date named in any ';tJ"i·4~~~~·36.
such proclamation section I and sections 3 to 9 of that
Act shall take effect within the mining divis!on or locality
designated in the proclamation, and the provisions of the said
Act shall apply to all persons employed in any mine or in
mining within the limits of such mining division or locality
in the same manner and to the same extent as nearly as may
be as if the persons so employed had been specially mentioned
and referred to in such Act. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 182.
EXPLORATORY DRILLI:s'C.

'I"Jnlster may, out 0 f any money appropnate
. cl ofdrlll"for
Purchau
179. The 1\
for the purpose, purchase such diamond drills as he may deem g~~to~~~i.ng
necessary for use in prospecting for ores or minerals under
rules and regulations made by the Lieutenant-GO\'crnor in
Council, which may provide,(0) for the control and working of the drills under the

direction of a person employed for the purpose by
the Department;
(Ii) for the payment of freight charges where the drills

are used upon mines or land other than those owned
by the Crown;
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(c) as to applications for use of the drills and the method

of dealing therewith;
(d) as to charges for use of the drills and for damages
thereto. or wcar and tear connected therewith:

and otherwise as to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council
shall seem proper. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 183.
Sampling
and t86tlnl[

or orea.

180. The j\'linister may. oul of any moneys appropriated
for the purpose. acquire and construct, and under rules and
regulations made by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.
may operate works for the sampling and testing of ores of
the precious metals, or works for the recovery of such metals.
and may purchase and treat such orcs or procure their treatment fOf the recovery of their contents, or for the purpose of
determining the best and most efficient method or methods of
such recovery, and the rules,and regulations may provide
for.(a) the management and operation of such works by
pcr50nsempJoyed for the purpose by the Department;
(b) the payment of freight charges upon ores and other
material shipped to or from such works and all other
necessary costs:

(c) the charges to be paid for assaying, testing and treatingsuch ores, and the making of deductions from the
assay value thereof for losses in treatment;
(d) the payment of the price of ores purchased and the

time and lIlet!ux! of such payment;
(e) such other purposes as to the Lieutenant-Governor in
Coullcilmay seem proper. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. IS".

RIGIiTS AI>.'U
Whatother
rlll"ht8
over

III"d,3 m~.~c

eon arrcu uY
Jud'lO.

EASE~IENTS.

181-(1)
\Vhere required for or in connection with the
•
proper working of a mine, mill for treating ore,
or Quarry, the
•
owner, lessee or holder of it or the person entitled to work the
same, lIIay, subject as hereinafter provided, obtain and have
vested in him by order or judgment of the Judge made after
hearing such parties intercstl."CI as may appear, or on appeal
from him.-
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(a) the right to open. construct. pUI in, maintain and use

COD6tructlnjt

Sec. 181 (1) (i).

)IISISG.

· h
id
eSt tunne
5, a ·
Its, ·
pipes, con d·
mts, ft urnes an d ditclles.
flumes, etc.
d Ite
other works through, over or upon any land for the for ,,,ater.
drainage. conveyance or passage of water:

upon any land or by, t>lscbarglng
(6) the right to discharge water
. .
f'
waterQD
through or into any e:'::lsttng means 0
whether natural or artificial;

dralllage. lands.

,

(c) the right to drain, off, lower or divert the water of ~r~~~.lenrflng

any lake. pond. river, stream or watercourse, or any waters in
. h stand·mg t hat t h e same or part streams. etc
at her water, not"'lt
thereof may be on the land of or owned by any other
person or that any other person may have rights or
interests in or to such water or the use thereof;

(d) the right to collect and dam back water, notwith-~~Ot~~1l:
standing that it may oyerAow other land;
t!oodlnll:.
(t:) the right to take or divert and use for or in connection I}.i:~~~Oter_
with the working of hi;; own mine or quarry and
bring thereto for such use any specified water, and to
construct and maintain darns and other works and
do all other tbings necessary or convenient therefor:
(f) rights of way or passage through or over any land or HIghts
water, and the right to construct, improve, maintain r:r~rdS
and use suitable roads, tramways, aerial tramways, ~~l:i:i-a)·s.
channels, waterways, passages and other means of ~~~wn)'s.
transit and transportation upon, through or over
any land or water, together with such other rights
of entry upon and use of land and water as may be
necessary or com-enient therefor:
(g) the right to transmit electricity or any other kind of ~~:.s~~-n of

power, or have it transmitted, through or over anycleetticlh-.
land or water in any form or manner and to do
everything necessar}' Of com-enient therefor:

(h) the right to enter upon and use for or in connection ;gJ~r~~~
with the working of his own mine or quarnJ"
a lands_
usIng other
OJ
specified area of other land; .
(i) the right to deposit tailings, slimes or other waste g11~~:~tl~~d
products upon any land, or to discharge the same ""aste.
into any water, the effect of such deposit or discharge
not being injurious to life or health, R.S_O. 192i,
c. 45, s. 185 (1).

Ch'ljl.47.
Com pen_

St'C. 181 (2).

(2) No sudl right !-h:1l1 be gralHed ullle!>!>

,HI}' Injury or
any other per,sOJl thel'ehy can be adequately
COll1pell>:atcd for, nor unless in all the circumstances il seems
reasonable and filtillg to grant the same, nor ulltil in the case
where injury or damage hns alread}' heell suffered, compensation h:ls l)eell deterlllillet! lIy the Judge, and the amount of
the :lward paid, :lnd in tlte exercise of any righl so gran led no
unnecess.."lry injury or damnge shall be done to the land,
property, rights, or interests uf other persons, ant! all injury
and damage wllich Illny be caused to nllY persoll hy the
grantinJ; and exercise of ally right olJwined under this section
shall be flllly compensa.ted for. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 185 (2);
1931, c. 10, s. 18.

~"t!o".

dama~c caused to

I [ow nxed.

(3) The order or judgmenl gr<llltil1g the rig-ht shall fiX such
compensatioll, or shall provide for the ascerwinment thereof
and shall contain nny provisions that may be deemed proper
for securing the s.."llTle nntl fur protecting the rights and
interests of any person whose land, property, righls or
interests arc affected or endangered, and if deemed proper
may require tIle applicant to make grants or concessions to
or construct works or do allY other thing for, or for the
henefit of, any such person or his land or property, :lnd such
order or award mny in all cases be upo~ stich terms, and Illay
grant the right upon such conditions and for such time as
lIlay he deemed meet.

!lln~..rl"IIO

(4) III cvery application for such an order or judgmcnt
the :lpplicallt, in addition to anything else rcquired or directed,
shall file in duplicate with the i\lining Court a clear and precise
statemenl of the right or rights being applied for, of the land
or property affected, auc! the owner or owners thereof so far
as the sarne call he ascertnined, a Tllap or plan of the locality
showing- the land alld water ill\'oh'ed, and definite and detailed
plans and spcdfications of the works or things proposed to be
constructed or done; and for the purpo:,e of preparing the
same the i\lining- Court llIay authorize the applicant, his
engineers and assistallts, to enter lIpon the land of any other
person and make such examinations and measurements as
lIIay be necessary. and such st:ltement, map or plan, and
plnns and specifications mny, by order be amended or altered
or modified at any stage of the proceedings. The Judge Tllay
l!i\'e direetions as to -the notice to be given to the parties
interested, the time and lllalltl('f of sen'ice, and the particulars
to he furnished to such panics respectively.

~~,~:~'r~ed to

(5) All rights a.nd hencfilf'. and burdens and obligations.
rrealed under this section shall rUIl with :lnd be appurtenant
i ll1d incident to the mine, quarry, mining lands, mining rights

he nJed on
8I>pll""Uon

run wllh
I,,"d~_

the
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and the other land, property, ril.!hts and interests in respect
of which they are created.

(6) This section shall apply to and against patented, as well ropg1.If:~:~d
as unpatented land, rights and interests, whether owned or land~.
held by a corporation or company or a mining or other partnership or by a private person, but nothing contained therein
or done thereunder shall, without the consent of the :\Iinister.
affect any Crown lands or any public interest.
(7) The Judge for good cause shown and on such terms as Jud/l:e mar
•
chanl{<l ordel
- may seem Just, may by subsequent order or award at any or a....ard.
time change, supplement, alter, vary or rescind any order or
award made under. the authority of this section.
(8) Rights granted under this section shall not be exercised ltlllhtHb
until the time for appealing from the order or award granting ~::,~?ije3
"d
hi"
d
",unUlafter
t h e same h as expire, or, were an appea IS enterC , untL expira.tion
"d"
d
r
b
f
d
f
h
·
time for
t he appea I IS
ISpOSC 0, ut rom an a ter sue tIme, of
appell!.
subject to any restriction or postponement provided for in
the order or award, the person to whom any such right is
granted may enter upon any land or property and exercise the
right so granted, and any person who after such time obstructs
the exercise of any such right or wilfully neglects or refuses to
obey any order or award made under this section shall be
guilty of an offence against this Act. and, in addition to any
other liability, shall incur a penalty not exceeding S250, for;>:3~~~ ..II}"
each day such obstruction. neglect or refusal continues.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45. s. 185 (3-8).

REGULATIO:-OS BY QRDER-I:'\-CQU:-OCII..

182.-(1) The Lieutenant-Gm'ernor in Council lIlav
make GO\'ernor
Lielltenant·
.
In
such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary for Council
" out t he prOVISIOns
""
carrying
0 f t h""'
13 _"'\ct or to meet cases w h"hmaymake
IC rell:ulatlons
may arise for which no provision is made in the Act, or when ~~oc..~i~'i~n~"t
he deems the provision made to be amhiguous or doubtful. or .... ct.
and may impose penalties not exceeding $200 or notcxcceding
three months' imprisonment for the violation of any such rule
or regulation.
Regulatlor.$
(2) The Lieutenant-Go\'crnor in Council rna'!
. make "uch
~
aatomakregulations as he may deem necessary for the opening, con- ing roads.
""
d s to, rhroug h or over ditche". "tc.
structlon,
ma111tenance an d use 0 f "
raa
mining claims, mining locations or lands heretofore or hereafter
sold or granted as mining lands or recorded as mining claims
or locations, and for the opening. construction, maintcnance
and use of ditches. aqueducts or raccways tl1roug-h. O\'er or
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upon such claims, locntions or land for the cOJ1veying and
pass.'l.~C
OOl:ulatiQllII

",,1.0-

to 1.00
Jjllhcd In the
1I'''~Tjo

Quell< and

laid before
AlUjoml>ly,

Tran,,·

mlllllion of

electricity
In mlnlnJ,:
dlviAlnll lind
enterlnll:

on land"
without

coneent of
owner.

of water for

lllinin~

purposes.

(3) Rules and rCJ;:"ublions made lIlH.lcr the provisions of this
section shall ha\'(~ force and effect only after the same shall
have been puhlished in the Ol/tario GaUIIf!, nnd if made when
the Assembly is sitting- shall be laid before the Assembly
during' the then session, :lnd if made at any other time shall
he laid hefore the Asscmhly within the first fifteen days of
the ses,<;ion next after tile cia te t hereof, and incase the Assembly
at such session, or if the session does not continue for three
weeks after such rules or rel;ulations arc laid before theAsscmhly, at the ensuin~ session, disapproves by resolution
of such rule or regulation either wholly or in part, the rule or
regulation, so far as the same is disapproved, shall have no
effect from the time stich resolution is passed.
183. With the consent of the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, and on sllch terms as he may see fit, any company
authorizctl to supply electrical Jlower or energy or compressed
air or both may from time to time construct, maintain, and
operalC transmission lincs, nir pipe lines, substations and other
conveniences for lhe transmission of electrical power or energy
or compressed air, or both, in and through any mining division,
nlld for any of such Jlurposes may enter upon, take and use
any mining: lands or any privilege or easement required by
such company for such purposes without the consent of the
owner thereof, but suhject to the payment of such compensation or annual rent for the privilege or easement required and
authorized as may be determined by the Lieutenant-Governor
ill Council, and the Lieutenant·Governor in Council may from
time to time revoke or vary the terms upon which any dRht
conferred under tile nuthority of this section may be exercised.
R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 187.
FEES.

IS..... Fees shnll I>e payable under this Act according: to tin:
tariff in the schedule hereto, and except as otherwise mentioned
shall be for the use of the Pro\·ince of Ontario. R.S.O. 1927,
e. 45, s. 188.

Lande
"nd mlnllllC
ri~ht9 lQ be
wIthdrawn

from ex-

"Iomllo" on
ropf",lof
atent or
ease at
I"stanco of
Crown.

r.

0:-0 CA:-OCt::L1.ATIO:-O OF r,\TE:>;T, I.,\:-ODS A:-OD RIGHTS TO
REVEST 1:-0 CROW:-;-.

18;3. \\"hene\'er a patent or lease of mining lands or mining
rights is by proceedings in the Supreme Court at the instance
of the Crown repealed or a,"oided, such lands and mining
rights shall thereupon become and be ..... ithdrawn from
exploration, discO\'ery, Slaking out, ]ense, or sale, and every

5«. 187 (I).

:lollNI~G.

discovery upon ancl claim to

~uch
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lands or mining rights and

to the mines or minerals on, in or under such lands made or
existing at any time before the repeal or avoidance of the
patent or lease shall become and be absolutely null <:l:nd void;
and such lands. mining rights. mines and minerals shall be
thenceforth vested in the Crown freed and discharged of and
from every claim. R.S.O. 1927, c. 45, s. 189.
DEFAULT OF LESSEE UXDER ~lIN'ES ACT, 1897.

186.-(1) If default is made by the lessee of a mining Forfe!ture
location leased under the authority of The Mines Act, being ~~~eea:eI
chapter 36 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1897, The ~:97.S;~k
Mining Act of Ontario, being chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes ~et4·.S~:~2:
of Ontario, 1914, The Mining Ac:, being chapter 45 of the rge2'i,~~a4\·.
Revised Statutes of Ontario, J927, or any regulations proyid- and thIs A"t.
ing for the leasing of mining lands, in the payment of rent
the lease shall be forfeited, but the lessee may defeat the forfeiture by payment of the full amount of" rent within ninety
days from the day when the same became payable. and in
default thereof the lease shall be absolutely forfeited and
void, any statute or law to the contrary notwithstanding,
and all claims of the lessee or his assigns shall from and
after such period fore'"er cease and determine.
(2) Where the Minister finds that no proof has been sub- Noti"e be. ed th
id
I Ian d seas
I edforedehlramitt
at tie
expen·Iture f or work upon tiC
tion or
has been made, the Minister by registered letter directed tororreitures.
the lessee or his assignee at his last known address as recorded
in the Department, may call upon the lessee or his assignee to
submit such proof by way of affidavit or otherwise within any
period not less than thirty days named in the letter, and if
after the expiration of such period such proof has not been
submitted the Minister may by notice in the Ontario GauUe
declare such lease to be forfeited. and void and thereupon all
the interests of the lessee, his heirs, executors, administrators
and assigns shall be deemed. to have ceased and determined
and the land included in such lease shall be revested in the
Crown freed and discharged from every claim. R.S.O. 192i.
c. 45, s. 190.

187.-(1) Upon the failure o~ any one o~ more?f sever~l r~~~~~tor
co-owners or co-lessees of a location to contnbute hiS or their several co. 0 I t h e expenditures
"
o ... neJ1l or
proportion
or of the rental necessary to co-lessees.
hold such location, the Judge, upon application of the co-owner
or co-owners or co-lessee or co-lessees who have performed the
labour or made the improvements or paid the rent as required
by the lease of the mining lands, may order any such
delinquent co-owner or co-lessee. or in thc case of his death. his
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personal representati\'c, to make the necessary payment

within six months from,the date of such order or such further
extension as the judge may upon application order.
Ves~lng

order of
delinquent

co-owner's
IntereBt.

Death of
delinquent.

(2) Tlie order may be served in such a manner as the Judge
llIay direct, and if at the expiration of the period fixed by the
order, or such further time as may have been ordered by the
Judge, it appears to the Judge that payment has not been
made in accordance therewith, the Judge may make an order
vesting the interest of the delinquent co-owner or co-lessee in
the co-owners or co-lessees who have made the expenditures
and p.aid the rent.
(3) Where any such delinquent co-owner or co-lessee has
died either before or after default in respect of his share, and
no person has taken out administration of his estate, or has
obtained probatf:: of his will, any order made under this section
may be directed to and served upon his heirs.
(4) In this section "co-owner or co-owners and co-lessee or
co-lessees" shall include "incorporated company and shareholder or shareholders therein," and in the case of a company,
the order shall be directed to the company. R.S.O. 1927,
c. 45, s. 191.
)II:\'ERAL RIGIITS U:'\"DER ROADS.

Sale or

1cM~e

Of min en, I

riRMs under

rands.

188.-(1) The corporation of any county or township in
that part of Ontario lying south of the French River, Lake
Nipissing: and the River l\tattawan wherever minerals are
found, may sell or lease, by public auction or otherwise, the
right to take minerals found upon or under any roads over
which the township or county has jurisdiction, if considered
expedient so to do.

No sale
or leuse till
nrter notice,

(2) No such s..,le or lease shall take place until after due
notice of the intended by-law has been posted up in six' of
the most public places in the immediate neighbourhood of
such road for at least one month previous to the time fixed
for considering: the by-law.

Snle or

(3) The deed of com'eyance or lease to the purchaser or
lessee under the by-law, shall contain a proviso protecting the
road for public travel and preventing any user of the granted
ri(::hts which would interfere with public travel.

lease not to
int",f... re
with public
travel.

In lIorthe.n
pnrt of

Province.

(4) In tIle remaining ponionsof Ontario the mines, minerals
and mining rights in, on or under all common and public
highways and road allowances shall be and are hereby vested

Schedule A.
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in His Majesty, aod may be sold, leased or otherwise disposed
of under this Act. Where any mining location or mining lands
adjoin a common and public highway or road allowance, and
the mineral vein or deposit thereon extends into or under such
highway or road allowance, the owner or owners thereof shall
have the right to purchase or lease the mines. minerals and
mining rights in, on or under the same, subject to the pro\·isions of this Act, or where there are mining locations or mining
lands on both sides of such highway or road allowance the
said rights shall accrue to the owner or owners on both sides
thereof as respects the half of such highwar or road allowance
adjoining his or their lands. This subsection shall not apply
to highways on lands heretofore granted by the Crown under
this Act, or in the grant whereof the mines and minerals were
not reserved to the Crown.
(5) The patent or lease of such mines. minerals and mining Paten~
. h ts 5 ha II contam
' a pronso
. protecting
.
fig
t h e roa d r
orb
pui 'IC orleaseto
protect
tra\·el and preventing any user of the granted rights which publictravei,
would interfere with public travel unless and until a road in
lieu thereof has been provided and accepted by the municipal
corporation haying control of the road.
(6) Subsections ol and 5 shall not affect am· rights acquired Pre,·I,ousir
"
'h
ilcqured
f rom or anr agreement ma d e or entered mto Wit
allY rl2"bts
.. I
'd
.
. to test
h I d ay. presen·ed .
mumClpa
corporatIon
lin er t h'IS sectIOn
pnor
of May, 19(}.l. R.S.O. 192i. c. -15, s. 192.

SCHEDUE A.
THE :\l1XIXG :\CT OF OXT:\RIO.
SCIlEDt:LE OF FEES.

(Sul:fm /8;.)

l. For a miner's license or renewal lhereof for an indidlual.
(See sections 23, 184.). . . . . . ..... . . .... .. ....
S

3 00

2. For an individual miner's license issueJ on or afler !sf
October in any rear. (See sections 25. 18~.). . . . .....

3 00

3. Every renewal of a miner's license for a mining partnership
where there are not more than two partner'...........

3 00

4. Every renewal of a miner's license for a mining partne~:ihip
""here there are more than t\\"o partners bet not more
than live partners...................................

10 00

S. E'·el')· rene ....al of a miner's license for a mining partnership
where there are more than five partners...............

20 CO
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6. The fee for a miner's licensc or renewal thereof payahle by
a duly incorflOratc<1 oompany. or h}' a comp.'lnr licensed

under The Ex/.a P'QVh"i"l Corpora/ions tie' to carryon
businesJ in Ontario, shall he base.! on the authorized
capital, or in the case of a company shares of which have
no paT ,·"Iue shall lIe ha:;etj O~ the actual value of the

shares as sho"'n hy affidavit of the president or secretary
of the company, or as ma}' he determined hy the
ao:onlhg to the following scale, namel}',-

~I inister,

(a) \\'here the capital so authorized. ascertained or

uetermined is no! over $40,000.............

$25 00

(b) Where the capital so authorized, ascertained or
determined is o\'cr $40,000 but does no! exceed

$ICO,ooo

.

5000

«) Where the capital so authoriled. ascertained or
determined is over $100,000 but does not exceed
$500.000
.

7500

(d) \\llen.' the capital so authoriled, ascertained or
,letermined is over $500.000 but does not exceed
$1,000.000.

100 00

(,) Wltere the capital so authoriled, ascertained or
determined is over $1,000.000 for each additional
$1,000,000 or fraction thereof.
.

100 00

Provided that where the capital of a company authorilerl,
ascertained or determined is over $1,000,000, and it is
h)' alTtdavit of the president or secretary thereof proved
to the satisfaction of the J\linister that any part of such
capital IS actually being used in some other business
enterprise atHl not in mininli:; business ....ithin Ontario
such part may be t1educted in fixing the fee payable as
above set forth.

7. Whenever a miner's license for a mining partnership or for a
comp..1.n\" is issued on or "fter 1st October in any year. the
fee shallbe onl~' one-half the amount above specified.
8. For recorl'IrI~ e"ch claim or boring pen;lit staked out by a
licen~ on his o",n license.
(See sections 57, 18·1-.)
.

'00

9. For reconling each claim or borinl:( Jl'Crmit st3ked out by a
licensee on behalf of another licensee.
184.) ..

(See sectiol1$ 57,

10 00

10. For eJHlmining claim record book. per claim; fee to be for
recordu's ol"n use. (See sections 10, 184.)
, ..
II. For inspretinl:( any document filed "'ith a mining recorder;
fee to lJe for reC'Or,!er'so"'n use. (See sections II, 184.) ..
12. For recording a Jispute. per claim.

(See sections 60.

18~.).

13. For certificate of record of claim. (See seetions 62, 18.1.).
14. For certificate of performallce of working conditions. (See
seetions 78, 184.)..... .
.
.
15. On filing appeal from recorder's decision. (See sections 127,
184.)....
.
.
16. On filinl:( appeal frolll Judge', decision. (See seetions IH. 184)
17. For filing transfer or agreer.lent to sell or transfer the whole
or pMt of a mining claint. quarT)' claim, boring pemlit.
puwer of atlorne\', re,·oc.ltioot of I'0\\"er of attorney, COP)'
of writ of e~ecut;on, disch"rge of execution or any other
instrument affectinl:( all)" recorded claim, right or interest,
per claim. (See sections 73,107.18 )
.

10
10
10 00
100
100
1000
2000

200
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18. For a "Substituted "liner's License."

(See 5el;tions 30.

18·l.)

$100

19. For special rtnewallicense undtr ~tion 86, to sa\'t forfeiture,
1"'lce the prescribed license fee.

20. For filing report of ork under section 86, to save forfeiture,
per c:1aim
.

300

21. For certificate relieving from disqualification under section S5

'000

22. For recording extension of time for performing working conditions or making application and payment for patent or
lease, per claim. (See sections 80, 86. 184.)
.

300

23. For recording an order or jude-ment of the Judge. or made
on appeal from him, per claIm. (See sectIOns 77, 184.) ..

100

24. For recording a certificate that interest in claim or other
recorded right or interest is called in question, per claim.
(See sections 77, 184.)
.

10 00

25. For filing certificate of mining partnership or certified copy
thereof.

(See sections Ill, 18-1.)

.

100

26. For recording certificate of revocatilln of ae:ent and appoint·
ment of new agent for mining pannershlp. (See sections
ttl, 184.) ••........................................

100

27. For recording transfer of share or shares in a mining partner·
ship. (See sections III, 184.)
.
28. For copies or certified copies of aay document, paper or
record obtained from any officer, per folio ............•.
29. Additional fec ror the recorder'" o....n Uite

10

ith e"ery Ilppliealion for a mining claim or borlllg permit, including swearing
the affidavit, if sworn before the recorder, and for every
other affidavit sworn before a recorder
.

25

30. For abstract or copy of entries in record book respecting any
mining claim, per folio (100 \Ilords) 10 cent!, minimum
charge per claim
.

2J

31. For filing an application for a mining claim under section 61

1000

....

R.S.O. 1927. c. 45, Sched. "A"; 1931, c. 10, s. 19; 1933, c.
33, s. 6; 1934, c. 32, s. 4.
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